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FOREWORD: THE LARGER PROBLEM
CONSUMER CREDIT
Producers T credit is an old story. Consumers’
credit is new. Today and for some time producers' credit
has "been recognized as essential to social and economic
progress. hut what about consumers' credit? Is that too
essential to the proper functioning of our modern civilized
life? This is a debatable question today. There are
learned men available to argue either side of the question.
A discussion of the broad field of consumer credit is not
the purpose of this thesis. 1 am interested in only one
particular phase of consumer credit, that of personal
finance. Just what is meant by personal finance, and
what enlightenment l hope to contribute to this subject
will be stated definitely in my introduction, iiere I
wish to outline the historical development of consumer
credit as a whole and show what part personal finance plays
in this huge problem. This, I believe, is necessary to
have a more intelligent approach to my discussion of
personal finance.
To begin with the concept of consumer credit is
not as new as might be believed at first glance. People
have had to borrow for consumptive purposes since the
beginning of society. ’What is new about it is society has
come to believe that it is a necessity, and, as such.
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attempts have been made to regulate it.
The origin of consumer credit is hard to trace.
In early history there was no definite line drawn between
consumers* credit and producers' credit. They more or
less run together for many years along with the history
of lending.
how to lend anything you must have more than
you need for yourself, and you must own it. Thus lending
presupposes ownership, and since private property, in
one form or another, seems to have existed in the most
primitive societies, the history of lending probably
coincides with the history of human society. 1
The earliest type of lending was what we would
call today "borrowing." An article would be lent and
the same article or an equivalent to it would be returned.
There was, in other words, no interest charge, it was
considered a duty for one who had more to lend to another
who had less, from the beginning of history, the taking
of interest for any purpose was frowned upon, but also,
it was just as true then as it is now, there were those
who could lend, and there were those who had to borrow. 1
The origin of interest taking seems to be
associated with productive lending and the ownership of
1. Robinson, Louis im. and hugent, Rolf, Regulation of
the Small Loan business. Russell Sage foundation, hew
York, 1935. pp. 13-16.
.
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land. Weapons, dress and ornaments, the earliest forms
of property, were unproductive, fertile land, herds of
domestic animals
,
and slave labor, on the other hand,
were productive in that they returned an increase to their
owners.
1
The Mosaic Code provided for lending, hut no
distinction was recognized between productive and consump-
tive borrowing, however, the hings and Prophets of Israel
preached against interest taking. 1
In the agricultural and trading economy of
babylonia interest taking was a common practice, rates
varying from 20 to 360 per cent, a year. Most of this
was commercial lending. Restrictions on lending were
incorporated in the Code of Hammurabi, ho interest was
permitted for necessitous borrowing. "One of the sources
of non-intere st-bearing loans was the temple storehouse
which lent to distressed farmers from whom repayment
was expected at the harvest." 1
Commercial banking flourished in Creek cities,
and distressed farmers and necessitous city dwellers paid
high rates of interest for loans, hut here Greek phil-
osophers preached against usury. Plato suggested "that
legal protection should be refused to credit transactions
in order to prevent the practice; and Aristotle sought to
1. Robinson, Louis h • and .Nugent
,
Rolf, Regulation of
the Small Loan business. Russell Sage foundation,
hew *ork, 1935. pp. 16-20.
.
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abolish not only usury in credit but profits in trade as
well, arguing that money was unproductive and therefore
not entitled to a return for its use. 1,1
The early Romans would not permit interest-
taking, but soon they learned that it was essential to
the growing trade of Rome. There was an attempt to
regulate the rate of interest charged, but it was un-
successful. Money lending was a major social evil in
their latter history, and interest charges were exorbitant
o
for people of small means.
It was not until 1326 that credit for the poor
and necessitous received any noticeable attention, in
that year hi shop Jiende of trance recommended that "magis-
trates make pledge loans at low rates of interest to those
in need." England followed in 1361 under the leadership
of bishop Michael nothburg of London who set aside 1,000
marks of silver from the church treasury for the establish-
ment of a fund to make loans without interest to the poor.
Due to lack of funds neither of these attempts proved
permanent
.
2
The first successful charitable loan agency was
organized in Italy in 1462. This was on the pawn shop
idea where money was lent in small sums on pledges of
per sonal property. The Pope in 1515 decreed that interest-
taking was not sinful or illicit but meritorious. Prom then
1. Robinson, Louis h. and bugent
,
Rolf, Regulation of the
Small Loan business. Russell Sage foundation, hew York,
1935. Pg. 20.
2. Same source, pp 21-25
*
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on lending agencies increased rapidly in Italy, .by 1896
there were 556 scattered throughout Italian cities.
Pawnbroking institutions were not so popular
in Prance due to ecclesiastical opposition to interest
charges. In 1777 the government established a charitable
lending corporation* This government-owned Paris insti-
tution has become the largest pawnbroking establishment in
Europe. 1
In Great Britain intere st-taking was prohibited
until the separation of England from the authority of the
Roman Church. In 1545 henry VIII permitted interest-taking
not to exceed 10% a year. Soon in England commercial and
investment banking developed but these agencies dealt
with the large land owner and the substantial merchant.
Credit in small sums was refused legitimately but granted
by subterfuge at high rates. In 1757 it was recognized
that loans in small sums were necessary and to be conducted
required a higher interest rate than the maximum rate then
in effect 15%). So, in that year, Pawnbrokers were granted
the right to a higher rate of return. 1 in 1854 England
repealed her usury laws altogether.
Commercial lending for consumptive purposes
probably began first in England sometime before the middle
of the nineteenth century, the exact date cannot be determ-
ined. The first Bill of Sales Act was enacted in 1854, and
1. Robinson, Louis h. and hugent, Rolf, Regulation of the
Small Loan business. Russell Sage Poundation, Jslew iork,
1935. pp. 26-28.
-
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was amended in 1878 to require registration of bills of
of less than seven days' maturity. Many of these bills
covered household furniture and were for sums of 1 20
or less. 1
The early American colonies inherited British
law when they were established. They enacted usury laws
but as a rule they were higher than the 5v/o then prevalent
in England. Soon the American colonies grew away from
intimate association with England and consequently the
repeal of the usury laws in the old country did not bring
about a similar change in this country. This was due
partly to the agricultural economy of the United States
before the Civil War. Great Britain in 1854 was primarily
an industrial and trading nation and the interest rate
restriction led to a flight of capital when interest rates
were higher on the continent. In Massachusetts where
industry and trade were relatively more important than in
any other state prior to the Civil War the usury law was
repealed in 1867. 1
Consumptive lending in the United States probably
occurred abjut the same time as in England
,
around 1870.
So much secrecy surrounded the transaction it is difficult
to trace an exact date. The first small loan advertise-
ment appeared in the Chicago Tribune in 1869. This ad-
vertisement offered money to loan in small sums on real
estate, personal articles and furniture. On May 2, 1881
1. Robinson, Louis N. and hugent, Rolf, Regulation of the
Small Loan Business. Russell Sage foundation, hew *ork,
1935. pp 30-43.
•.
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an advertisement appeared in the .Boston Globe offering loans
on furniture and on assignments of wages. Similar advert-
isements appeared in papers in New iork, Chiaago, and Newark,
New Jersey.-1-
Thus, all too briefly, is the general development
of consumer credit up to 1850. From 1850 to the present
time consumer credit grew in leaps and bounds in this
country. "Consumer credit now takes its place as an
essential of up-to-date business. Suddenly, with the
swiftness of a skyscraper that rises from a hole in the
ground to fifty stories of towering efficiency between
Spring and Autumn, a great structure of banking for the
masses is being reared. Nut, unlike the skyscraper, the
public at large is not yet fully aware of the existence
p
of this financial structure, let alone its implications."
"Tnis new expansion of mass finance for the
consumer has not been carried out by the banks themselves.
Special finance companies have been organized to meet the
new demand. Such companies vary from a nation-wide chain
doing business in the millions and mutual associations with
thousands of members, to one-man offices doing business in
the hundreds. Even if their importance is measured only
in terms of capital invested, these new agencies of mass
finance equal some of the greatest American industrial groups
1. Robinson, Louis and Nugent, Rolf, Regulation of the
Small Loan -Business. Russell Sage * oundat ion
,
New York,
1935, pp 43-45.
2. Clark, Evans, mass Financing comes to Aid Mass Production.
Reprint from New Xork Times of April 27, 1930.
.
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of about the same size as the iron and steel and lumber
industries and larger than publishing, clothing, paper,
baking and tobacco. Put together, the instalment-credi
t
and small loan concerns represent an investment of about
.$4 ,000,000,000-- $2,500,000,000 in the former and $1,500,
000.
000.in the latter." 1
There are five principal types of specialized
consumer credit institutions: the pawnbroker, the
instalment finance company, the credit union, the industrial
bank and the small loan company or personal finance company. 2
Of these five types, pawnbroking antedates the
others by many centuries. The pawnbroker requires no note
nor promise to pay. he simply buys personal property for
which he issues a pawn check which entitles the buyer to
repurchase his property within a limited time at a higher
price. Thus, the pawnbroker is more of a merchant than a
lender, but, nevertheless, he is an agent whereby the con-
sumer can obtain much needed credit. 2
The beginnings of theinstalment finance company
cannot be traced to an exact date, in his study of instal-
ment selling, Professor Seligman gives 1905 as the date of
the organization of the first business to finance retail
receivables, but he points out that the characteristics of
themodern instalment finance company did not evolve until
several years later--probably not long after the time that
credit unions and industrial banks were getting their start,
1. Clark, ifivans, Mass financing Comes to Aid Mass Production.
Reprint from New York Times of April 27, 1930.
2. .Nugent
,
Rolf, Non-Commercial banking. Reprint from "Banking"
June, 1936.
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or approximately 1909. 1
"The instalment finance company deals with merchant
from whom it buys their customers' contracts arising out
of credit sales secured by conditional sales agreements
or chattel mortgages. When the contract is purchased, the
customer is notified that payments will be made to the
finance company. This type of company operates on funds
borrowed directly from banks or secured by selling short
term notes to commercial paper brokers."^
The instalment-credi t is in itself a huge prob-
lem. In this study I am concerned only with the personal
finance companies, and, consequently
,
can give only a
brief outline of the other agencies of consumer credit.
Let it suffice to say that $1,500,000,000 is now being
extended through instalment sales every year. The automo-
bile industry accounts for over half of this total.
^
In 1909 the Massachusetts legislature, on the
recommendation of Pierre Jay, then bank commissioner,
enacted the first state law authorizing the incorporation
and operation of credit unions. The following year, the
Virginia Corporation Commission granted to Arthur J. Morris
of Norfolk a charter for a "gybrid institution" which was
later to become the first Morris Plan bank.^-
The credit union lends principally on endorsed
notes. The union accumulates the savings of a group of
1. lugent
,
Rolf, hon-Commercial hanking. Reprint from
"Banking" June 1936.
2. Clark, Evans, Mass financing Comes to Aid Mass Production
Reprint from hew iork Times of April 27, 1930.
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people for loans to members of the same group, and every
one who makes use of such credit must be a member of the
credit union. Thus, the credit union is a co-operative
enterprise, and a very commendable one. Unfortunately
its service is limited and the credit unions are compara-
tively fey?, so they cannot handle the demand for small loans.
The industrial bank had its beginning about the
same time as the credit union. It is like the credit union
in that it lends principally on endorsed notes. It is unlike
the credit union in that it offers its services to the
whole community and is not restricted to membership. Its
funds are supplied by private capital, and consequently,
its rate of interest is higher. Where the credit union
charges about 127o a year, the industrial bank charges
range between 137° and 30Jfr.
1
The last of the above-mentioned specialized
consumer credit institutions, but by no means the least
important, is the personal finance company, sometimes
called the small loan company. The personal finance
company as it exists today has a very brief but startling
hi story
.
In 1910 the Russell Sage foundation established
its Department of Remedial Loans to study money lending on
1. .Nugent
,
Kolf
,
iMon-Gommercial -Banking. Reprint from
"Banking” June 1936.
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salaries and chattel mortgages, and to seek remedies for
the anti-social characteristics of this business* The
Russell Sage -foundation itself was created in 1907 b
y
Mrs. Russell Sage as a memorial to her husband. The
initial endowment was ten million dollars to which five
million dollars was added by her will. The members of the
staff of the-0 oundation study social conditions and the methods
of social work, interpret the findings, make the information
available to thepublic, and in various other ways stimulate
action for social betterment. This organization has fostered
more improvements in social conditions than any other phil-
anthropic agency in America. During its long history it
hras had some part to play in almost every major effort to
improve public health, child welfare, housing, decent liv-
ing and working conditions, and other social objectives.
Its interest in the problems of small borrowers grew out
of the hardships which were worked on thousands of families
by the extortionate charges of illegal lenders. 1
The Department of Remedial Loans has done more
work to protect from extortion those who had need to borrow
small sums of money, and to secure the passage and enforce-
ment of adequate laws for the regulation of small loan
agencies than any other oraanizatioon in America. The
department's first effort was to encourage the organization
1. The personal finance "usiness in Iowa, Iowa Association
of Personal -e inane e Companies, 1936.
*
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of semi-philanthropic companies for making loans on salaries
and chattel mortgages, binding the development of these
agencies tediously slow and relatively ineffective against
the abusive practices of commercial lenders, the depart-
ment undertook to urge the enactment of regulatory statutes.
In 1911 Massachusetts enacted a small loan law based upon
the department’s recommendation. from this beginning came
the licensed small loan company or personal finance company. 1
Once t.ie lending in small sums was established
it grew rapidly. It spread from city to city and soon
chain lending was developed. 1916 brought the first
substantial step forward in the regulation of small loans
with the appearance of the Uniform Small Loan Law sponsored
by the Russell Sage foundation. Since the original draft
in 1916, the recommended form of the Uniform Small Loan
Law has oeen revised five times: in 1918, 1919, 1923, and
1935. 2
Today the Uniform Small Loan Law or one similar
to it has been adopted by twenty-five states. The 3,000 or
so licensees operating under these laws advance a total
of loans estimated at $500,000,000 a year. All of these
loans are for $300 or less, and are made on the security of
chattel mortgages on household furnishings, automobiles and
the like, on wage-assignments, and, in some instances, simply
on the character of the borrower.
1. Sixth Draft of the Uniform Small Loan Law, Russell Sage
Foundation, .New iork, 1935, pp 3-5.
2. A complete copy of the Sixth Draft of theUniform Small
Loan Law will be found in Appendix A.
3. Clark, Evans, Mass, financing comes to Aid Mass Production,
Reprint from .New iork Times of April 27, 1930
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It is with this type of consumer credit or
what is known as the personal finance business that this
thesis is concerned*
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IUTRODCJCTIOU
The Task of this Thesis
The sanctity of the home is a much talked about
subject today. The federal government has undertaken the
endless job of slum clearance. It also has made some very
interesting studies of the small home, or pre-fabr icated
home, for the average wage earner. Through the radio,
periodicals, and the press much has been said about beauti-
fying the home, and equipping them with every possible
scientific device for the comfort of the occupants, but,
very little has been said about how to properly finance
a household as a going business organi zation.
Today there are many families throughout the
United States attempting to finance their homes on a
very small income. In the peak year of 1929 there were
nearly 6 million families with incomes less than $1,000;
12 million with incomes under $1,500; over 16 million
with incomes under $2,000; and over 19 million, or
of the total, with incomes less than $2,500. A family
income of $2,500, at 1929 prices, was a very moderate one,
permitting few of the luxuries of life. 1 Small wonder
that the "average wage earner, with a family, finds that
he must borrow money at least once every two years to meet
some emergency or unforeseen expense which cannot be paid
from current income or from savings." 2
1. The Brookings Institution, The Distribution of income
in Relation to Economic Progress, Part IV, George Banta
Publishing Go., Menasha, Wisconsin, 1936. Pg.37.
2. Henderson, Leon, The Use of Small Loans for Medical
Expenses, Pg. 3. Get. 1930-The Committee on The Costs
of Medical Care.
.. :
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'l'his need to "borrow is "by no means a sign of
shiftlessness or, in well-managed homes, the result only
of major catastrophes. "Aside from sudden emergencies,
such as death, illness, or unemployment, there is the
secondary necessity to maintain a desirable standard of
living, which may include home-buying, insurance, educa-
tion, vacations and general family welfare. "-1-
how, where can this average wage earner with
a family obtain a small loan of money in order to maintain
himself and avoid an appreciable loss in his standard of
living? Twenty years ago such an emergency loan could not
have been arranged on a strictly business basis. At that
time the main source of help was the unlicensed lender or
the loan shark, and there was also a "long line of loan-
shark victims to bear tragic testimony of the ruinous
rates exacted from borrowers who had been obliged in des-
peration to accept their terms."^ Even today, unfortunate-
ly, the loan shark thrives in many states; but in the majority
of the states a necessitous loan of $300 or less can be
received from a licensed personal finance company at a
reasonable rate.
The period of unregulated consumptive lending
in this country is in itself a very interesting but
extensive subject. Eor a complete picture of this phase
of the problem I know of no better source than the Russell
1. Henderson, Leon and Nugent
,
Rolf, "Weathering Rainy Lays.
Reprinted from Survey Graphic, .November, 1928.
n
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Sage foundation. Their books, pamphlets and case studies
are available to tne public, and can be had by writing
to its Department of Remedial Loans, 130 East 22d Street,
itfev York City.
The deplorable conditions existing in the so-called
"Loan Shark Era? or the period preceding the appearance of
the Uniform Small Loan Law, as brought out by the above
Russell Sage foundation material, is by no means ancient
history. In fact, there is nothing ancient about this
whole subject. The only thing ancient about it is the
background of lending itself, or the need to borrow which
has existed since the beginning of human society. Today
is a "Loan Shark Era" in many states, mostly in those
states having no small loan legislation or ineffective
legislation. I shall only mention these states in this
study, with perhaps the exception of one, Kansas, on which
I have some specific information to offer. My reason for
skipping over these states is not because they lack in
importance — they are very important. To write intelligent-
ly about these states would be a tremendous undertaking.
Each state would be a complete and separate study in itself,
and the information could not be received by armchair research
and correspondence. Such a study requires a personal canvass-
ing of each state, a fascinating pursuit, denied the writer.
Indeed, the same is true for those states having
a small loan law. Which brings me to the scope of this
thesis. I have said what will not be included in this study;
..
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now, then, what am I going to write about?
In the first place, I am going to be so bold as
to present what information 1 have been able to obtain on
the personal finance business as it is being conducted
within the various states having a small loan law. It is
very sketchy and brief, and I apologize for its inadequacy.
It is, however, the best 1 can get, and I offer it for what
it is worth. There is a very learned man in the field who
is now writing a book on the development of the personal
finance business from 1929 through 1936. Judging from his
previous books this will be a valuable addition to the
literature on the subject, his name is Dr. M. R. Neifeld.
he is statistician for the beneficial Management Corporation,
15 7v'ashington St., Newark, N.J.
Secondly, I shall present a brief account of the
development and present status of the personal finance
finance business in Massachusetts.
In the third place, 1 shall contrast the position
of the borrower in Massachusetts with the position of the
borrower in Kansas. In other words, this represents a
comparison of the conditions prevalent in a state with a
small loan law and one without a law.
Fourth and finally, I shall state general con-
clusions derived from the material presented.
My method of approach has been as follows :
<k
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1. I reviewed books of a general nature on the
subject such as Usury and Usury Laws by
Franklin Ryan, and Financing the Consumer ,
by Evans Clark*
2. I wrote the Russell Sage Foundation and received
all their information on the subject including
their latest book, Regulation of the Small Loan
Business,
3. I attempted to get recent information on the
subject by writing to the following sources*
a. State Banking Departments of all states*
b. Chambers of Commerce in at least one
large city in each state.
c. Legal Aid Societies*
d* National Association of Personal Finance
Companie s.
e. All state Associations of Personal Finance
Companies*
f. At least one operating finance company
in each state.
g. Dr. M. R* Neifeld, Statistician, Beneficial
Management Corporation*
4. Personal Interviews with the following men:
a. Mr. Earl E. Davidson, Supervisor of Loan
Agencies, State house, Boston, Mass.
b. Mr. Charles A. Gates, Social Director,
Mass. Association of Personal Finance
Companies, 41 Mt. Vernon St., Boston, Mass.
From the above sources and other books listed in
the bibliography I assembled the information presented in
this study.
To students with little or no knowledge of the
personal finance business who are anxious to obtain a birds-
eye-view of the industry before entering upon a study of some
particular phase of it, this thesis is directed.
..
• f
.
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PART I
Chapter I
STATES HAVING UP SPECIAL SMALL LOAN STATUTES
There are twenty-three states very backward in
regulating small loans. ^ Nine of these have no small loan
laws at all, and the remainder have enacted inadequate
legislation.
The states without a small loan law of any kind
are as follows:
1. Idaho 4. Nevada 7. Oklahoma
2. Kansas 5. New Mexico 8. South Carolina
3. Montana 6. North Dakota 9. South Dakota
Do they need such a law? That is a very difficult
question to answer with concrete examples. i>iy inquiries
addressed to the state officials, chambers of commerce and
social organizations yielded very little enlightenment, with
the exception of Kansas. The Research Department of the
Kansas Legislative Council made a very fine study of the
loan shark problem in Kansas. Their investigations showed
loan sharks handling small loans at interest rates as high
as 5,000u/o. More will be said of this study later.
Mr. Woodlan P. Saunders, State hank Examiner of
New Mexico writes on the subject as follows: "Several
attempts have been made to pass small loan laws in New
Mexico, but as yet no such legislation has been enacted.
We hear reports from time to time regarding the so called
loan sharks, but not being the duty ofthis office to in-
1. Because of the rapidity with which legislative changes
occur in the small loan field it is desirable to point
out that this data is recorded to August 1, 1937.
.
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vestigate such cases there is very little information we
can give you. Should the lenders who charge exorbitant
rates of interest be investigated it is up to the District
Attorney of the district in which they are located to make
such investigation. A short while back a number of such
lenders were driven out of one of the largest towns of our
state by the Attorney of that District, but as these parties
went away no prosecution resulted." (March 18, 1937;
the
A bill covering /small loan business was introduced at
the last session of the Uorth Dakota -Legislature but it
did not pass. At least some people must have recognized
the need for one.
Mr. Walter n. Griffith, Assistant hank Commissioner
of Oklahoma has this to say on the matter, "We might volunteer,
however, that this office is of the opinion that a small loan
law should be enacted and that strict supervision should be
had to prevent the enormous rates of interest now being
charged by many loan sharks that are operating in theState
of Oklahoma." (March 18, 1937;
The Russell Sage foundation and Dr. M. R. itfeifeld have
accumulated evidence to show the remaining states listed
above are subject to high-rate activities by unlicensed
lenders.
It is only natural that these states should have a
small loan problem whether they admit it or not* There is
no state whose inhabitants are so prosperous and so secure
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in their income that they do not, at times, have to borrow
a little money. The problem is rooted in the essentials
of human existence. It is the duty of the state to take
a paternal attitude toward such borrowers in their help-
lessness and protect them against the vices which are born
"of the dominion exercised by the one possessed of plenty
over him who has little or nothing." 1 In this respect
small loan legislation is socially desirable and necessary.
At the same time it is economically sound in that it permits
a legitimate business to be conducted under state supervision
to fill a justifiable need.
The fourteen states having faulty small loan
legislation are as follows:
1. Alabama 6. Georgia 11. Tennessee
2. Arkansas 7. Minnesota 12. Texas
3. California 8. Mississippi 13. Washington
4. Colorado 9. Nebraska 14. Wyoming
5. Delaware 10. horth Carolina
briefly, the inadequacies of the laws are as
follows
:
Alabama
The law in this state approved November 9, 1932
provides for an interest rate of $8.00 on each $100 for one
year, a rate too low to attract legitimate capital. It
places the maximum loan figure at $100, a figure too low
to cover the small loan field. The law is limited to
counties having a population of 200,000 or more. The
1. California Legislature, Report of Interim Committee on
Investigation of Small Loans. March 22, 1935. Pg. 4.
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licensing authority is the Judge of Probate in which the
finance company operates and he exercises no supervisory
powers
.
Arkansas .
On February 24, 1937 the legislature passed a
law regulating loan brokers and the business of loan brokers
in amount of $500.00 or less. Prior to this time the statute
books of this state contained no law regulating small loans.
The law carefully provides for the licensing and supervision
of loan brokers but nothing is said as to what cost fee or
they
interest/may charge other than to say that contracts bearing
usurious interest or charges shall be void. Arkansas prob-
ably has the brokerage plan because its constitution prohibits
the taking of interest in an amount greater than 10u/o a year.
California had the same difficulty until it amended its
constitution. More will be said of the brokerage plan in
my discussion of California, the following state.
Arkansas has been troubled with loan sharks for
a good many years, and it was for this reason that the act
regulating loan brokers was passed. The reason is even
incorporated within the act itself, and reads as follows:
"Whereas the Constitution of the State of Arkansas
prohibits the exacting of usurious interest; and whereas the
Constitutional inhibition has been systematically and con-
sistently flouted by money lenders who have perpetrated the
grossest abuses in contracting and collection small loans from
nesessitous borrowers whose poverty and need enabled the lender
to extort unconscionable rates of interest, and whereas the
.aiswoq
.
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business of borrowing and lending money in small sums has been
attended by the following practices:
"Certain classes of money lenders have regularly charged
interest in excess of 160 per centum per annum on small loans and
have reduced the borrowers to a virtual state of eponage as a
result of paying such interest charges. They have accepted
assignments of wages and mortgages on household goods as security
for loans made to borrowers whose economic plight compelled
them to pledge their means of livelihood and necessities of
life. When disputes have arisen between borrower and lender,
wages have been tied up and withheld by methods which harrassed
employers and deprived employees of their means of support so
that great suffering ensued, placing the borrowers at the mercy
of conscienceless lenders who become the dictators of the labor
of the borrowers. This class of lenders has invaded the san-
ctity of the home by the insidious practice of soliciting and
making loans to house-wives without tne knowledge or consent of
their husbands, and by harrying unfortunate debtors by parading
and cursing before their homes and causing outcry.
"And whereas the profits from such traffic are an
invitation to criminals to establish "rackets" maintained by
violent and unlawful acts and methods, and whereas the abuses
and acts mentioned have not been indulged in or resorted to by
banks, trust companies, building and loan companies, industrial
banks, credit unions, licensed pawnbrokers, rural credit unions,
agricultural and livestock pools, farmers cooperative societies
and commodity financiers as hereinafter defined."'1'
1. Act .No. 135. An Act to define, regulate and license loan
brokers, and the business of Loan brokers in Amount of
$500.00 or less. Arkansas Statutes. Jj’eb. 24, 1937.
•
.
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The act hopes to eliminate all of these abuses, but
unfortunately, judging from the California experience, this
will not be accomplished*
California .
Prior to November 6, 1934 the Constitution of the
State of California fixed the legal rate of interest at T/o
per annum and the contract rate at 10u/o per annum. California
has always been a fertile field for the small loan business, but
the above interest rate made it virtually impossible for the
borrower to get his money directly from the lender. The lender
simply could not make a small loan at the legal rate of interest
profitably. So the borrower was sent to a "broker" who neg-
otiated the loan for him. The broker acted as a go-between.
He investigated the worth of the borrower, and if he found him
satisfactory, he prepared the papers and submitted them to the
lender. In addition he guaranteed the loan. On the strength
of the broker’s guarantee, the lender made the loan. He received
the intere&t the rate of interest which was permissible by law.
In addition to this interest, the borrower had to pay the broker
his fee which was usually §30 on each §100 loan. Thus, if a
§100 loan was made on a ten-month instalment basis, it cost the
borrower §34.58, an exorbitant rate if figured on a percentage
basis. 1
To remedy this evil a Personal Property brokers’ Act
was passed in 1909 and amended in 1911 to provide for an interest
1. Assembly California legislature, "Report of Interim Committee
on Investigation of Snail Loans." 1935. Pg. 4.
.11
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rate of 2 per cent per month. This interest rate was repealed
by the act of 1918 called the Usury Law. This Usury Law pro-
vided for a maximum interest rate of 12 per cent per annum.
Attempts to provide for a higher interest rate for small loans
since this law was passed ware found unconstitutional, so on
November 5, 1934 the people of California voted to amend the
constitution to permit the Legislature to fix the maximum rates
and charges for certain types of financial institutions among
which were personal property brokers.
During the past two legislative sessions of 1935 and
1937, there were long and bitter conflicts between interests
desiring legislation under this constitutional amendment, but
their efforts have resulted in failure, and the final result
is that no statutes have been enacted fixing the maximum
interest rates for personal property brokers.
Consequently California is overrum with loan sharks
exacting outrageous charges from unfortunate borrowers.
Enforcement officers are powerless to proceed against them.
The state banking officials are not unmindful of the situation,
and are quick to admit that there is a vital need for proper
regulation of small loans in California. 1
Colorado .
The Money Lender’s Act as it is now written in the
statute books of the state of Colorado was approved April 11,
1935. It resembles the Uniform Small Loan Law in chief respects
1. Students interested in making a study of this subject in
California will find Mr. J. R. Asher, Auditor under the
Commissioner of Corporations, State building, San krancisco,
a willing source of Valuable information. The author is deeply
indebted to him for his generous help.
*
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except as to interest rate. The interest rate provision in this
act is very complex. It reads as follows: "Every person, co-
partnership and corporation licensed hereunder may loan any sum
of money not exceeding in amount the sum of Three hundred Dollars
in any single transaction and may charge, contract for and receive
thereon interest at the rate of ten per centum per annum, and
a service fee of not more than one-tenth of the amount actually
loaned. Upon loans secured by automobiles, trucks, or other
similar movable property, a charge in addition to the foregoing,
of not more than jj*ive Dollars for each One hundred Dollars
amount of the loan or any fraction thereof, as an annual premium
may be made to cover single interest damage, confiscation, con-
version and embezzlement protection, to be retained by the
licensee, or paid out by the licensee to any insurance company
or insurance agent, duly authorized and licensed to do business
in the State of Colorado, as the licensee may elect* The
service fee hereinbefore referred to, shall not be imposed upon
the same borrower for any new or additional loan or for any
extension or renewal of the original loan or any renewal thereof
more than two times in any calendar year. Upon loans in amounts
of *'ifty Dollars or less a charge therefor may be made of one-
tenth of the amount thereof, which loan may be repayable in
installments as may be agreed upon between the parties and the
final installment due thereon not more than sixty-one days after
date, and one-fifth thereof for any such loan repayable in
installments as may be agreed upon between the parties when the
final installment thereon is due more than sixty-one days after
the date thereof and within a period of one-hundred-twenty days
or less. The foregoing charge shall not be deductable in advance
'
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but shall be added to the amount of the loan*"
There are seventy-six money lenders licensed under
this act. The amount of loans transacted by these companies
and their net earnings cannot be stated as this data is not
compiled by the licensing authorities.
Colorado is not, however, -without a loan-shark
problem as the Russell Sage foundation has this to report:
"As a result of a campaign by the Rocky Mountain hews, some
50 loan sharks in the city of Denver, Colorado, who charged rates
which ranged up to 750 per cent a year -were prosecuted and many
•were convicted.
Delawafe
Delaware has practically no small loan legislation,
that
What few statutes/are written on the books govern loans of $500
or less, and are mostly licensing provisions. The interest
charge permitted is 6y0 a year plus a service charge of 2u/o of
the amount of the loan*
The few companies licensed under these laws come under
the supervision of the State bank Commissioner only to the
extent of ascertaining that they do not exceed the legal rate
of interest in their charges, ho department examines their
affairs and there are no figures or definite facts available*
Georgia
In 1520 Georgia enacted a Uniform Small Loan Law
permitting an interest rate of 3g- per cent a month. A legitimate
small loan business was developed under this law. By 1930 the
..
.
•
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number of licensees was 62 having total assets used and useful
amounting to approximately $6,000,000. for the same year these
companies had outstanding loans of about $4,600,000, and their
gross earnings were $1,533, 738. 1 This legal small loan business
practically eliminated the notorious "salary-buyers” who had
been enriching themselves by impoverishing the unfortunate small
loan borrowers through high interest rates.
All of this good was undone in 1935 when the General
Assembly of the State ofGeorgia cut the interest rate to 1|%
a month. The result of this drastic rate change was the dis-
continuance of business by practically all lenders operating
under the Uniform Small Loan Law. Some lenders liquidated their
business and others converted to other types of lending. Con-
sequently, today Georgia has practically no small loan regula-
tion, and the salary-buyer has returned charging interest from
207° to 40^ a month instead of the 3 permitted under the Uniform
Law.
Minne sota
Minnesota does not have the model Small Loan Law
drafted by the Russell Sage foundation. The only law in this
state pertaining to small loans was passed in 1906 and provides
for an interest rate of 1% a month, plus investigation fees of
$1.75 to $5.75, depending on the size of the loan, and provides
that on any loan that is usurious, the borrower need not pay any
interest or principal. The law, however, is very ineffective and
'
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is constantly violated.
Mr. Donald S. Gibson, Attorney for the Legal Aid
Society in St. Paul writes of the situation in Minnesota as
follows: "In Saint Paul there are some forty loan offices who
are doing business absolutely in violation of the rates per-
mitted according to the Statute. Their rates run about two
hundred per cent on the average, although in some instances
they run considerably higher and even up to five hundred per
cent. When renewals on a loan are taken into consideration -
that is, by renewing a principal without granting any additional
cash to the borrower - the interest rate may run up even over
that amount. I might add that there is no criminal responsibil-
ity for making loans at a usurious rate so it means that each
individual loan must be fought on its own merits. Most of the
loans are small and the borrower would find it impractical to
fight them for his attorney's fees and time lost would amount
to more than paying the loan, even though he were successful in
fighting it. This office, of course, does fight a number of
these loans and our procedure has generally been to make an
offer to theloan company of the balance of principal remaining
on the loan, plus legal interest, less whatever has been over-
paid on previous loans. Generally, these offers are accepted.
"There has been considerable effort during the past ten years
to pass the so-called Small Loan Law in Minnesota, but the efforts
have not been successful to date. I believe that such a law
is needed very badly in this state for I believe it is far better
to legalize a rate of interest that will pay a fair profit on
capital invested in the small loan business rather than to hold
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the legal interest rate down so low that legitimate capital
will not be invested in that field, leaving it entirely to the
bootlegger type of laan company.
because of the nature of this subject social agencies
are reliable sources of information. Therefore, I believe, Mr.
Gibson* s comment is a true picture of the state of affairs in
Minnesota, and can be accepted as such*
Mississippi
In 1906 Mississippi made a gesture in the direction
of encouraging the small loan business by allowing an interest
rate of 10^ per annum plus certain graduated fees. This did
not prove adequate enough to attract legitimate capital.
Roughly, it permits a rate somewhat in excess of l\u/o a month.
"Whereas the act of 1906 provided a penalty for charging more
than the maximum rate, an act of 1914 imposed a privilege tax
of $2000 a year on those who charged more than 20 per cent a year.
This is a device whereby the state profits from a tax on those
who break the law* Loan sharks operate in Mississippi cities
and there is reason to believe that the regulatory act has been
utterly ineffective." 2
Nebraska
My attempts to get official data concerning the operation
of the small loan business in Nebraska have utterly failed.
1. Letter to the author dated August 3, 1937.
2. Robinson, Louis b. and .Nugent, Rolf, "Regulation of the
Small Loan .Business? Russell Sage foundation, 1935. Pg. 247.
b
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However, Dr. Ueifeld reports a law passed in 1915 and amended in
1929 permitting an interest rate of lQfr a year on the "brokerage
plan (brokerage 10u/o of amount loaned, collected at maturity) plus
a 50/ fee on loans under $50.00. bootlegging of small loans at
high rates is believed common. 1
.North Carolina
The statute books of this state do not contain any
law regulating the lending of money in small sums similar to
the Uniform Small Loan Law. The Russell Sage reports a law
of inadequate interest rate and no provisions for supervision
passed in 1927.
While .North Carolina is predominantly agricultural
it does have large industrial centers where a small loan problem
could exist. However, Mr. John G. Allen, State Bank Examiner
writes as follows: "Our state has been remarkably free from
individual loaning agencies, or "loan sharks", as they are gen-
erally termed. Once in a while, such agencies, usually branches
of national organizations of such ilk, attempt to do business,
but there has been for some time a most persistent and watchful
campaign against such operations by various civic organizations,
particularly Junior Chambers of Commerce in our larger cities.
All in all, the Industrial Bank (either under the Morris plan of
such banks, or the Hood System--t.]ae latter, a system developed
by our present Commissioner of Banks, theHon. Gurney P. Hood
has met, and, we believe, has properly answered the small loan
situation in .North Carolina."
f.
Heifeld, M. R-.
,
"The Personal finance -°usiness," Harper & Brothers,
Hew iork and London, 1933. Pg.131.
..
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I have been unable to obtain any information which
might question the above statement*
Tennessee
Tennessee, like Georgia, enacted a Uniform Small Loan
Law in 1925 permitting an interest rate of 3 a month, amended
the interest rate provision in 1932 to provide for an interest
rate of 3^ a month on that part of any loan not in excess of
$150 and 2g-/& a month on that part exceeding $150, and further
amended the interest rate section in 1936 to reduce the rate to
1% a month.
The net result is the same as in Georgia. Prior to
the 1936 action of the legislature there were 60 companies
engaged in the small loan business, but today these companies
are liquidating their loans and are going out of business. The
field is again open to the loan sharks.
Texas
Texas has no state law or supervision of small loan
companies other than the general act regulating loan and brokerage
companies which fixes no limit to the size of loans. An attempt
has been made to regulate this business by city ordinance in some
of the larger cities, and in some instances the books of small
loan companies are audited by the city secretary. This method
has proved very inadequate, high-rate unregulated lenders are
prevalent charging interest from 20/o to 5007o a month.
1. Neifeld, M. h., "The Personal finance "usiness," harper &
brothers, New -J-ork and London, 1933, Pg.283.
-
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Washington
On February 20, 1937 the Legislature of theState of
Washington passed an act providing for the licensing and reg-
ulating the business of making loans under three hundred dollars,
is
This act/simply a gesture in the right direction. Prior to its
enactment Washington had no laws at all regulating small loans.
The present act, at least, admits there is a need for such
regulation, but the act itself is very poorly drawn. The penalties
for violation are minor, and the interest provision is only 12/&
a year.
The Department of Finance, -audget business guard-
edly reports that loan sharks are "said to be very active in
the state" but they have no data on the number.
Wy oming
My attempt to obtain official data on the small loan
business in this state have resulted in failure, however, a law
was enacted in this state in 1909 governing loans of $200 or less.
The interest charge was fixed at 25^ a year. The penalties are
minor, and no provisions are made for supervision.^
Conclusion :
All of the above fourteen states have at some time
attempted to regulate loans in small sums by state laws. These
attempts in themselves admit the necessity for such regulation.
In each case the legislators hoped to eliminate the high-rate
money lenders flourishing within their respective borders.
1. Camalier, Renah F.
,
"Digest of Personal Finance Laws"
American Association of Personal Finance Companies,
Washington, D.C #> 1932. Pg. 1059.
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They recognized the urgent need of the necessitous "borrower,
and attempted to help him by devious ways, the most popular
being by legislating the rate of interest such lenders should
charge.
All of these states failed in their purpose. Why?
They failed because the laws the legislators framed were inad-
equate to meet existing conditions. They were inadequate for
the following two principal reasons:
1. The interest rate permitted was too low to
attract legitimate capital.
2. ho supervision was provided for.
"A cardinal principle which may be announced as a
theorem, proven by experience as well as logic, is that a
lender will not part with his money unless he is compensated
for its use. Money is a commodity for which the majority of
humankind slave and search, and having acquired it, men guard
it jealously. It is only for the purpose of increasing their
capital that lenders risk their wealth. If that inducement is
taken away, capital becomes timid and suspicious." 1 The above
laws, by failing to provide adequate compensation for un-
secured loans or loans made on security of personal effects,
prevent lenders from making such loans and thereby deprives
many deserving people from enjoying a prerogative which unden-
iably is their right. 1
So, then, the first requisite of an effective small
loan law is an adequate interest rate. What is an adequate
interest rate? To be sure it is a rate which will attract
1. Assembly California Legislature, Report of Interim Committee
on Investigation of Small Loans, 1935. Pg. 5.
.>
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capital to the field, and permit a legitimate business to be
conducted at a reasonable profit, .but -what might that be?
To establish such a rate involves a separate and comprehensive
study of each state as conditions are different in each state.
As a general, all-inclusive statement on this point
the conclusions of the Russell Sage foundation are the most
reliable. 3 fyo a month on unpaid principal balances was their
first recommendation as a fair rate. Their most recent con-
clusion, or the "Sixth Draft of the Uniform Small Loan Law"
recommends per month on that part of the unpaid balance
of any loan not in excess of $100, and 2 \?/o per month on any
remainder of such unpaid principal balance. Concerning the
determination of a maximum rate for various states this draft
further states: ""From the experience with various maximum rates
in many states, it is clear that it is no longer possible to
make generalizations with reference to an adequate maximum rate
for all states. The distribution of population, the character
and stability of the industries in urban areas, costs of lending
revealed by reports of licensees, local legislation and tradi-
tion affecting the forms of security available to licensees,
the extent of unlicensed lending, the size of loans in which
it occurs, and many other factors should be considered in re-
vising the maximum rate in any state. It seems probable that
reductions below the initial maximum recommended here would
be found to be generally possible in the northern industrial
states, while reductions below the initial rate would probably
prove to be generally undesirable in southern and western states
where urban areas are distant from each other and the existing
*V
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demand is for relatively small loans. wl
Once a rate of interest has been agreed upon -which
will be fair to the borrower and permit a legitimate business
to be conducted with a reasonable return on capital invested,
the next big task facing legislators of a small loan law is the
problem of supervision. Thus, the second requisite of a good
small loan law is provision for efficient supervision. This
is very important, here is where all states today are deficient.
The next group of states to be discussed have, in most cases,
laws satisfactory as to interest rate; it is the supervision
of the business conducted under these laws that is deficient.
These deficiencies and suggestions for their improvement will
be presented in the next chapter.
1. Sixth Draft of the Uniform Snail Loan Law as Revised January
1, 1935, and Citations of Small Loan Statutes, Russell Sage
Foundation, hew iork, 1935.
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PART II
Chapter II
STATES HAVIEG A SMALT, LOAN LAW MODELED AFTER THE
UNIFORM SMALL LOAN LAW OR ONE SIMILAR TO IT
There are twenty-five state s today^ which come
under this heading. They are as follows:
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6
.
7.
8 .
9 .
Arizona 10. Maryland 18. Oregon
Connecticut 11. Massachusetts 19. Pennsylvania
Florida 12. Michigan 20. Rhode Island
Illinois 13. Missouri 21. Utah
Indiana 14. New Hampshire 22. Vermont
Iowa 15. New Jersey 23. Virginia
Kentucky 16. New York 24. West Virginia
Louisianna
Maine
17. Ohio 25. Wisconsin
These will he considered separately.
Arizona
The law in Arizona contains the essential provisions
of the Uniform Law. The maximum rate of interest allowable
is 3§% a month on unpaid balances. The law was originally
enacted in 1919, and was revised in 1925.
While the law demands that each licensee shall file
an annual report with the licensing official who, in turn,
shall present to the governor, a consolidated report of the
small loan business, I have been unable to determine whether
this part of the law has been complied with, as my efforts to
obtain official data on this subject have resulted in failure.
As a rough figure for the volume of business conducted under
this law, Dr. Neif eld's figures for the year 1930 will have
to suffice. He reports, for that year, 20 licensees with
1. October, 1937
•2
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outstanding loans of $1,200,000.^
Connecticut
The first small loan law was enacted in the State
of Connecticut in 1919,which permitted a 3<b> monthly rate of
interest. A 3u/o monthly rate was passed in 1925, but was
vetoed by the Governor. The 3§-fo rate was in effect until
1933, at which time it was reduced to a 37* monthly rate. The
law today, permitting a 3> monthly rate computed on unpaid balances,
2
is a draft of the Uniform Law.
The following figures show the volume of business
conducted during the year ending September 30, 1936:
Licensees: 92
Loans Outstanding: $6,681,938.53
Total Assets: $7,812,694.82
Net Earnings $597,613.73
Per Cent, of Let Earnings: 7.227o
This small loan business in Connecticut is one of
the best supervised in the country. It is so because the
state officials are constantly striving to better conditions.
Mr. Clarence h. Adams, Assistant to bank Commissioner, Division
of Small Loans, just completed a very fine study of the personal
finance business for the year 1936. he made two important
discoveries. The first, and one favorable to the industry, was
that of the loans granted to new borrowers for the period, (year
ending Sept. 30, 1936 j 68.917* in number was for $100 or less,
1.
Neifeld, m* R., "The Personal finance business," Harper & Pros.
New York & London, 1933. Pg. 137.
2.
Conn. State hanking Dept, "Analysis of Annual Reports of
Personal finance Companies." 1936. All facts and figures
herein stated are taken from this report.
. .
. ,
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and 42,307a in principal amo unt of loans granted was under 3100.
The second, and this one is very unfavorable to the industry,
was that approximately 60yb of the total loans granted during
the period were made to present borrowers, or "repeaters" where
additional cash was paid to the borrowers. This is a "severe
indictment against the operation of a business dedicated to
the promotion of thrift and to the elevation of the economic
status of the poor man." This is a problem which should receive
serious consideration.
At the conclusion of his study he makes the following
recommendations:
1. A reduction in the interest rate to:
a. A charge of 3 on the unpaid balance of any loan
up to $150.
b. A charge of 2 on the unpaid balance of any loan
in excess of $150., but not to exceed $300.
2. "Due to the circumstances surrounding the small loan
business, it is highly desirable that the hank Commissioner
have wide discretionary powers in order to adequately
supervise the business. Therefore, it is recommended
that the following amendments be made to the present
Small Loan Law in this state:"
a. A provision requiring that any new applicant shall
give public notice and satisfy the Comuissioner
,
that, in the granting of any license, it will
promote the convenience and advantage of the
c ommuni ty
•
b. The poYver to effectually control misleading advertising.
c. Authority to suspend the license during any investi-
gation for a period not exceeding thirty days.
d. Authority to promulgate rules and regulations govern-
ing the general conduct of the small loan business.
He bases his change of interest rate upon the facts
derived from selecting 43 chain companies and figuring what their
.
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net return would be under different interest rates, his
percentage figures for this are as follows:
Present Rate 3
#
8 .667? return Assets Used & Useful
3°/o Under $150
2 h% Ove r 315 0 8.06 7?
3# Under $150
2# Over $150 7.47#
3% Under $100
2 h7o Ove r 3100 7.417*
3% Under $100
27q Over $100 6.177*
Prom 3# to 2|7o
On All Loans 4.527?
hy making these periodic research studies Connecticut
finds many faults which can be remedied, and keeps in touch
with all changes in the field.
Plorida
The law in Florida is a limited form of the Uniform
Law. It is limited in that it relates only to those counties
having a population of 40,000 or more, consequently there are
only seven counties authorized to issue a license to carry on
this type of business. The law, passed in 1925 and amended in
1933, permits an interest rate of 3 %/o a month on unpaid balances.
The supervision of the business is up to the State
Comptroller's office, and that office employs one full time
examiner to inspect the loans made by licensees, his duties
are primarily to ascertain the size of the loan and the interest
rate charged, he compiles no reports and no statistics are
available in printed form, however, the Comptroller's Office
•
’1
* *
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has given me the following figures for the year 1936:
dumber of Licensees:
Total Assets:
^For 30 companies doing
most of the business )
Loans outstanding
^Same 30 companies;
he t return on Assets Used
and Useful, her Gent.
60
$2,585,000.00
$2,008,000.00
8.51/fc
Florida still has some unlicensed lenders who charge very high
rates. They could be practically eliminated by amending the
law to apply to the entire state, and providing for a department
to supervise the business efficiently.
Illinois
The first small loan law was passed in tnis state in
1917. It has since been amended three times, in 1925, 1933 and
1935. It is a model of theUniform Law. The interest rate is
2>% a month under $150, and 2 a month on loans over $150.
A special department in the Department of Insurance
called the Division of email Loans supervises the business
conducted under the small loan law. A "supervisor of small
loans" is in charge of the division. Certified annual reports
must be filed with this division annually. Failure to do so
constitutes a direct violation of the law. Dhe Division of Small
Loans analyzes these reports every year and presents a summary
of their findings in a report to the Governor called "Analysis
of Reports Filed by Personal Finance u 0mpanies Licensed Under
the Small Loans Act in the rear of * From this report for
the year 1935, I present the following figures:
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Lumber of Licensees: 267
Total Assets Used &
Useful 129,572,838.
Let Earnings before
Deducting interest
on .Borrowed funds $ 2,717,816.
°/o Let Earnings 9.197&
Thus, the small loan business in Illinois is quite
profitable. So much so that Mr, Hiram McCullough, Supervisor
of Small Loans, writes as follows: "Cur understanding is that
the average lender finds a loan of less than $60.00 unprofitable
but he can afford to make a loiN-r rate on a loan in excess of
$150*00. Our rate, therefore, has been set at 3J6 on the 1st
$150.00 and 2 %/o on the balance of the loan up to $300.00. Many
of our licensees are now charging 37° on the 1st $100*00 and
on the next $200*00. In one case a large loan company is charg-
ing 3% on the first $100*00, 2# on the next $100.00 and iy0 on
the next $100.00. These rates have been put in since our
Legislature adjourned on June 30 and it is our opinion that the
reduction of rates voluntarily made by these loan companies may
lead the Legislature to lower the maximum legal rate at its
next session."^-
Illinois ranks with Connecticut in its supervision
of the small loan business.
Indiana
Indiana's first law was also enacted in 1917. It was
later amended in 1933 and 1936. It is a model of the Uniform
Law with an interest provision of "bu/o a month on loans under $150.
1. Letter dated August 3, 1937
..
.
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and ity'o a month on loans over $150. This interest rate was
adopted October 1, 1936 after a careful study made by the
Commission for financial institutions with the thought of
permitting seventy per cent of the licensees to make a net
rate of Q% on their invested capital.
The following figures are taken from the "Annual Keport
of the!>ept. of financial Institutions, June 30, 1936. They
cover the year 1935, during which year the interest rate pro-
vision was 3 tyo a month on that part of any loan not in exeess
$100, 2g% a month on that part exceeding $100 but not exceeding
$200, and 2% a month on that part exceeding $200.
Licensees: 261
Assets Used and Useful: $14,992,073.65
Het Earnings before Interest: $1,177,244.37
u/o Net Earnings " " 7.85u/o
Outstanding Loans $12,923,735.
Total Loans ~ade: $21,053,702.
Average Loan $101.45
It will be interesting to see what the above change
in the interest rate will make in the net earnings of these
companies. As near as can be determined, at present there
are no loan sharks operating in Indiana.
Iowa
The personal finance business was established in
Iowa in 1921 with the passage of the Uniform Small Loan Law.
Since that time the law was amended but once, in 1934.
The interest rate is 37° a month up to loans of $150, and 2 fy/o
on loans over $150.
The volume of business conducted under the law
is as follows:
,
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Jumber of licensees
Total Assets Used and Useful
Total Jet -Burnings before interest
Per cent Jet Earnings H "
Per Cent Jet Earnings before Recoveries
102
$7,651,703.64
704,025.67
9.50^
7.747o
These figures are for the year ending December 31,
1936, and are taken from the Annual Report to the Superintendent
of hanking.
This business is strictly supervised by the Small
Loans Division of the Department of hanking. Annual reports
are required to be submitted to this office by each licensed
office, which office compiles a consolidated report. In this
way the supervisors keep in fairly close touch with the operators.
The Superintendent of hanking must make a survey of the industry
yearly and report to the Banking hoard of his findings. This
board has the power to adjust the rate according to the law.
Since the small loan companies have been able to
operate effectively in Iowa, loan sharks are practically
unheard of.
Kentucky
The small loan business in Kentucky did not receive
legislative attention until June 13, 1934 when a Uniform Small
Loan Law was wfitten on the books. The law has not been changed
since that time. The licensing authority is the hanking Com-
missioner, and the rate of interest permitted is 3 <?/<> a month
on loans up to $150, and 2&'o a month on loans above $150.
Mr. A. C. Hunter, the Supervisor of Small Loans, has
*-
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required the licensees to report the purposes of loans made
and the ocjupation of borrowers. This is not required by most
states, but is very important to know from a social point of
view.
The following figures are for the year 1936 and are
taken from the Third Annual Report of Small Loan Companies:
dumber of Licensees 30
Total Assets Used & Useful $3,244,598.41
Total .Net Earnings less interest 193,244.14
°/o Net Earnings to total Assets
Used and Useful 5.95^
"While the offender of the Law or "High Rate" operator
is still in existence there is an undobted evidence of lessening
of this evil and it is the determination of this department
to continue to seek indictment of every offender and to spare no
expense in bringing such offender before the Courts of Justice." 1
Louisianna
The Uniform Law was passed in Louisianna in 1928 and
has remained unchanged. The interest rate is 3^& a month on
unpaid balances, and the licensing authority is the State
Banking department, Division of Small Loans. ho statistics
are available other than there are 77 licensees in the state.
Supervision is wholly inadequate.
Maine
The Maine statute was enacted in 1917 and amended in
1930. The interest rate i s 3% a month on unpaid balances, and
«.
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the licensing authority is the State .bank Commissioner* The
Snail Loan Statute does not require the issuance of statistics,
so none are available. Mr. Kenneth b. boss, Loan Agency Examiner,
has, however, given me the following figures: as of June 30,
1937 there were 32 licensees with 28,786 accounts in the amount
of $2,239,702.78 outstanding.
Supervision of the business is very poor.
Maryland
The original small loan law was enacted in Maryland
in 1918, and was amended in 1929. The present law is a model
of the Uniform Law, fourth draft. It permits an interest rate
of Sjg/o a month on unpaid balances, and the licensing authority
is the bank Commissioner. The law as it now stands does not
give the Bank Commissioner of Maryland the right to promulgate
rules and regulations, neither does it require licensees to
furnish annual reports showing results of their operations,
because of these inadequacies it is fair to say that supervision
in this state is non-existent.
Without careful supervision the purpose of the law
itself is defeated. This is evidenced by the fact that during
the year 1935 many complaints were received by the Commissioner's
Office from borrowers against companies not licensed by the
Department. Upon investigation of these complaints it was
learned that there are companies and individuals operating
which make loans in amount 6f $300 or less and charge exorbitant
fees, bonus, or interest in excess of the rate of interest
—*
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provided for in the statute*
The hank Commissioner is not unmindful of these
conditions. In his annual report to the governor dated
February 10, 1936 he writes as follows: "An entire new Act
was introduced to the 1935 General Assembly which failed to
be presented for final vote during the last days of the
Session. The Act was drawn by the Department in cooperation
with representatives of the licensees, hew provisions were
incorporated into the Act to make it conform -with the proposed
Uniform Snail Loan Law sponsored by the Russell Sage founda-
tion and with recent legislation passed in other States
having laws regulating the small loan business. The present
Snail Loan Law of Maryland, enacted in 1918 with supplements
being added thereto in 1924 and 1929, has been found to be
inadequate for the proper licensing and regulating of the
small loan business, and for these reasons, the proposed act
will again be presented to the 1937 General Assembly for
passage." 1
There were 105 licensees operating in this state
as of December 31, 1935. Estimates show that there were
outstanding as of December 31, 1935, approximately 87,000
active loans amounting to $8,300,000 for the total number of
operating licensees. It is also estimated that the licensees
made approximately 108,000 loans amounting to $13,000,000
during 1935. 1
1. Twenty-Sixth Annual Report of the Dank Commissioner of
the State of Maryland to his Excellency, harry W. hice,
Governor. February 10, 1936. Pg. 16.
_.
.
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Massachuse tt s
Massachusetts was the first state to attempt to
bring all small loans under regulation by state law. The
first small loan law was passed in 1911. This early law
gave the power of fixing the rate to the Supervisor of Small
Loans, but it could not exceed 3y0 a month. Nothing was said
about fees. Consequently, the 3u/o a month was charged, but
also exorbitant fees were charged in addition to the interest.
This fault was remedied in 1916 by an amendment which spec-
ifically prohibited fees. The present rate of interest in
effect in this state, adopted in 1937, is unique. the charges
are 3°/o a month on loans under $15 0, and 2°/o a month on loans
above 3150 on well secured loans; and 37° a month under 3150,
and a month over 3150 on loans not so well secured. Thus,
the rate is based not only on the size of the loan, but also
on the type of security offered.
Massachusetts has the longest history in the regu-
lation of the personal finance business. A detailed discuss-
ion of this state is reserved for a later chapter. Let it
suffice here to say that for the year ending September 30,
1937 there were 205 licensees with outstanding loans of
316,844,000.
Michigan
The fourth draft of the Uniform Law was enacted in
Michigan in 1921, and amended in 1925. The interest rate is
3§-% a month on unpaid balances, and in addition, fees for
recording chattel mortgages are allowable. The licensing
authority is the State 3anking Department.
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Eor the year ending December 31, 1936 there were
176 licensees in this state* but there are complete yearly
statistics available for only 153 of these companies.
The following combined figures cover these latter 153 companies:
Total Assest Used & Useful:
Total Jtfet Earnings
Per Cent het Earnings
Legal interest rate per month
Actual monthly rate collected
$20,016 ,929.60
1,773,918.56
8 . 867*
3 ^7*
2.447*
It is interesting to note in this state that while
3 a month is the rate permitted by statute, only two of the
above 153 companies use this rate. The actual monthly rates
charged by these companies are as follows:^
Licensee s
Reporting Rate
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
85
33
11
4
2
2
1
2
153
17*
Ijb and 3gy/o
1 \7°
lrr/b and 2 g-/fc
17*, 27* and 3^7*
17*, 2 §7* and 3 jjr/o
11*
1i%, 27* and 37*
27*
2 g7*
27o and 3 §7*
2 §7* and 37*
2 i-7*, 37* and 3tyo
2 17* and 3^-7*
37*
37* and 3 §-7*
3 1-7*
77* (no explanation given)
ho rate given, (ho explanation)
Thus the step-rate is very popular. Where the break occurs
in these step-rates is, unfortunately, not given.
The combined annual reports issued by the Department
1. State of Michigan, Combined Summary of Abstracts of -annual
Reports of 153 Small Loan .Licensees in -business a bull iear
Riled with the Commissioner of the State hanking Department
for the year ending December 31, 1936.
*"
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of banking, the licensing authority, are very complete, but
other than these reports no regulations are issued.
MISSOURI
The fourth draft of the uniform Law was enacted in
Missouri in 1927 with an interest rate of 3 a month, but
the interest rate provision was lowered by amendment in 1929
to 2 z/o. The licensing authority is the finance Department.
Reports
The following figures taken from the "Summary of Annual/
of
Personal finance Companies of Missouri for the iear 1935" show
the effect of a 2 rate on net earnings:
Licensees: 86
Assets Used and Useful: $8,903,312*86
Total .Net Earnings after interest: $409,616.63
Per cent net earnings in small loan business: 4*44%
A further effect of this low rate is found in "Schedule
G" of this same report - "Analysis of Loans of $300.00 or less:
Loans Made during the iear Amount
1. Loans of $49*oo or less $ 353,066.36
2. Loans of $50.00 to $99.00 1,642,592.05
3. Loans of $100.00 to $149.00 2,644,266.93
4. Loans of $150 to $199. 2,222,677.12
5. Loans of $200 to $300 6,602,912.56
About one-half of the loans made during 1935 were between $200
and $300. This is only natural, of course, because the loans
of lesser amounts are unprofitable, hut what of the poor fellow
who needs to borrow $50 or less? nis chances of securing such
a loan at 2g% a month are very slim. Mr. 0. a. Moberly,
Commissioner of finance writes of tMs situation as follows:
"The loan sharks, salary buyers and socalled highraters are
still present and prey upon the borrowers of small amounts,
say from $5.00 to $30.00. It is possible that a better rate
on the first $100.00 might tend to encourage the licensed
t-
'
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lenders to make loans in small am.unts and thus curb the
operations of the high-raters."
Another had feature of the law in Missouri is the
penalty imposed for violation of provisions of the act. The
law simply calls such a violation a "misdemeanor" hut does
not impose an exact penalty for this misdemeanor.
.slew Hampshire
The law in Jsiew Hampshire approximates the Uniform
law, first draft. When it was originally enacted in 1917
in permitted an interest rate of 3y<> a month, hut that rate
was reduced in 1933 hy amendment to 27b a month, however,
in addition to this interest, an inspection fee of $1.00
on loans from $15.00 to $50.00, and $2.00 on loans over $50.
is permitted. The rate in ifew Hampshire, like that of Missouri,
tends to invite larger loans and avoid smaller loans.
The following contrasting figures show the results
of the change of rate from 3> to 2%>x^
June 30, 1931 June 30. 1936 Change froml 9 31
Number of Licensees 24 9 15 less
Number of Loans 14,045 1*255 12,790 "
Total Amount $2,198,787*59 135,155.59 2,063,632 "
During the early part of the 1937 session of the
hew Hampshire Legislature, a hill was introduced which would
increase the maximum rate of interest which could he charged
hy licensed lenders from 2> a month on unpaid balances to
37o a month on unpaid balances, hut this hill failed. Surely
the above figures for 1931 indicate the existence of a genuine
small loan business which should be regulated and not outlawed.
1 . "Memorandum on Small Loans" prepared by Clyde M. Davis,
hank Commissioner, February, 1937.
.-
.
.
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The law in Hew Hampshire does not require licensees
to file annual reports. The figures herein stated were most
courteously given to me "by Mr. Clyde M. Davis, hank Commissioner,
who, unfortunately, hut most sincerely believes that the
present law in hew Hampshire is wholly adequate.
hew Jersey
The Uniform Law, fifth draft was enacted in hew
Jersey in 1932. The licensing authority is the Division of
Personal Loan Agencies, and the interest rate is 2g^ a month
on unpaid balances.
.b'or the year 1935 there were 87 licensees with
total assets used and useful amounting to $12,268,551.95,
showing a net profit of $421, 129. 58^
Specific data on the effectiveness of this law
could not be obtained.
hew *ork
law
"The present hew York/was enacted following the
report of the Baume s Crime Commission to the then Attorney
General, Albert Ottinger. Public sentiment, aroused by the
findings of the Commssion, voiced its demands for this
remedial law through social and welfare agencies, legal aid
societies, newspapers, civic and labor organizations.
The law ( Uniform Law, fifth draft) was enacted in March,
1932.
1. "The Personal finance Business in hew York,"h.Y. Assoc,
of Personal i'inance Companies. 1937.
.
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Rates specified by the law are a maximum of 3
per month on any part of the loan not in excess of $150,
and 2k7° on any remainder of the unpaid principal balance
of the loan. The licensing authority is the Superintendent
of banks.
The following figures are taken from the Annual
Report of the Superintendent of banks, for the year ending
December 31, 1936.
Humber of Licensees:
Total Assets Used S
Useful:
Total Het Earnings
(before interest):
7o Met Earnings before
intere st
61 with 249 locations
$49 ,860, 011.65
4,229,799.60
9.457*
Loans outstanding: exeeed $38,000,000.
The personal finance companies of Mew York transact
the largest total business of any state in the country. This
business is quite closely regulated and has eliminated much
of the high-rate business prevalent before the passage of the
small loan law. however, the M hip-pocke t " lender is still very
popular, especially in hew York City. The common offer made
by this unscrupulous fellow is ''five for six", which means he
will lend $5*00 upon the condition that $6.00 is repaid the
following week. Of course it is impossible to get accurate
statistics on this tjipe of lender, but it is conceded that he
still does a substantial volume of business in hew *ork City.
OHIO
The law in Ohio approximates the Uniform Law, first
draft. It was originally enacted in 1915, and was amended
in 1933. The interest rate is 3u/o a month on unpaid balances,
.
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and an additional fee of $1.00 is permitted on loans of
less than $50.00. The licensing authority is tne Commissioner
of Securities.
ho statistics in report form are available as none
have been required to be filed, however, beginning with the
year 1937, reports are required to be filed annually.
Eor the year 1934 there were 465 licensees with
outstanding loans of $28,968,000.
OREGON
The first small loan law was passed in Oregon in
1913. This law was revised in 1931, and amended in 1933 and
1935. The present law approximates the Uniform Law, fifth
draft. The interest rate is 3u/o a month on unpaid balances,
but $1.00 may be charged if the interest does not amount to
$1.00. The licensing authority is the banking Commissioner.
The Oregon statute provides for the licensing, supervision
and periodic examination of all licensees by the Super intendent
of Banks. In addition the law gives the Superintendent of
Banks fairly wide discretionary powers in the prescribing of
regulations governing the loaning procedure of licensees.
The following figures are for the year 1935
s
1
Licensees:
Aggregate average assets
used
Net Earnings:
Loans Outstanding 12/31/35
Percentage total earnings
of average assets used:
Percentage total expenses
of average assets used
Percentage net earnings M
1. State of Oregon, -Banking Dept,
the Superintendent of Banks, 1
$1,806,246.37
146,648.16
1,451,033.74
29.67*
21.5Vo
8 . 1>
Twenty-eighth Annual Report of
35. Pg. 49.
.*'
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Bennsvlvania
In Pennsylvania the legislature made four attempts
to pass a law regulating the small loan business before it
succeeded in writing a law on the statute books in 1915.
The first act passed in 1909 was held unconsti tutional,
the second act passed in 1911 was vetoed by Governor Tener,
and the third act passed in 1913 was also held unconstitutional. 1
The first act to stand the test of constitutionality
was the aot approved June 17, 1915. This act permitted licensed
lenders to make loans in sums of $300 or less to individuals
pressed by lack of funds to meet immediate necessities. The
rates fixed by this statute were 37® per month on loans of
$100 or less and 2% per month on loans from $100 to $300.
In addition an examination charge of $1.00 was permitted every
four months on loans up to $50.00 and a $2.00 charge on loans
in ex:ess of $50.00. In 1919 the Legislature amended the
act of 1915. By this amendment the interest rate on all
loans of $300 or less was fixed at 3 per month and all
fees or other charges were prohibited.^-
The licensing authority was delegated to the
Secretary of Banking.
At this writing there has been no change in the
law since the 1919 amendment, although a further amendment
is expected lowering the interest rate to 3r/o per month on
that part of the unpaid principal balances not in excess of
$100, and 2% per month on any remainder; and also delegating
1. Pennsylvania, Secretary of Banking: "Report on Small Loan
Companies" Feb. 8, 1937. .
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more supervisory powers to the Secretary of hanking.
The rate reduction expected is based on a study
made by the Secretary of hanking which disclosed that 48.18?*
of the total loans granted by licensees in Pennsylvania during
the year 1935 carried a contract rate of less than 3§y£> a month,
the average rate being charged was 2.89 per cent per month on
unpaid balances, because of this situation the Secretary of
hanking recommended to the Legislature the above change in
rate. (Recommendation made Feb 8, 1937;^
This study further disclosed that during the period
of one year from July 1, 1935 to July 1, 1936, 360,00 persons
borrowed money from licensees operating under the Small Loans
Act. And, for the same period, only 36 complaints were
received by the Department of hanking, or one complaint for
every ten thousand borxowers. This is an exceptionally good
argument against those public officials who do not believe
that small loan legislation is necessary.
Further statistics relative to the volume of business
transacted under the Small Loans Act in Pennsylvania are as
Lfollows: SJ’or the year 1935:
Loan Balances outstanding: $37,484,549.63
Total Assets: 43,697,274.12
Net Earnings: 2,989,916.98
% .Net Earnings: 6.84?»
Pennsylvania has the second largest small loan
business in the country. As has been previously stated,
New York has the largest.
L. Pennsylvania, Secretary of hanking: "Report on Small Loan
Companies" Feb. 8, 1937.
«.
.
Rhode Island
Rhode Island first passed a small loan law in
1925, and amended it in 1927. it is a draft of the Uniform
Law, third draft. The interest rate is per month on
unpaid "balances, and the licensing authority is the Small
Loan Examiner, Division of hanking and insurance*
This Division has not followed the practice of
issuing general regulations to licensees, neither does it
publish annual reports. It does, however, conduct periodic
examinations.
because no annual reports are published little
statistical data is available. Eor the year 1934 there
were 72 licensees with outstanding loans of $3,077,000.^
Utah
The law in Utah approximates the Uniform Law,
first draft. It was originally passed in 1917»and revised
in 1933. The interest rate is 3^ a month on unpaid balance
and the licensing authority is the hank Commissioner
•
Regulation in this state is negligible, and, con-
sequently, the law has not eliminated the loan shark evil.
Mr. J. W. Knapp, building and Loan Examiner, writes as of
March 20, 1937 t "We have in this city ^Salt Lake City)
approximately twenty of the so-called loan shark companies.
These companies are charging rates anywhere from five to
twenty per cent per month on loans of $5*00 to ^50.00. So
1. Official figures, Division of hanking & Insurance, State
of Rhode Island.
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far we have been unsuccessful in bringing this type of
company under the supervision of the Department because
of existing pawn brokers laws which gives the cities the
power to license loan agencies under the pawn brokers
act. We have tried, unsuccessfully, to introduce new
legislation which would bring these companies under proper
supervision, but because of powerful lobbyists representing
these loan agencies our attempts have been to no avail.”
It is only fair to say, however, if this above
evil could be corrected, the small loan law itself could be
made effective. The licensees unaer the law are complying
with the law in all respects and are serving their clientele
in a commendable manner. Also, Mr. J . W. Knapp, the public
official in charge of the supervision of the licensees under
the small loan law, is doing his best in a bad situation.
Of course, the very fact that a borrower will
go to a high-rate pawn broker in preference to a licensed
lender at 3% a month, infers that the licensed lender will
not grant a small loan, say of about $50 or less. Perhaps
if a higher rate were permitted on these small loans, the
licensed lender would then grant the loan, and drive the
pawn broker out of business, but, at any rate, the pawn
broker evil should be remedied by legislation.
iJo annual reports are published, but Mr. Knapp
furnishes the following statistics as of bov. 30, 1936:
Licensees: 18
Total Assets: $1,644,462.30
Outstanding Loans 1,202,000.00
% Uet Earnings 8.7u/o
Average Loan $90.00
Average time: 8 months
Average Cost to borrower $11.92
.
-
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Vermont
Vermont just passed its first small loan law
on April 8, 1937. It is a model of the Uniform Law, and
the interest rate is 3g> on loan balances up to $100 and
on the remainder. The licensing authority is the
Commissioner of Banking & Insurance.
As the law has just gone into effect there are
no statistics available. It is interesting to note, however,
why the law was enacted. Mr. Paul 5*. Douglas, the State
Representative instrumental in getting the law passed in
Vermont, writes of the situation as follows: "Briefly, Vermont,
an unregulated state, had about 20 small loan companies
flourishing charging from 400 to 1200 per cent on accounts. I
have one specific instance in letter form where the charge
was about 400 per cent and our research brought out hundreds
of other instances. *'or example, a man, who had had an accident
and needed money badly, borrowed $50 , paid back $80 in three
months. Another man borrowed $800 and in the end lost a
$4000 farm."
Virginia
The small loan law in Virginia is a model of the
Uniform Law, partly third and partly fourth draft. The present
interest rate is 3s- per cent a month on unpaid balances. The
licensing authority is the Commissioner of Insurance and
Banking of the State Corporation Commission. The first law
was enacted in 1918, but was amended in 1922 and 1928.
In 1932 the State Corporation Commission made a
study of the small loan business in the State of Virginia.
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This report gives itemized income and expense statements of
licensees in that state for each year from 1927 to 1930*
As this thesis is concerned only with the present status
of the small loan "business in the various states, statistics
from this study, consequently, must be omitted* It is simply
mentioned here asa valuable source of reference, and to show
the active type of regulation in this state*
The following figures are taken from the" Annual
Report of the Banking -Division of the State Corporation
Commission Concerning Small Loan Licensees Operating in
Virginia at the close of Business December 31, 1936:"
Licensees: 58
Assets Used & Useful $5,974,944.53
Net Earnings: 476,522.76
% Net Earnings 7.975/6
Loans Outstanding 5,269,204.56
One weakness in the supervision of this business
in Virginia is that the licensing authority has no right
to make rules and regulations pertaining to the conduct of
the business. The text of the law itself is all that is
available in this respect.
West Virginia
A small loan law was first enacted in West Virginia
in 1925 and provided for an interest rate of 3\u/o a month on
loans of $300.00 or less. The law was amended in 1929 with a rate
of 2% per month, and was last amended in 1933 making the present
. .
ml u £ S'
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rate 3 per month on loans up to $150.00 and 2 on loans
from $150.00 to $300.00. The present lav; is a model of the
Uniform Law, fifth draft, and the licensing official is the
Commissioner of Banking.
From 1929 to 1933 when the interest rate was 2/6
a month most of the licensed lenders were driven out of
business. In 1931 the Better business .bureau of Huntington,
West Virginia issued a bulletin on this subject from is
taken the following quotation! "The high rate lenders have
flourished in West Virginia since 1929, when our State Legis-
lature reduced the maximum rates that could be legally charged
from 3 §% to 2% per month on the unpaid balance on loans up to
$300. This change in the laws virtually forced the legitimate
lenders out of business and served as an invitation to the high
rate operators."
I could not obtain any annual reports from this
state although they are required to be filed. The following
rough figures were included in a letter to me from the Com-
missioner of Banking:
Number of Licensees (1936) 40
Assets: Over $4,000,000
Outstanding Loans: 3,453,000
Wisconsin
Wisconsin first passed a small loan law in 1927 which
permitted and interest rate of 3§> a month on unpaid balances.
This law was revised in 1933 when the Uniform law, modified
fifth draft, was adopted. This law gave the power to regulate
1 .Pennsylvania, Secretary of Banking, "Report on Small Loan
Companies," Feb. 8, 1937. Page 12.
.n
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the business and to fix maximum rates of charge to the State
Banking Commission. At that time the interest rate was
fixed by the Commission at 3:^a month on unpaid balances of
loans under $100*00, and 2§> a month on loans above $100*
On May 14, 1934 the Commission lowered the rate to 2 tyo a month
on the unpaid loan balance of loans up to and including $100,
2% per month on that part of the unpaid loan balance in excess
of $100 and up to and including $200, and 1 per month on that
part of the loan balance in excess of $200 but not exceeding
$300. The present rates are lower than those prevailing in
any other state.
Whether or not small loan operations can be
continued permanently by licensees at these rates will be
determined only by time and experience. It is doubtful,
however, that they can survive. This is evidenced by the
fact that from December, 1934 to December 1935 the number
of licensed small loan companies in Wisconsin decreased
from 96 to 50.
The following figures cover the same period and
are taken from the "Annual Report of Small Loan Companies
for 1935" prepared under the direction of the State Banking
De partment
:
Licensees: 48
Assets Used & Useful: $5,095,239.08
Net Barnings less interest 375,996.94
% Net earnings 7.3u/o
Outstanding Loans: 4,431,333.28
These figures are particularly interesting because
they show the earnings of the remaining 48 licensees under
'i
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the reduced rate, and they certainly are adequate. If this
can continue, the reduced rate will he a benefit to the
borrower, and the inefficient companies will be weeded out.
dancing ion :
The tables on pages 64 and 65 summarize the essential
data recorded in this chapter. These tables are self-explanatory.
It will be noted that the small loan laws of these twenty-five
states are either modelled after the Uniform Law or contain
the essential provisions of the Uniform La?j. An exact copy
of the Sixth Draft of the Uniform Law will be found in the
appendix.
I wish to call the reader's attention to the fact
that the table on page 65 gives simply a rough picture of
the personal finance business transacted by states. This is
due to the fact that the reports used are not all for the same
years. Also the figures for "net profit” in some instances
include interest on borrowed capital, and in other cases that
has been deducted. Waere this was known, it has been noted,
but in some cases it could not be determined just what con-
stituted the "net profit” figure.
However, the table does answer two important questions
much asked tocay, and to which there have been given many false
answers
.
First, is the small loan business worth bothering with?
The true answer is definitely - yesJ Just within these twenty-five

64
STATES HAVING SMALL LOAN LAWS
1
State
Date of
Original
Law and
Late st
Revision
Nature of
Act
Kate of
Interest
Licensing
uff icial
Arizona 1919
1928
Approximates
Uniform Law
3 t/o State Auditor's
Office
Connecticut 1919
1933
Uniform Law 3/o .banking Comm-
issioner
Florida 1925
1933
Approximate s
Uniform Law
3 \/o Comptroller '
s
Office
Illinois 1917
1935
Uniform Law 3^, $150
2 %7°
Department of
insurance
Indiana 1917
1936
Uniform Law 37<?, $150
lj!*
Dept, of finan-
cial Institutions
Iowa 1921
1934
Uniform Law 3/o, $150
2 \/o
Department of
hanking
Kentucky 1934 Uniform Law 3 b/o j $1 5 0
2g7°
Nanking
Commissioner
Louisiana 1928 Uniform Law 3 &> Nanking Dept.
Maine 1917
1930
Uniform Law 3/q Nanking Comm-
issioner
Maryland 1918
1929
Uniform Law 3 t/o Nanking Comm-
issioner
(1 Massachusetts 1911 Approximate s 3/o f $15 0 Dept, of Nanking
1919 Uniform Law 2 jfc&i 2/faJ# and Insurance
Michigan 1921
19 25
Uniform Law 3\/o with
fees
State Nanking
De pt
.
Missouri 1927
1929
Uniform Law 2W Finance Dept.
Mew Hampshire 19*17 Approximates 2/o with Nanking Comm-
1933 Uniform Law fees is sioner
Mew Jersey 1932 Uniform Law 2 Commissioner of
Nanking & Insurance
Mew York 1932 Uniform Law 3/o, $150
2 t/o
Superintendent of
Nanking
1
01lio 1915 Approximate s 3/o with Commissioner of
19 33 Uniform Law fees Securi tie s
Oregon 1913 Approximate s o/o with Nanking Comm-
1935 Uniform Law fees i ssioner
Pennsylvania 1915 Approxima ce
s
3 t/o Secretary of
^hode Island
1919 Uniform Law Nanking
19 23
1927
Uniform Law 3 t/o Dept, of Nanking
and insurance
Utah 1917
1933
Approximate s
Uniform Law
3/o Nanking Comm-
issioner
Vermont 1937 Uniform Law 3t/o 9 ^100
2b
Commissioner of
Nanking & Insurance
Virginia
ft
1918
1928
Uniform Law 3 t/o State Corporation
Commission
•est Virginia 1925 Uniform Law 31/° 9 $13 0 Commissioner of
• is con sin
1933 2 t/o Nanking
1927
1933
Uniform Law 2t/o, $100
2u/o $200
I/O $300
Nanking
Commissioner
“ with less security; 2% with jet ter security
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state an annual business is being transacted exceeding §250,000,000.
% Let it be remembered also, that these figures do not include all
companies. Three states have not reported at all, and in a few
of the other states only some of the companies have filed annual
reports. As a pure guess, it would probably be safe to add
another §150,000,000 to the figure given above, making the
total yearly business §400,000,000. Surely this is a sizeable
business which cannot be neglected.
Second, do the personal finance companies make
exorbitant profits? From the figures given on this same
table the only fair answer that can be given is - no. hew York
has the largest return, earning 9.45 76 on assets used and useful.
Interest on borrowed capital has been deducted from this figure.
This is the reason why I have selected hew York instead of Iowa
which shows a return of 9.50/6 but interest has not been deducted.
The lowest figure is hew Jersey, 3.43/6. The average net return
for the twenty-five states is 7.5577*. This figure is no more,
and in many cases much less, than that earned in any other
well-conducted business.
Certain other facts brought out in this chapter
should be emphasized here. They are as follows:
1. The law must be all-inclusive. It cannot be
limited to certain areas, for in doing so the entire law is
defeated. In Florida, where the law is limited to certain
counties, loan sharks are still prevalent.
2. Other related small loan business must also be
regulated to totally eliminate the loan shark evil. This is
i
..
*
'
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exemplified in Utah where the so-called pawnbroker does a high-
rate business.
3. The rate of interest has to be high enough to
attract legitimate capital, Prom the foregoing study it can
be concluded that a rate as low as a flat 27o is disastrous.
Hew Hampshire and West Virginia, as well as other states,
suffered this experience. The range within which a rate
may be fixed and still keep legitimate business is very
limited. Roughly the rate may be broken on a step basis
between 1% and 3 g-Jfc depending upon the needs of the particular
state. The most popular step rate is 37° or 3 on loans
under $150, and 2g-> on the remainder.
4. Provision must be made within the law for
adequate supervision, for without this, the law itself is
defeated. Such is the case in Maryland where the law as it now
stands does not give the Hank Commissioner the right to pro-
mulgate rules and regulations. The result is a thriving high-
rate business is being conducted.
With the exception of a few outstanding states such
as Massachusetts, Connecticut and Illinois, all states are
backward in the matter of supervision. Some of the essential
factors to good supervision are as follows:
1.
An adequate system of reporting the business transacted
such as is required in the Uniform Report or the Massachusetts
reports found in the appendex.
2. Periodic examinations of the loan offices themselves.
3. Rules governing advertising.
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4. Restrictions on the size and type of licensees.
5. Provisions Y.lthin the licensing office to receive
complaints of borrowers.
6. Periodic surveys mace by the licensing official
of the business transacted within the state with the intent
to change the rate of interest if it seems advisable, or
correcting existing evils.
7. Heavy penalties imposed upon violators of the law.
"vThat is meant by "adequate supervision" will be better
understood after examining the small loan business in Massachusetts
which is fully discussed in the next chapter.
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PART III
Chapter III
AiT ACCOUNT OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND PIE SENT STATUS
OE THE PERSONAL FINANCE BUSINESS IN MASSACHUSETTS
The Lav;
Massachusetts was a pioneer in small loan legis-
lation. The first small loan law was enacted in this state
in 1911; this was the first law of its kind in the nation.
It was the result of the activities of the Boston Chamber
of Commerce which succeeded in having the Committee on
Banks and Banking of the Massachusetts Bouse of Represen-
tatives commissioned to investigate the small loan business
conducted in the state of Massachusetts.
This committee made a thorough investigation,
concluded that the high-rate business then being conducted
in this state could be eliminated by State Legislation,
and issued a report of its findings in which it recommended
the following:^
"1. The establishment of the office of supervisor of
small loan agencies with powers to license and examine those
engaged in the small loan business and to refuse or revoke
such licenses.
2. That all lenders of sums of $300 or less whose
rates exceeded 12 per cent a year must be licensed.
3. That annual reports should be made to the supervisor
who in turn should report annually to the legislature.
1. Robinson, Louis N. and Rolf hugent, "Regulation of the
Small Loan Business. "Russell Sage Eoundation, 1935. Pg.100
.I
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4. That, the supervisor should "establish the rate of
interest to be charged, having due regard however to the amount
of the loan and the nature of the security and the time for
which the loan is made, and that said rate shall not exeeed
in any event more than 3 per cent a month.”
5. That violation of the provisions of the act or the
regulations of the supervisor should be punishable by fine
or impri sonment
.
6. That wage assignments to secure loans to be valid
must be accepted by the employer, recorded with the town
clerk, must provide for a $10 exemption and must be consented
to by the wife if the borrower is married.”
The above recommendations were embodied in a bill
and presented to the legislature. Representative James
F. Cavanaugh, the investigator of the Massachusetts
Banking Commission, sponsored the bill, and it was en-
dorsed by the boston Chamber of Commerce, the boston Legal
Aid Society, and other social organizations. In spite of
terrific lobbying against the bill, it was passed, and
became a law.
Mr. E. Gerry brown was appointed the first Small
Loan Supervisor by the Governor with the consent of the
Executive Council on September 20, 1911. To him fell the
task of organizing an office to supervise and regulate
the small loan business coming under the newly enacted law.
Also to him fell the burden of inaugurating some reform in
the then very corrupt small loan business, he was new in
the field, and he had no experience to guide him. So,
naturally he made mistakes. In view of the circumstances
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prevailing when he assumed office, 1 think it is only fair
to say that those mistakes were excusable, hut they were
very costly mistakes from the point of view of inaugurating
reform. What were they?
His big mistakes resulted in his liberal inter-
pretation of Section 7 of the Act of 1911 which read as
follows
:
"The supervisor shall establish the rate of interest
to be collected, and in fixing said rate shall have due
regard to the amount of the loan and the nature of the
security and the time for which the loan is made; but the
rate shall, in no case, exceed 3 per cent a month; and no
licensee or company or association to which this act
applies, shall charge or receive upon any loan a greater
rrte of interest than that fixed by the supervisor."
Mr. Btown, having no statistics to go by, was mis-
led, by the companies themselves, as to the actual cost of
making a loan, he became convinced that 3/b a month rate
of interest did not yield sufficient return to the lender
to warrant a legitimate business, so he issued the following
regulations permitting additional fees:
10-c. When a loan of $10 or less is required by a
borrower for one month, a flat charge of 15 per cent for
that period, to include all charges and interest, may be
made by the lender; but the payment of said loan shall not
be enforced within a period of six weeks from the date of
borrowing. The bor ower shall have the privilege of return-
-'
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ing the same in weekly payments if he desires, in which
case the only additional cost to the borrower will be 3
per cent per month interest on portions of principal re-
maining unpaid,
11
-a. Ror the "expense of making and securing a loan,"
a lender may make a charge not exceeding 10 per cent of the
amount borrowed except as provided in c, Rule 10, but no
such expense charge shall exceed .plO. This percentage may
be paid by the oorrower out of the sum borrowed or it may
be added to the amount of the loan and become a part of the
principal. Charges are not to be imposed upon a borrower
who makes a secured loan more often than once in four months
or who makes an unsecured loan more often than once in
three months.'*'" The supervisor further added to this chaotic
rule by giving verbal permission to certain lenders in boston
to make this "paper charge" each month, with the understand-
ing that if a borrower discovered that it was not in accor-
dance with the printed Rules and Regulations, and expressed
dissatisfaction with the proceeding, the overcharge was to
be refunded. This verbal rule proved very embarrassing
to Mr. Brown’s successor, as he was the supervisor who
received the complaints upon this "over-charge." The super-
visor was powerless to act which threw the burden of collect-
ing back to the borrower who did not have the means to go
to court, and consequently
,
had to bear the loss.
V
1. Information, Rules and Regulations relating to the business
of Making Small Loans. Comm, of Mass., Jan. 1, 1913.
2. Report of the Supervisor of Loan Agencies. Jan. 1, 1916,
Page 8.
.
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Thus, these administrative provisions for fees,
allowed exorbitant interest which made the legislative
maximum of little use, and the real purpose of the first
small loan law in the country was defeated - the high-rate
lender still survived.
These conditions were changed by amending Section
7 of the 1911 law (as quoted above j to read as follows:
"The supervisor shall establish the rate of interest
to be collected, and in fixing said rate shall have due re-
gard to the amount of the loan, and the nature of the sec-
urity and the time for which the loan is made; but the total
amount to be paid on any loan for interest and expenses
shall not in the aggregate exceed an amount equivalent to
3 per cent a month on the amount actually received by the
borrower, computed on unpaid balances; and no licensee or
company or association to which this act applies shall charge
or receive upon any loan a greater rate of interest than
that fixed by the super visor, ho charge, bonus, fee,
expense or demand of any nature whatsoever, except as above
provided, shall be made upon loans to which this act relates."
This section has remained unchanged to date (1937J
with the exception of substituting the word "commissioner"
for "supervisor" as it appears above. This was necessitated
by the amendaant as carried by the Law of 1919 which, among
other things, transferred the duties of the office of the
office of Supervisor of Loan Agencies to the newly created
Department of banking and Insurance, however, the supervision
of the small loan business still, in fact, comes under the
Supervisor of Small Loans which is made possible by General
..
.
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La\'s, Chap. 26, Section 4 which provides: "The commissioner
of hanks may, with the approval of the governor and council,
appoint and remove a deputy as supervisor of loan agencies,
who shall give bond in the sum of five thousand dollars,
with sufficient sureties, payable to and approved by the
state treasurer, and, subject to the approval of the governor
and council, may fix his compensation, " thus creating the
Bureau of Loan Agencies. An exact copy of the law as it
stands today will be found in the appendix.
Before leaving the law itself to take up the
supervision of the small loan business in this state,
certain other amendments should be noted.
The following amendments were adaed in 1912:^"
Section 3. further clarifying those coming under law
to include note buyers, note endorsers and
security guarantors.
Section 10. Penalty imposed not only for violation of
act or regulations but also- for violation
of any rule or order made by the supervisor.
Section 13. If a person pays a greater rate of interest
or amount for expenses than is allowed he
can file such a complaint with the supervisor
who can order the lender to repay such excess
amount. (Formerly borrower had only action
on contract or suit in equity)
Section 17. Penalty section: Fine of $500, 60 days im-
prisonment or both. Further clarifies those
coming under law. Same as section 3 above*
Section 22. Assignment of wages as security for a loan.
"Must be in form and purport as prescribed
in Chapter 390 of the acts of the year
1906." Other requirements still stand.
The following amendments were added in 1913
Section3. Further clarifyine those coming under law
to include " any person directly or indirectly
1. Oamalier, Behan F.
,
"Digest of Personal Finance haws,"
American Assoc, of Personal Finance Companies, Washington,
D. C., 1932, Pages 436-454.
,.
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engaging in the business of negotiating,
arranging, aiding or assisting the borrower
or lender in procuring or making loans of
$300 or less, for which the amount paid
or to be paid to any other party therefor,
exceeds 12 per cent per annum, whether such
loans are actually made by such person or
by another party, shall be deemed to be
engaged in the business of making small
loans, and shall be subject to sections 96-
112 inclusive V ( Sec tions refer to revised
codification of 1921)
Section 17 Penalty section: I’ine of $500, 60 days im-
prisonment or both, further clarifies those
coming under in accordance with section
3 above.
In 1934 the following paragraph, was added to Section
3 of the 1911 law, or section 96 of tne 1921 revised laws,
further clarifying those coming under the law:
"If, after all deductions or payments, whether on
account of interest, expenses or principal made substantially
comtemporaneously with the making of the loan, the amount
retained by the borrower be three hundred dollars or less,
the transaction shall be deemed to be a loan in the amount
of the sum so retained by the borrower after such deduc-
tions or payments, notwithstanding that the loan be nominally
for a greater sum."
The amendments of 1916 and 1919 have already been
stated above which completes the present status of the
Massachusetts Small Loan Law. As has been previously stated,
a complete copy of this law is included in the appendix of
this study.
•.
.
Supervi sion
The supervision of the licensees under the
Massachusetts Small Loan Law as originally enacted in
1911 was vested in the "Supervisor of Loan Agencies."
He was empowered to make such rules and regulations as
he deemed necessary.
An amendment as carried by the Law of 1919
transferred the duties of the office of Supervisor of
Loan Agencies to the newly created Department of hanking
and Insurance. Subsequently, the Commissioner of hanks
was empowered to appoint with the approval of the governor
and council a Supervisor of Loan Agencies to supervise
the licensees under the Small Loan Law.. Thus, in fact,
the office of the Supervisor of Loan Agencies has con-
tinually existed since the first small loan law was en-
acted in 1911. Massachusetts, accordingly, has the long-
est history in the regulation and supervision of the
personal finance business. Small wonaer, then, that
other states have found it advantageous to copy the
Massachusetts "way of doing things."
Massachusetts learned the hard way; it learned
by experience. When certain evils were found to exist,
they were remedied, either by amendment or by rules
issued by the Supervisor. These rules became orders,
and violators of them suffered the same penalty as
violators of the act itself.
How, then, what conditions did the Massachusetts
officials find necessary to regulate specifically? The
*.
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answer to this question is the real subject of this section.
For the sake of clarity these conditions will be considered
chronologically
.
between 1911 and 1916 two major questions arose.
First, to whom shall the law apply? And, second, shall fees
in addition to the interest charge be permitted? both of
these controversial matters were settled once and for all
by amendments discussed fully in the previous section.
In 1916 a further complexity was brought to light.
It was discovered that previous reports made to the supervisor
were grossly inacurate due to the unreliability of the
methods of bookkeeping in many of the offices of the licen-
sed money lenders which exemplified the lack of a proper
accounting system.^" The supervisor (Frank h. Pope appointed
Jan. 1915) recommended and got an accountant and additional
clerical help as full-time employees in the office to
straighten out the books of the licensees.
In 1918 certain methods of circumventing the
law were discovered, the most popular being the selling-
stock method. This was a scheme whereby the borrower had
to buy practically worthless stock in the corporation grant-
ing the loan, paying for it on the installment plan along
with his loan. It was apparant at the outset that the
method of operation entailed an expense to the borrower great-
ly in excess of 3u/o a month. An order was immediately issued
1. Report of the Supervisor of loan Agencies, Jan. 1, 1916
Page 16
•
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by the Supervisor to the licensees stating: “Relative to
sales of their stock by licensed money lending corporations,
in connection with loans of money under $300, the fact is
emphasized that all amounts paid on stock must be credited
to the loan of a borrower who subscribes to such stock
that the expense to said borrower shall in no wise exceed
the legal limit of 3 per cent, a month.'
,J
" As a result of
this notice 16 boston companies surrendered their licenses,
declaring that "it was an utter impossibility for them to
do business at a rate of 3 per cent, per month. 11^
During this year it was also decided that the
installment method of paying off a loan was the easier
and the cheaper way for the borrower, and consequently,
was recommended to be used by licensees.
The year 1919 introduced a very curious problem
in the regulation of the small loan business. That was
the good old Liberty Bonds. People were taking them to
personal finance companies as security for a small loan.
Why should a person take a Liberty Bond to a small loan
office and get a loan at 3u/o a month when he could take it
to a bank and get a loan at a year? That is just one
of the little quirks in human nature, he did, and so this
type of loan had to be regulated for the benefit of the
borrower. The rate on this security was fixed at 1% a month
on the actual amount borrowed.
L Report of the Supervisor of Loan Agencies. Jan. 1, 1918
Page 14.
-.
'
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1920 brought forth a Supreme Court Decision of
great interest in connection with the money-lendint business.
The Supreme Court "ordered an injunction to issue restrain-
ing Louis S. Levi, who does business under the name of the
Fidelity Trust Investment Company, from serving notice on
the employers of Sdward J. Raulins that he iLevij held an
assignment of the wages of Raulins, and Levi also was ordered
to cancel and deliver up the assignment to Raulins.
* On Aug. 14, 1916, Raulins borrowed 3405.40 from
the defendant and assigned to the latter wages due Raulins
from his present and future employer.
In June, 1917, Raulins filed a petition in bank-
ruptcy, and in his schedule included the debt due Levi. Un
Sept. 25, 1917, Raulins received his discharge in bankruptcy.
On Jan. 1, 1917, Raulins went to work for another
concern. Levi notified this company that he held an assign-
ment of wages from Raulins, and the company withheld money
due Raulins.
The court decided that the assignment held by
Levi became void when Raulins changed his service, and it
was inoperative on account of limitation of time, as under
the law it could be enforced for only two years.
Judge Pierce, who wrote the opinion, said the a
action of the defendant in serving notice of the assignment
upon the new employer of the plaintiff was oppressive, and
calculated to embarrass and hinder him in the lawful exercise
of his trade." 1
1. Report of the Supervisor of Loan Agencies. Jan. 1, 1920
Page 18.
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In 1921 a new system was devised to handle
foreclosures. It had always been the custom of the finance
companies handling secured accounts to foreclose on the
property upon default in payment. In other words the
company hired a constable to repossess the property
mortgaged under the loan, and sell it to pay off the
balance of the loan due. This practice resulted in many
hardships, and often homes were completely dismantled. This
meant suffering and privation for the members of such families.
The Supervisor decided to try this method, before
foreclosure proceedings could be started, the loan company
must first notify the Supervisor of his intention, who
in turn would thoroughly investigate the matter. Invariably
new arrangements were made whereby the borrowers were given
an opportunity to start in anew, paying their obligations
by weekly or monthly installment s . This method resulted
in actual foreclosures being reduced to a minimum, and
only in exceptional cases, since the new method was adopted,
have foreclosure proceedings taken place. 1
1922 brought forth a new problem in small-loan
financing. It has no relation to the supervision of the
small loan business as discussed here, but I believe it
is important enough to at least mention in passing. At
this time the bureau of Loan Agencies received many com-
plaints in regard to the charges made and the methods used
V
1. Annual Report of the Supervisor of Loan Agencies for
the year ending December 31, 1921.

"by dealers in new and second-hand automobiles. The Bureau
vas forced to point out to claimants that there was no
relief so far as the Office of the Supervisor of Loan Agencies
was concerned, because the notes were based upon the sale
and had no reference whatever or relationship to a loan,
and therefore it had no jurisdiction.
Between December 31, 1921 and September 30, 1925
no reports were published or issued by the Supervisor of
Loan Agencies. In 1925 Mr. Sari E. Davidson was appointed
Supervisor of Loan agencies, and he is still serving in this
capacity today. During his long period of service as
Supervisor of Loan agencies, Mr. Davidson has promulgated
many rules and regulations relating to the business of making
small loans. These rules grew out of his experience and intimate
knowledge of the business he was delegated to supervise, he has
been out standingly successful in regulating one of the most
extensive small loan businesses in the country. The rules and
regulations devised by Mr. Davidson have been widely used
as a basis for supervision in many states. Because of
their excellence and importance, I am quoting the latest
list of these rules verbatim. They are as follows:
INFORMATION, RUIN’S AND REGULATIONS
Relating to the Business of
MAKING SMALL LOANS
Issued October 1, 1934
Amended October 1,1937
Copies of the law relating to the business of
making loans of $300 or less may be obtained at the office
of the Supervisor of Loan Agencies.
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The Supervisor may, upon application, on blanks
furnished by him, license suitable citizens resident in Mass-
achusetts who have other qualifications "itting them to
engage in "the business of making loans of 0300, or less,
if the amount to be paid on any such loan exceeds in the
aggregate an amount equivalent to 12 per cent per annum
upon thesum loaned," subject to all the provisions of
said law and any others relating thereto, and to the rules,
regulations and orders made thereunder. Licenses are
issued to individuals, par tn; r ships
,
associations and
corporations. In the case of corporations they shall be
incorporated under the corporations lavs of Massachusetts
with Massachusetts directors and Massi-chusetts capital
engaged in the business.
Each license bears a number by which the place
of business licensed is officially known. To each loan
company or loan association, established by special charter
and under supervision, is assigned an official number.
Licenses expire the thirtieth day of each September.
(Section 102, Chapter 140, General Laws). The license fee
shall be filed with the application, ho license is issued
until a bond of $5,000 is given to the Treasurer and Receiver
General of the Commonwealth (section 105). The bond is to
be executed by a surety company (section 105). A list
of surety companies will be furnished on application. Each
licensee must appoint a person to be his attorney upon whom
all lawful process may be served (section 104). The license
when issued, must be posted as provided in section 101. A
license must be obtained for each place where the business is
conducted (section 102).
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
Relative to Capital Requirements.
Rule 1. Applicants for licenses shall furnish satisfactory
proof to the Supervisor of Loan agencies of a cash capita},
investment of not less than $25,000 to be maintained per-
manently at the place of business specified in the applica-
tion, except that, if the place of business of such applicant
is to be located in a city or town with a population of less
than ten thousand inhabitants, as determined by the last official
census, such capital investment shall benot less than 010,000.
These provisions in respect to minimum capital requirements
shall not apply to any person, partnership, association or
corporation duly licensed prior to October 1, 1930.
Relative to Making of Loans and Inspection
by Supervisor.
Rule 2. A license is issued for the place where the license is
"posted," as required in section 101, chapter 140, General
Laws. Any loan made outside of a licensed place by a licensed
lender is illegal.
Licenses may be signed, issued, suspended or revoked by the
Supervisor of Loan agencies. (Section 103).
Each person engaged in the usiness licensed must be
familiar with the Small Loans Law and the rules and regulations
relating to the business.
Rule 3. The lender shall file in the office of the Supervisor
the name of each person who, under the provisions of the law
relating to the business of making small loans, shall make any
loan either directly or indirectly, and shall state what
relation said person bears to the business, whether stockholder,
officer, or employee.
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Hotice of the discharge, with the date thereof, of any
person and the reason therefor, also notice of the addition
with the date thereof, of any person, giving full name and
address, shall immediately be given to the Supervisor when
the chan0es are made.
Pule 4. If any change occurs in the name or address of a
licensee, or the clerk, agent or other officer having charge
of the business of any licensed corporation, or in the place
where the licensed business is carried on, or in the membership
of any partnership licensed hereunder, a true and full sworn
statement of such chan 0e shall forthwith be filed with the
Supervisor of Loan Agencies. (Section 104, Chapter 140,
General Laws.)
Pule 5. The Supervisor or his assistants are authorized by
General Laws, chapter 140, section 97, to inspect all books,
accounts and papers of a lender; and each lender shall instruct
those employed by him who may at any time be left in charge of
the premises to permit such inspection. An office must not
be left in charge of any person who is ignorant of these
provisions; such ignorance obstructs the Supervisor or his as-
sistants in the performance of tneir duties.
The Supervisor or his repr sentatives shall at all times
have access to all original papers pertaining to a loan,
and all books, records, etc. at the location for which the
license is issued. Therefore, original papers must never be
outside of a licensed office except with the permission of
the Supervisor.
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Rule 6. Each loan made in each agency shall have its proper
consecutive number for that agency. The obligation of the
borrower expressed in the form of a note shall bear its loan
number; the date when the loan is made; the actual amount of
the loan; the time for which the loan is made; the rate of
interest to be paid. The form of note to be used shall be
prescribed by the Supervisor.
Rule 7. No lender shall ask for, or receive, or have in his
possession any unfilled notes, or any incomplete form or in-
complete paper bearing the signature of a borrower, or any note
other than the true evidence of the obligation incurred by the
borrower at the time when themoney is delivered to the borrower.
Rule 8. The borrower shall be gi ven a copy of every paper which
he is called upon to sign, with the exception of his note and
application blank, all forms used in theconduct of the business
are subject to approval by the Supervisor.
RELATIVE TO PAYMENTS ANURECEIPTS
.
Rule 9. When any loan is made, the lender shall give to the
borrower a receipt book, slip or folder in a form approved
by the Supervisor, on which is stated the date, the number and
amount of the loan, the rate of interest stated in the note,
and, if payments are to be made in instalments, the date or
dates when the payments on principal become due and when payments
on interest become due. The receipt book, slip or folder is to
be the true and complete statement of the contract between
borrower and lender. On said receipt book, slip or folder shall
be printed such paragraphs from these rules as may be prescribed
from time to time by the Supervisor.
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Rule 10. On the receipt book, slip or folder referred to in
Rule 9, shall be blank spaces where payments on the loan shall
be entered when made, and which will show every item of debit
or credit in any transaction between the borrower and lender
from the beginning to the dote, so thogt at any time the balance
due on principal or interest may be obtained. Should a borrower
lose the receipt book, slip or folder, the lender shall, on
demand and without cost, give a duplicate receipt book, slip
or folder and the endorsements which belong upon it. The
lender, or the person who represents the lender and makes
the loan, shall affix his signature or initials to the receipt
book, slip or folder for the purpose of identification, opposite
each payment received by the lender.
Rule 11. When a payment is taken by the lender in the absence
of the receipt book, slip or folder, a receipt shall be given
identifying by number the loan or note to which it is to be
applied and "setting forth the amount then paid, also the
amount previously paid," and t.ie amount remaining unpaid
(secion 109, chapter 140, General Laws). This form is
prescribed by the Supervisor and must be used in the business.
RELATIVE TO RECORDS OF LOaNS AND PAYMENT
S
Rule 12. Each lender under supervision shall keep, or cause
to be kept in and for the office where the business is transacted
a cash book, the form and style of which is prescribed by the
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Supervisor# When any loan is made, there shall be entered
in its appropriate column, so as to show the consecutive number
of the loan, the name and address of the borrower, the rate of
interest, and the actual amount of money paid to and retained
by the borrower. When any payment is received on the loan, it
shall be entered in its appropriate column, so as to show the
amount to be credited to principal and how much, if any, of the
payment is to be credited to interest. From this cash book are
to be posted the several items to such form of ledger card--
the form of which is prescribed by the Supervisor— as will
refer these items on the ledger card to the cash book. This
cash book is to be balanced daily#
RELATIVE TO WEEKLY REPORTS OF LOANS MADE.
Rule 12. Each lender shall, as directed by the Supervisor,
report, on blanks furnished, an accurate statement of the loans
made during the preceding week, specifying them by consecutive
number; it shall give, as entered in the cash book and on the
ledger card, the names and addresses of borrowers and amounts
borrowed as stated in the notes held by the lender, the date
when the loan was made, the interest rate, the date or dates
when payments become due, whether secured or unsecured, and
the nature of the security.
RELATIVE T'0 WEEKLY REPORTS OF LOANS PAID, MONTHLY
REPORTS, ANNUAL REPORTS, AND REPORTS OF LOANS PLACED FOR COLLECTION
Rule 14# The lender shall also report weekly the loans when
y
settled, each loan specified by its number and giving the date.
.*
*.
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the name of the borrower, the amount the borrower received
from the lender, and the total amount the lender received frcm
the borrower, and the date when the loan was paid in full and
the note and other security returned to the borrower.
The monthly report is to be returned on blanks furnished.
The annual report is to be signed by the individual
owner; one partner, if a partnership; the president or
treasurer, if a corporation; sworn to and returned to reach
the supervisor not later than November first.
If an account is placed for collection or is assigned
or sold, then at the moment of assigning, selling or placing
the account for collection a return shall be made to the
Supervisor on blanks furnished,
’'/hen an account is placed for collection in compliance with
the provisions of section 95, chapter 140, and sections 5 and 8,
chapter 255, General Laws, the lender must be able to present
indisputable evidence of notice to the borrower of the date and
time of the sale of the chattels,
A11 report blanks furnished by the Commonwealth are to be
used only for the purpose of reporting to the Supervisor,
These blanks are not furnished, and should not be used, for the
purpose of making or keeping duplicate copies, (see appendix
for forms
)
RELATIVE TO SENDING REPORTS
Rule 15. The weekly reports must reach the office of the
Supervisor not later than Wednesday of the following week.
*.
.
The monthly report must reach the office of the Supervisor
not later than the tenth of the following month but, at certain
times during the license year, lenders will not be penalized
if such reports are in the office of the Supervisor not later
than the fifteenth of that month. The annual report must
reach the Supervisor on or before November first.
If no loans are made or discharged during the week,
these facts should be reported.
All reports must be folded for mailing to fit the
envelopes furnished for the purpose.
The return address of the licensee must be placed on the
envelope in which reports are submitted to the Supervisor, so
that, in case there is insufficient postage, the Post Office
Department may know to whom to return the envelope and contents.
Reports upon which there is postage due will not be accepted
at the office of the Supervisor.
RELATIVE TO RETURN OF SECURITY TO BORROWER
Rule 16. When a note is paid, the borrower must be given
not a torn note nor a signature, but the entire note marked
indelibly "paid" or "canceled"; also full title to whatever
the borrower may have given to secure the note (section 107,
Chapter 140, General ^aws). A note shall not be mutilated,
and nothing shall be done to deface or obliterate, or any
other act done which shall prevent its being returned to the
borrower absolutely intact. "The instrument must be exhibited
to the person from whom pa’yment is demanded, and when it is paid
must be delivered up to the party paying it," (Section 97,
Chapter 107, General Laws)
.-
.
'
-
*
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RELATIVE TO COLLECTION 3Y PROCESS OF LAW
Rule 17* There shall be no contract or agreement for confession
of judgment or power of attorney or for the payment of any sum
for investigating or locating a borrower, or for default, or
for forbearance, or for attorney’s fees, or for trouble or expense
of collection, or for any other purpose which shall make the
total sum to be charged to or paid by the borrower, for interest
and expenses, greater than the rate established* Fees allowed
by lav/ for the service of civil process, or for service by a
constable, or other public officer, required by law, which may
be lawfully demanded by such constable or officer, may be charged
to a borrower. Charges made under invalid notices to foreclose,
repossess, or any proceedings of a similar nature, are not
allowed. No charge shall be made for protesting unendorsed paper.
Rule 18. In foreclosure proceedings a deputy sheriff, or con-
stable, or other representative of a licensed lender, may receive,
from a borrower, an amount not to exceed $5.50 for services
actually rendered, except that in the case of legal repossession
of automobiles, the lender may recover from the borrower the
actual expense incurred, in no case to exceed $12.50, to include
travel, but where travel extends ten miles beyond the municip-
ality in which the loan was made, the actual traveling expenses
may be charged for serving notice of intention to foreclose a
personal property mortgage whether actual foreclosure is or is
not made. Traveling expenses beyond the ten-mile limit may be
charged in connection with actual foreclosure.
The only other charges against a borrower shall be the cost
of advertising foreclosures as required by lav/ when the proper
persons cannot be located for personal service, and a reasonable
*I
~ ° ’ :<
.
,
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expense for trucking, auctioneers, assistants or keeper which
may be charged, such charges to represent only expense actually
incurred in a foreclosure or repossession proceeding, and all
such expense shall be certified to the Supervisor of Loan
Agencies in an itemized account*
Rule 19* A notice of intention to foreclose a mortgage after
breach of condition is invalid unless it expressly states where
such notice is to be recorded (sections 93 andlOS, Chapter 140,
General Laws), and is served in accordance with sections 5 and6,
chapter 255, General Laws.
RELATIVE TO ADVERTISING.
Rule 20. The word "license” with the license number folloT/ing
must be printed in all advertising. No advertising of any nature
will be permitted that leads the public to believe that the bus-
iness of the licensee is under the supervision of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts or the Department of Banking, except
that it may be stated that that portion of the business which
is represented by loans made in the amount of $300 or less is
supervised by the Commonwealth in so far as the cost of the loan
to the borrower is concerned, by use of the word "license”
and the license number.
Rule 21. Each place of business under supervision shall, in
every advertisement and on all notes, payment books and
receipts use the license number assigned to it by the
Supervisor*
A lender shall not in his advertisements make any
misleading statement concerning the cost of the loan to the
«:
..
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borrower* In any advertisement where reference is made to the
cost of a loan to a borrower, the actual rate of charge or
amount to be paid by the borrower shall be stated.
The Supervisor will exercise the right to censor all ad-
vertisements that relate to the business of making loans of §300
and less.
No licensee, or agent of any licensee, shall b roadcasfe by
radio, or print, display, advertise, publish or distribute
in any manner whatsoever any statement or representation with
regard to the rates, terms or conditions for the loaning of
money in amounts of §300 and less which in the opinion of the
Supervisor is false, misleading or deceptive.
The placing, by licensees, of tags or other advertising
matter on automobiles, or the house-to-house issuance of
circulars, haddbills, or any other similar type of advertis-
ing, not enclosed in envelopes, is prohibited.
RELATIVE TO LOANS THAT ARE FORBIDDEN.
Rule 22. A lender shall not loan money to any person under
twenty-one years of age.
Honey shall not be loaned to any person after notice has been
given by the Supervisor’s office based upon the request of a
husband, wife or any dependent or guardian of such person.
Money shall not be loaned without the consent of the
Supervisor to a person who is indebted to a licensee who has
taken up his notes and is holding them for payment, if the
office to which application for a loan is made has received
notice to that effect V
-
-
'
' •
0
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A lend r who notifies other lenders through a "take notice"
blank not to loan money to a borrower whose accounts said lender
has takem up, shall give notice to the lenders notified when
the account of the borrower has been paid, when the notice
shall be revoked*
Persons serving notice under this rule shall be given a
receipt therefor in theoffice where it is served, and a record
shall be made thereof in the day book*
Rule 23* When “take notice" blanks are given forbidding the
loaning of money to any person by one entitled in the opinion
of the Supervisor to serve such notices, and such person holds
a receipt therefor,, a loan made thereafter under those conditions
shall be void.
Rule 24. There shall be no back-dating of notes.
Rule 25. Each licensed lender shall preserve the records of final
entry used in such business, including ledger cards, for a
period of at least four years after the making of any loan
recorded therein.
RELATIVE TO THE RATE TO 3E PAID
Rule 26. Under the provisions of section 100, chapter 140,
General Laws, the following rates ere established:
?/here the loan is secured by a chattel mortgage the total
amount to be paid on any such loan for interest and expenses
shall not in the aggregate exceed an amount equivalent to three
per cent (3%) a month on that part of the unpaid principal
balance not in excess of one hundred and fifty dollars (|150)
and two per cent { 2%) a month on any remainder of such unpaid
principal balance, computed on unpaid balances.
— "
,
,
'
,
.
*
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Where there is a comaker to the loan, or the loan is
secured by any endorser or endorsers, the total amount to be
paid on any such loan for interest and expenses shall not in
the ag negate exceed an amount equivalent to three per cent
( 5%) a month on that part of the unpaid principal balance not
in excess of one hundred and fifty dollars ($150) and two
per cent ( 2%) a month on any remainder of such unpaid
princioal balance, computed on unpaid balances*
Where the loan is secured by real estate or the equity
in real estate, the total amount to be paid on any such loan
for interest and expenses shall not in the aggregate exceed
an amount equivalent to two per cent (
2
%) a month cn the
unpaid principal balance, computed on unpaid balances.
Where the loan is secured by obligations of the United
States Gcv eminent, of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, or
of any city or town in said Commonwealth, or by any security
listed on the New York Stock Exchange, the New ^ork Curb
Exchange, or the Boston Stock Exchange, or by a savings bank
book or cooperative bank book, or by a life insurance policy
on which there is a cash or loan value, the total amount to be
paid on any such loan forinterest and expenses shall not in the
aggregate exceed an amount equivalent to one per cent (1%) a
month on the unpaid principal balance, computed on unpaid bal-
ances*
Where there is no comaker to the loan, and no endorser,
and no security of any kind whatsoever, the tofeikl amount to
be paid on any such loan for interest and expenses shall not
in the aggregate exceed an amount equivalent to three per
cent (3$) a month on that part of the unpaid principal balance
,
not in excess of one hundred and fifty dollars ($150) and two
and one-half per cent (2ifo) a month on any remainder of such
unpaid principal balance, computed on unpaid balances. All
computations shall be based on the amount actually received by
the borrower and unpaid b alances thereof*
RELATIVE TO PREPAYMENTS
Rule 27. Whenever a borrower desires to anticipate payment
of his loan before maturity by payment in full, he shall be
permitted to do so on payment to the lender of the principal
balance due, plus interest due to the date of such final
payment in full; the loan shall be discharged, and every obli-
gation, collateral and security returned to the borrower.
There may be exceptional circumstances where prepayment of
a loan might result in injustice to the lender, and in such
exceptional cases the Supervisor reserves the right, in his
discretion after a hearing, to issue a special order*
A borrower may make repayments of instalments at other
times than when interest payments are due, but the lender is
entitled to interest computed only on unpaid monthly balances
of principal*
Each month the lender shall credit payments, applying first
what is due on interest to the interest account, and the balance
to principal*
The expense to the borrower, under no circumstances or
conditions shall exeeed the rates promulgated in ivule 26*
Rule 28* Interest shall be computed on monthly balances on the
basis of 30 days per month, equaling 360 days per year. Interest
may be charged at a per diem rate on unpaid balances of principal
for the number of days (each month being considered as having
. t
.
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30 days) that the borrower has the use of the money between
interest payments, but, in no event, shall the charge exceed
the lawful maximum of "an amount equivalent to 3 per cent a month
on the amount actually received by the borrower, computed on
unpaid balances;" and provided further that neither under this
rule, nor any other method of computation, shall the expense
to the borrower exceed such lower rates on certain types and
classes of loans as have been in the past, or may be in the
future, established pursuant to Chapter 140, General Laws, and
any rules and regulations promulgated thereunder*
Rule 29* When a lender places an account for collection in the
hands of an attorney, constable, sheriff, or any other agent,
all payments made by the delinquent borrower to any of the above,
as the case may be, shall be credited by the lender on the
account of the borrower on the actual date when the payment
is made and in the full amount paid first applying what is due
on interest to the interest account and the balance to the
principal*
REIATIVE TO SUITS BROUGHT UPON LICENSEES BOND
Rule 30* All persons licensed under General Laws, Chapter 140,
sections 96 to 114 inclusive, shall make a report to the Super-
visor, inwriting, of every suit brought upon any bond given by
suchlicensee, not later than ten days from the return day of
theswrit or other process by which such suit was commenced,
which statement shall set forth the ad damnum of the writ and
the names and residences of the parties to such suit, the court
in which it was brought and the docket number thereof, if any*
’.
*
1
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And if such suit was not duly entered in such court such
fact shall be stated, and upon any late entry of such
suit notice thereof in writing shall be sent by such licensee
to the Supervisor within twenty-four hours of such late entry.
When any such suit is finally disposed, either by judgment
or decree, or order of the court, or by settlement, such
licensee shall, within twenty-four hours thereof, give
notice to said Supervisor in writing, setting forth the
result of such suit or settlement, and the amount and terms
of such judgment, order or decree, and the terms of such
settlement, and the amount of money or other consideration
given or promised therefor.
ARTHUR C-UY,
Commissioner of Banks
EARL E. DAVIDS0
N
Supervisor of Loan Agencies
Oct. 1, 1954
Amended Oct. 1, 1937.
..
.
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'i'hus the supervision of small loans in
Massachusetts is, and has "been, an evolutionary process.
When new conditions arose which required regulating,
rules or orders were issuea accordingly. This process
is made possible by the granting to the supervising
officer wide discretionary powers in the administra tion
of the act. Of course, with this freedom in administra-
tion of the act, the success of the supervision depends
upon the capability of the supervising officer. In
this respect Massachusetts has been very fortunate.
Vigilant, aggressive and forceful administration of
the Massachusetts Small Loan Law has resulted.
Perhaps it should be noted that this
supervision has not been particularly costly. The
Supervisor and his staff consist of but nine people
holding the following positions:
1 Supervisor
2 Senior Accountants
1 Senior Clerk
1 Junior Accountant
3 Junior Clerks
1 Stenographer
The cost of the above personal services to-
gether with the regular maintenance expense of the bureau
total approximately $14,000 a year. The yearly revenue
from license fees amounts to about $21,500. Thus the
bureau actually operates at a net profit of roughly
$7,500 a year. An exceedingly valuable service is
granted to the citizens of Massachusetts by the Bureau
of Loan Agencies without imposing any extra tax burden
upon directly upon the citizens of the Commonwealth.
•
•
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The Business*
For a business which has been, and still is,
much persecuted, little is being done by the men in the
field today to break down that unfortunate antagonism;
or, at least, that has been my experience. There is,
however, one notable exception whom I should mention
to be fair about the thing, he is Dr. M. • R. heifeld,
Statistician for the beneficial management Corporation.
Dr. Neifeld has been Quoted previously in this study.
For his hearty cooperation I am most grateful, hut the
men conducting the loan offices themselves are very
reluctant to give any worthwhile information to an
outsider. The mere fact that you are interested
incites their suspicion, and they are frank to tell
you so. It is understandable in view of the history
of personal finance itself why they have this attitude,
but if they are to break down the age old prejudice
which the public has toward their business, they, surely,
must take a different attitude themselves. I believe
the men engaged in the business of personal finance
would get much farther, and be looked upon more
favorably, if they would receive those who have taken
enouji interest in their work to learn something about
it, with friendliness and cooperation, rather than
with antagonism and suspicion. 7/hatever attitude a man
takes toward another, inspires a similar attitude in
return
.. .
.
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.Because of this wary policy of personal finance
companies in vogue today I have nothing to offer about
the business directly from the companies themselves.
It simply cannot be obtained. The facts and figures
contained in the following pages are compiled from the
annual reports -ef-— of the Supervisor of Small Loan
Loans
.
The first small loan law was passed in
Massachusetts in 1911 but because of the defective
bookkeeping methods employed by the early licensees,
no accurate figures a e obtainable prior to 1916.
In fact no detailed information appeared in the annual
reports until 1933.
On page 101 is given a table showing the
outstanding loans of all licensed loan companies from
1916 to 1936. This shows a growth of the business
from approximately 2§- million dollars to 20 million
dollars in a period of twenty years. Or, to put
it differently, a twenty million dollar business has
grown up in less than twenty-five years. Surely these
figures are convincing enough to those who argue that
there is no need of a small loan business.
Today this business represents an investment
of about •$37,513,000. A composite statement of
the financial condition of the Massachusetts licensees
for the years 1934, 1935, and 1936 can be found on page
102 .
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MAS SACHTJSETTS
Loans Outstanding
Morris Plan Companies and Licensed Lenders
1916-1936
Year Morris Plan
Companies
Licensed
Lenders
TOTAL
1916 $1,145,666 $1,440,037 $2,585,703
1917 2,465,940 1,154,889 3,620,829
1918 2,645,582 1,120,640 3,766,222
1919 2,437,352 1,131,164 3,568,516
1920 2,496,482 1,285,802 3,782,284
1921 3,265,525 1,549,662 4,815,187
1922
1923
1924
1925 5,229,445 2,360,865 7,590,310
1926 5,894,250 2,991,012 8,885,262
1927
1928 7,039,676 5,247,777 12,287,453
1929 7,758,066 9,198,421 16,956,487
1930 7,414,149 11,981,829 19,395,978
1931 3,770,535 14,556,868 18,327,403
1932 3,333,244 14,284,792 17,618,036
1933 3,068,478 13,754,948 16,823,426
1934 3,039,429 15,274,421 18,313,851
1935 3,009,780 15,907,107 18,916,888
1936 3,004,354 16,844,481 19,848,835
Erom the Annual He ports of the
Massachusetts Supervisor of
Small Loans
Ho re : Ho reports were published for the years 1922,
1923, and 1924. The report for the year 1927
could not he obtained.
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There are two fundamental questions the
answers to which greatly interest the public today.
The first is - What is trie cost to the borrower who
makes a loan of $300 or less? And, second - What is
the profit to the lender who makes such a loan?
The answers to these two questions are
found within the next three pages. On page 104 a
specific illustration is given. There it is shown
that a loan of $100 for ten months actually costs the
borrower but $16.50.
How much of this $16.50 is profit to the
lender? According to the computations on pages
105 and 106, the actual net profit to the lender
is $4.93. On page 105 is given the derivation of
the expenses of conducting a small loan business
as expressed in percentages of gross earnings, how,
of course, it must be remembered that these percentages
are only approximate in that both the figures for
expense and gross earnings are variable figures. The
percentages were figured from the actual figures given
for these items in the Annual Report of the bureau of
Loan Agencies for the license year ended Sept. 50, 1936.
While only approximate, these percentages and the absolute
figures appearing on page 106 serve to illustrate the
high cost of conducting a small loan business. In other
words, the $16.50 figure above is not all profit for the
v
..
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What is meant by figuring the rate of charge on
"unpaid halances?" Take a case with simple figures
a loan of $100 for ten months, repayable $10 a month
with the maximum charge of 3> per month on unpaid
balances. This may sound like $3.00 a month for ten
months, or a total charge of $30. Here is the way
it actually works out:
Unpaid Balance Borrower Pays Borrower repays Total
of Loan at End 3/6 on this on Principal Borrower
of Unpaid Balance Pays
1st Month is $100 $3.00 $10.00 $13.00
2nd fl n 90 2.70 10.00 12.70
3rd It ii 80 2.40 10.00 12.40
4 th n M 70 2.10 10.00 12.10
5th It If 60 1.80 10.00 11.80
6 th H li 50 1.50 10.00 11.50
7 th n II 40 1.20 10.00 11.20
8th n II 30 .90 10.00 10.90
9 th ?1 II 20 .60 10.00 10.60
10th " fl 10 .30 10.00 10.30
Total $16.50 $100.00 $116.50
Thus it is plain the borrower does not pay $30 for
his $100 loan; he pays $16.50.
How the question arises, does the finance company
make $16.50 on the loan? The answer is, of course, no.
This figure of ?16.5 0 is the gross income, Prom this
figure must be deducted operating expenses to determine
the net return or the actual profit earned by tne
finance company.
These costs are presented on the following page.
They are estimated from the percentages previously
derived. (Expenses of conducting small loan business
expressed in percentages of gross earnings;
.. :
.
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EXPENSES OP CONDUCTING SMaLL LOAN BUSINESS
EXPRESSED IN PERCENTA -ES OF GROSS EARNINGS
Rent 3*22#
Salaries of Officers 5.43
Salaries and Wages (Excluding Officers; 15.64
Printing and Stationery .84
Postage and Express .98
Depreciation Furni tu.e
,
Fixtures, Equip. .59
Recording Pees .48
Telephone and Telegraph 1.11
Travel 1.75
Legal Fees and Disbursement s 1.39
Auditing .57
Advertising 7.41
Insurance & Fidelity Bonds .70
Bad Debts, and/or Insuranre Against Loss
and/or Reserve Against Loss 13.02
Expense, Sundry: Other Expense: 2.14
Home Office Supervision 5.68
Bookkeeping **• Corporation Services .57
Investigation .31
Sundry .56
Licenses .41
State & Local Taxes 1.24
Federal Taxes 4.47
Total Operating Expenses 66.52%
Interest Paid 1 .65/
Total Expenses 68.177&
Note: The above percentages are based on figures given
in the Mass. Annual Report of the Bureau of
Loan Agencies for the License tear Ended
Sept. 30, 1936, Page 11 - "Composite Statement
of Profit and Loss."
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Gross Earnings:
Operating Expenses:
Bent 3 .53
Salaries of Officers .90
Salaries & Wage s( excluding officers; 2.58
Printing & Stationery .14
Postage & Express .16
Depreciation Eurniture & fixtures .09
Recording fees .10#
Telephone & Telegraph .18
Travel .29
Legal Pees & Disbursements .22
Auditing .09
Advertising 1.22
Insurance & Eidelity xionds .12
Bad Debts, Ins. against loss etc. 2.15
Sundry Expense .35
Other Expense
Home Office Supervision .94
Bookkeeping & Corp. Services .09
Investigation .05
Sundry .09
Licenses .07
State & Local Taxes .20
Pederal Taxes .74
Total Operating Expenses 11.30
Interest Paid .27
Total Expenses 311.57
316.50
11.57
Net Profit 3 4.93
# If this were not an average figure, the recording fee w uld
be much higher, or exactly 32.00 per chattel mortgage.
However-, as some companies do not record their chattel
mortgages, the average expense is much less.
,.
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lender. Many expenses have to be deducted from this
figure before his actual net profit is made. According
to our example above these expenses amount to $11.57,
givin0 the lender a net profit on the transaction of
o4 .93.
A composite statement of profit and loss
for all licensees in Massachusetts for the years 1934,
1935, and 1936 appears on pa^e 108. An examination of
this statement shows the return on assets used and useful
for the year 1934 was 5.6 O^b ; 1935 - 7.137>; and 1936 - 6.837<>.
This profit was earned under a legal rate of 37o a month
on unpaid balances. The new legal rate effective this
year is Z>% a month on that part of the unpaid principal
balance not in excess of one hundred and fifty dollars,
and 2°/o a month on any remainder of such unpaid principal
balance when the security is a chattel mortgage. "Where
there is a comaker to the loan, or the loan is secured by any
endorser the rate is the same, but where there is no
comaker or security whatsoever the rate is 3> a month
on unpaid balances up to loans of $150, and 2 §7? for
loans over $150. In view of the actual profit earned
by the personal finance companies in Massachusetts,
certainly this cannot be called an unfair rate. Yet every
year there are bills introduced in the legislature to
reduce the legal rate of interest to be charged by personal
finance companies* If this were permitted to be accomplished,

COMPOSITE STATEMENT OP PROFIT AND LOSS
September 30, 1934, 1935, 1936
1934 1935 1936
Number of Licensees 207 205 205
Gross Earnings Derived from Small Loan Business
Charges on Loans of $300 and less
Fees on Loans of $300 and less
Interest on Bank Balances
Collections on Accounts previously charged off
Other Income Derived from Small Loan Business
$4,639,520.67
110,730.40
7,722.76
32,215.76
48.954.88
$5,223,990.37
114,977.43
3,618.08
37,147.17
46.556.77
$5,522,470.48
122,477.72
3,687.64
44,673.49
47.627.60
Total C-ross Earnings from Small Loan Business $4,839,144.47 $5,426,289.82 $5,740,936.93
Expenses of Conducting Small Loan Business
Rent
Salaries of Officers
Salaries and Wages (Excluding Officers)
Printing and Stationery
Postage and Express
Depreciation of Furniture, Fixtures & Equip.
Recording Fees
Telephone and 'telegraph
Travel
Legal Fees and Disbursements
Auditing
Advertising
Insurance and fidelity Bonds
Bad Debts, and/or Insur. vs Loss
Expense, Sundry
Other Expenses of Conducting omaxl Loan Bus.
Home Office Supe rvision
Bookkeeping and Corporation Services
Investigation
Sundry
Licenses
State and ^ocgl Taxes
Federal Taxes
Total Operating Expenses
$198,634.39 $199,458.75 $202,765.77 H
387,983.77 373,631.12 380,448.80 g
740,053.14 826,832.34 918,973.82 »
49,458.35 47,958.19 55,699.81
53,194.73 58,562.69 60,538.91
35,983,82 37,583.21 36,255.13
19,426.62 23,365.11 33,230.96
47,928.86 54,076.95 63,584.95
80,241.67 86,318.76 93,137.01
82,058.50 82,777.81 77,387.97
146,747.29 33,347.14 33,769.78
289,080.20 309,390.64 407,594.35
45,546.02 48,875.60 49,600.31
498,184.88 519,908.83 573,269.98
133,163.46 143,813.91 127,155.16
128,215.57 196,689.67 293,747.78
38,498.38 21,821.04 30,084.73
14,559.86 14,574.24 16,516.93
52,270.02 79,803.93 56,588.03
21,920.47 21,504.87 23,371.94
66,558.43 64,617.01 73,395.12
193.007.20 269.312.88 237.914.31
$3,322,715.63 $3,514,224.69 $3,845,031.55
Net Operating Profit
Interest Paid
$1,516,428.84
186.687.89
$1,912,065.13 $1,895,905.38
164.273,44 186.210.07
TOTAL NET PROFIT $1,329,740.95 $1,747,791.69 $1,709,695.31
Percentage
(After
of Net Profit
Interest) 5.60% 7 . 13)6 6.83^
From the Annual Reports of the
Massachusetts Supervisor of
Small Loans
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all the good work which has been done by the present law
and its supervision would be defeated. A lower rate of
interest would drive out this legitimate business and
leave the field open to high-rate lenders. Necessitous
borrowers in Massachusetts would then be in the same
position as such borrowers are in New Hampshire. They
would be forced to go out of the state for their loans,
or to the local high-rate lenders.
To conclusively prove this statement it remains
to compare Massachusetts with a state having no small loan
legislation. This will be consicered in the next chapter.
/
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PART IV
CHAPTER IV
A COMPARISON OF THE POSITION OF TEE BORROWER IN
MASSACHUSETTS WITH THE POSITION OF THE BORROWER
IN KANSAS, OR A COMPARISON OF THE CONDITIONS
PREVALENT IN A STATE WITH A SMALL LOAN LAW AND
ONE WITHOUT A LAW
Kansas is a state with no specific small loan
regulation. Reliance for regulation of small loans
rests entirely upon the usury law in Kansas, passed in
1899, which is as follows:
"USURY. All payments of money or property made by
way of usurious interest, or of inducement to contract
for more than ten per cent per annum, whether made in
advance or not, shall be deemed and taken to be payments
made on account of the principal and ten per cent interest
per annum, and the court shall render judgment for no greater
sum than the balance found due after deducting the payments
of money or property as aforesaid: Provided, That no bona
fide endorsee of negotiable paper purchased before due shall be
effected by any usury exacted by any former holder of such
paper unless he shall have actual notice of the usury
previous to his purchase. But double the amount of such
excess incorporated into negotiable paper may in such cases,
after payment, be recovered back by action against the party
originally exacting the usury, in any court of competentm ,
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jurisdiction; Provided further, That such action shall he
"brought within ninety days from maturity of such paper."
(State of Kansas, Revised Statutes, 1923, 41-103;
The limitations of this law are "being constantly
evaded or avoided, and the law has had practically no
effect whatever in preventing high-rate lending.
In November, 1935 the Research Department of
the Kansas Legislative Council made a study of this high-
rate lending, and published a bulletin of their findings
called "The Loan Shark Problem in Kansas." The facts
and statistics contained within the next few pages are
quoted from this study.
The Research Department of the Kansas Legislative
Council obtained 107 affidavits from borrowers dealing with
loan sharks. These affidavits were obtained in Arkansas City,
Coffeyville, Kansas City, Salina, Topeka, and Wichita. They
were obtained almost entirely from the lower salaried group,
namely: railroad laborers, packing house employees, laborers
in oil fields, clerks, etc. These reports they analysed
and presented a summary of their findings in tabular form.
Because of their startling importance, I offer them here
ve rbat im.
"Table I shows the distribution of the nominal and
actual interest rates charged by number and percentage of
the total numb.-r of cases analyzed."
"Table II gives various details of the loans, showing
a range of the size of the loans, the number of repayment
periods, and the repayment intervals."
Research Dept. Kansas Legislative Council, "The Loan Shark
Problem." November 1935. Page 9.
.. io'
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TABLE I
LOAN SHARK INTEREST RATES AS SHOWN BY KANSAS AFFIDAVITS
Giving distribution by Nominal and Actual Interest Rates Charged.
Nominal Yearly Intere st Actual or "Effective " Yearly Interest
Interest Rate No
.
7o of
total Interest Rate No.
% of
Total
Under 1007® 14 13% Under 100% 8 7%
100% under 150% 14 13 100% under 3007? 19 18
150% 200% 13 12 3OO7? 600% 15 14
200
%
250% 21 20 600% 1000% 21 20
250 300% 30 28 1000% 2000% 32 30
300% 500% 11 10 2000% 3000% 6 5
500% 800% 2 2 4000% 50007® 2 2
Over 1000% 2 2 Over 50007* 4 4
107 100% 107 100%
Nominal Yearly Intere st Rate s
The smallest nominal annual interest rate charged in the 107
Kansas cases analyzed was 42.647®; the lar 0est was 1,590)6. The
greatest concentration of rates was in the range between 200/6 and
300)6, as nearly half the cases were in thisgroup. The greatest
single concentrat ion was at 260%, twenty-one of the cases having this
nominal rate. This is due to the common practice of loan sharks
in charging 10% interest on a loan for a two week period, or
charging at the nominal rate of 260% a year.
Actual Yearly Interest
The smallest actual (effective] interest rate charged in the
above cases was 52.97)6. Arranged in descending order, the rates
and the percent of total cases are as follows:
93% of the loans were at an actual rate of 100% or more
75% " n •« II II II it " 300% " "
61% " •i M VI II ll It " 6 00%. " "
41% " 11 II H It II II " 1000% " "
11% " •• ft II TI It M "2000 " "
Quoted from "The Loan Shark Problem in Kansas, Research
Department Kansas Legi sla tive Council
,
November, 1935,
.
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TAKLE II
SIZE OE LOAITS AJDJD REPAYMENT PERIODS PR Oil KANSAS A7 -'IDAVITS
Showing Distribution by Size of the Loan, the Number of
Repayments and Repayment Intervals
Size Of Loan Number of Repayment Period s
Range of Loan % of Range of % of
Value s No. Total Period s No • Total
Under $10 3 3% 1 31 29%
$10 under $20 43 40 2-5 17 16
$20 $30 25 23 6 18 17
$30 $50 10 9 7-11 13 12
$50 $75 21 20 12 12 11
$75 $150 4 4 ' 13-19 9 8
$150 1 1 20-46 7 7
107 100% 107 100%
Repayment Intervals
Intervals No
.
% of Total
Weekly 25 23%
Bi -we ekly 31 29
Semi-monthly 39 37
Monthly 12 11
107 100%
Size of Loan
The majority of the loans analyzed were for fairly small amounts,
as 66% of them were loans of less than $30. Many loan sharks cater to
this type of business, as turnover is rapid and the interest rates are
enormous. However, the above ratio of loans would not hold for the
business as a whole as these affidavits do not show the larger loans
made by the loan sharks.
Eor the most part borrowers are encouraged to borrow round sums
such as $10, $20, $25, etc. Loans of $10 totaled 31, or 29% of the
total loans given; there were 12 loans of $20 or 11%, 11 loans of $25
or 10%, and 19 loans of $50 or 17% of the total.
Repayment Terms
Since the loans are small, the number of repayments in these
cases are correspondingly small.
Practically all of the loans of the loan sharks are repayable st
short intervals; this is borne out by the table which shows 89% of the
loans repayable either weekly or every fourteen or fifteen days.
Quoted from "The Loan Shark Problem in Kansas, Research
Department Kansas Legislative Council, November, 1935,
Page 12.
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Ka
n
sas Loan Sharks Interest Rates.
L "The rates of interest charged by loan sharks are demonstrated,
of course, "by the terms of the individual loans which have already
been analyzed in the preceding discussion of Kansas affidavits.
Indeed, it has been necessary to rely chiefly on these affidavits
to secure any definite picture of the charge s of the different
companies in various cities.
The actual rate card or chart used by loan sharks is
apparently very difficult to obtain. Whereas personal finance
companies have printed cards which can be secured for the asking,
the "high raters", for obvious reasons, are reluctant to have their
actual terms available for distribution and analysis. As a matter
of fact there isno evidence that all of the loan sharks actually
have a single rate card which they follow systematically.
The department has been able to secure only one rate card
which appears to be authentic. There is no reason to believe
that this schedule of rates may not be typical of the schedules
of other companies but there is no proof of this.
The first four columns of the foil wing table constitute the
rate card. The last three columns show the calculations of
interest rate. This particular tate card quotes only weekly
repayments. It is obvious that the company must make loans on
a bi-monthly basis although no differences in carrying charges are
stated for such periods.
The inte est rates shown were arrived at only after outside
consultants had been called in who were thoroughly familiar with
the mathematics of investment and finance. The figures can easily
be verified by any actuary, mathematician, or accountant familiar
with thi s field .
A very simple demonstration of the correctness of the
nominal weekly and yearly rate in the form of an amortization
table is given on page 118. This will permit anyone to figure the
result for himself by simple arithmetic.
The rate actually paid by the borrower, called by the
mathematicians "effective" rate is explained on page 119. This
rate is extremely important as it demonstrates what is really
meant by "high-rates." Jj'or example, it will be noted in the
first part of the table that only three of the loans of $25 or less ar
are unaerl000/6, that none of the rates are under 450Jo, and that
several of the rates on the very small loans are over 3000/6."
L Quoted from "The Loan Shark Problem in Kansas, Research
Department Kansas Legislative Council, .November, 1935
Page 12.
V
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TABLE III
KANSAS LOAN SHARK INTEREST RATES
Showing Loan Agreements with Calculation of Weekly and Yearly
Interest Rates Charged
lash Repayment Interest Charged
borrowed Number
of weeks
Weekly
payments
Total
Payment
Amount
Nominal
Weekly
Rate
Nominal
Yearly
Actual
Yearly
| 5.00 4 $1.50 2
Ordinary Loans
3 6.00 $ 1.00 7.72> 4017* 46797*
10.00 4 3.00 12.00 2.00 7.72 401 4679
8 1.70 13.60 3.60 7.40 384 3992
12 1.25 15.00 5.00 6.87 357 3065
15.00 4 4.50 18.00 3.00 7.72 401 4679
8 2.50 20.00 5.00 6.87 357 3065
12 1.75 21.00 6.00 5.59 290 1591
16 1.40 22.40 7.40 5.16 268 1268
20.00 12 2.25 27.00 7.00 4.97 258 1145
14 2.00 28.00 8.00 4.85 252 1073
20 1.50 30.00 10.00 4.20 218 749
25.00 12 2.80 33.60 8.60 4.85 252 1073
16 2.25 36.00 11.00 4.65 241 962
20 1.85 37.00 12.00 4.05 210 688
30.00 12 3.25 39.00 9.00 4.30 223 792
16 2.65 42.40 12.40 4.40 228 838
24 1.85 44.40 14.40 3.41 177 471
35.00 12 3.75 45.00 10.00 4.10 213 708
16 3.00 48.00 13.00 3.99 207 664
20 2.50 50.00 15.00 3.66 190 548
24 2.15 51.60 16.60 3.37 175 460
40.00 16 3.40 54.40 14.40 3.87 201 620
24 2.50 60.00 20.00 3.54 184 510
50.00 12 5.50 66.00 16.00 4.55 236 911
16 4.40 70.00 20.40 4.34 225 810
24 3.10 74.40 24.40 3.45 179 483
Quoted from "The Loan Shark Problem in
Kansas, Research Department Kansas
Legislative Council, November, 1935.,
Page 13.
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TABLS III
KANSAS LOAN SHARK INT .’REST RaTES- (Continued;
Cash Repayment Interest Charged
Borrowed Number of Weekly Total Amount Rate
Weeks Payment s Repayment Nominal Nominal Actual
Weekly Yearly Yearly
Higher Ri sk Loans
$ 5.00 6 $ 1.15 $ 6.90 # 1.90 10 . 0070 520Vo 14 100^
8 .95 7.60 2.60 10.38 539 16 894
10.00 8 1.80 14.40 4.40 9.00 468 8 734
12 1.30 15.60 5.60 7.60 395 4 410
15.00 12 1.90 22.80 7.80 7.10 369 3 440
16 1.45 23.20 8.20 5.66 294 1 651
20.00 16 1.85 29.60 9.60 5.03 261 1 183
25.00 16 2.35 37.60 12.60 5.25 273 1 330
20 1.95 39.00 14 . 00 4.67 242 973
30.00 16 2.75 44.00 15.00 4 .90 254 1 103
20 2.30 46.00 16.00 4.47 232 871
24 2.00 48.00 18.00 4.16 216 732
35.00 24 2.30 55.20 20.20 4.02 209 680
Explanation of "Higher Risk Loan" Rates
The second part of the table shows that this loan shark ha s at
least two sets of rates. The second set could be justified on the
ground s that certain individuals pre sent a greater risk, or that
longer periods with small er payment s per interval are pe rmi tted at
the higher rate.
It should be noted that all but one of the loans of #25 or less
carry an actual interest rate of more than 1000u/o f and tha t none of the
rates on the chart are for less thun 600^o.
Quoted from "The Loan Shark Problem in
Kansas, Research Department Kansas
Legislative Council, November, 1935,
Page 14
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PROOF OF NOMINAL INTEREST RATE CHARGED
Loan Agreement
Cash Received by Borrower (See Table III) $5.00
Repayment: Number of weeks 4
7/eekly payments $1.50 - total Repayment $6.00
Actual Interest Rate on this Contract: Yearly 401.44/6
Weekly 7.72^6
PROOF
Amortization at above interest rate exactly meets terms of the contract
as follows:
Weekly Principal Payment on Payment on
Payments Due Interest Principal
1 $5.00 ' "$0. 39 ~$1.11
2 3.89 .30 1.20
3 2.69 .21 1.29
4 1.40 .10 1.40
$1.00 $5.00
Explanation of Proof
1. On making first payment, the borrower has had the use of $5.00 prin-
cipal due for one week. At 401.44/6 interest per annum or 7.72$ per week,
the interest for this week amounts to $0.39.
2. The weekly payment is $1.50. Subtracting the interest, 39 cents,
leaves $1.11 payment on principal.
3. Subtracting the $1.11 from the principal due, leaves a balance of
$3.89 due on principal after the first payment.
4. On making second payment, borrower has had the use of $3.89 (prin-
cipal due) for one week. Interest on this at 7.72^ is $0.30.
5. Weekly payment of $1.50', less 30 cents inter st for the second week,
is a payment of $1.20 on the principal.
6. Balance of $3.39 principal due, less $1.20 payment on principal
leaves $2.69 still due on the principal after the second payment.
7. Repeat process; interest Is 21 cents, payment on principal $1.29,
balance of principal due after third payment is $1.40.
8. There is now due for the fourth and final payment interest for one
week on $1.40, which is 10 cents. The $1.50 weekly payment pays this
interest and the exact balance due on the principal, thus completing
the contract in the four weekly payments.
Final Proof: Addition of payments on principal equals cash borrowed
$5.00
Addition of payments for interest
=
1.00
Total contracted repayment $6.00
Quoted from "The Loan Shark Problem
in Kansas," by Research Department
Kansas Legislative Council, November, 1935,
Page 15.
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THE ACTUAL OR" EFFECTIVE** RATE
"When an Interest rate Is quoted the average person usually
understands what the mathematician calls the "nominal" annual rate,
this is frequently not the actual rate paid by the borrower, but
merely the basic rate upon which calculations are made. Where the
loan is for a year and the interest is paid at the end of the year
the nominal and fche effective annual rates are the same#
A few simple illustrations will make the point clear: If a
loan of $100,00 is made on 8$ bank discount— that is the borrower
receiving $92,00 and repaying $100,00 at the end of the year— it is
possible to state that the borrower has paid 8$ interest discounted
or deducted in advance. Since, however, he has paid $8#00 for the
use of only $92,00, the actual rate is approximately 8,7$ instead of
the nominal rate of 8$
•
If a loan is made at 6$ per year with interest semi-annually it
will be obvious to all business men that the interest has been compounded
and that the actual or effective rate is 6,09%# If interest is repaid
at more frequent periods wi thing the year it is obvious that the actual
interest is higher than the nominal.
In the case of interest rates from 5$ to 10$ the difference
between the nominal and the effective is small and relatively
negligible
•
In the case of loan shark rates, however, where the yearly nominal
interest ranges from 100$ to more than 500$, the compounding of interest
resulting from payment of interest at monthly, bimonthly or weekly
intervals results in a terrifically high actual rate.
In both ^able 1 and Table 3 the contrast between the nominal and
the effective interest rates is given. The latter is the real rate
per year which paid by the borrower. The interest becomes positively
staggering in the case of the extremely small amounts#
No comprehension of the seriousness of the loan shark problem is
possible unless it is clearly realized that the real rate charged by
the loan shark is the very high "effective" percentage which has been
presented in this report in the analysis of loan shark rate charts
and of the affidavits secured in connection with the Kansas situation,"
Quoted from "The Loan Shark Problem
in Kansas," by Research Department
Kansas Legislative Council, November, 1935
Page 16#
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Contrast this condition of affairs with that of
Massachusetts. The Massachusetts borrower, at the very
most, pays but 3 6/6 a year for his loan. In Kansas the
borrower has to pay anywhere between 1007* and 5,0 0 07* a
year for the same loan. Preposterous, yes; but unf ortunately
,
true
.
it goes even farther than this in Kansas. The
Kansas loan-shark operates outside the law, and so, he has
no legal restraint whatsoever, ne is an unscrupulous
fellow primarily interested in obtaining an interest on
his money. As such he does not want his loan principal
paid off, for with its termination, his interest ceases.
Rather does he encourage the borrower to renew his loan
or keep his loan outstanding, with the result that the
unfortunate borrower is perpetually in debt. Good evidence
out
of this practice is brought, in the Kansas Supreme Court
Case of William A. 3nith, Attorney General, et al, v.
V7. A. McMahon, et al . In the syllabus by the court the
plaintiff's petitions allege: "That the defendants, in
carrying on their said business, purposely select and
and intend to select poor and necessitous wage earners
as their customers, for the purpose of compelling such
poor and necessitous wage earners to renew from pay day
to pay day and from month to month their excessively usurious
loans to the end that such customers when once obtained by
.
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said defendants will for a long period of time be compelled
to continue to pay the excessively exorbitant, usurious
rates of interest hereinabove described.... That these wage
earners are in almost every instance compelled, through
fear of losing their jobs as a result of possible garnishment
proceedings threatened or so brought by defendants, to pay
and continue to pay such usurious interest and to repeatedly
sign such pretended wage assignment s . . . That by threatening
to garnish, by garnishing, by t.nreatening to serve notice of
a signment, and by serving such notices of assignment, the
defendants in the conduct of said business, as herein described,
greatly and seriously disturb the peace of mind of the
numterous poor and necessitous wage earners who deal with
them, causing such wa&e earners to return to the place of
business of said defendants and there to pay and to continue
to pay such excessively usurious interest on the loans taken
by t.nem from pay to pay, and from month to month." In this
case the Kansas Supreme Court held that Loan Sharks are
Nuisances, and as such could be restrained. So, the court
must have been convinced that the above practices did exist.
This brings out two points of comparison with
Massachusetts. In the first place the attitude of the
lender in Massachusetts is directly opposite to the attitude
of the Kansas loan- shark. In Massachusetts the lender trys
to help the borrower to pay off his loan, he does this for
two reasons, jj’irst, it is good business. And, second, the
supervisor of loan agencies in Massachusetts instructs his
licensees to follow this practice. You see, in Massachusetts,
the oppressed borrower can go to the Supervisor for relief.
«
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Tty -whom can such, a Kansas borrower appeal to? IMo one but
the courts, and he usually can't afford that.
The second comparative point is the cost of a
loan to a borrower. Again I resort to an illustration.
On page 123 is given a comparison of interest charges
of the two states. It is assumed in this illustration
that the above conditions are true, that is, the lender
does not permit the borrower to pay off the principal
of his loan. The $3.00 interest charge is figured from
the loan agreement given on page 118. There it was
estimated that the interest charge on a $5.00 loan for
four weeks was $1.00, or about 25/ a week on the average.
Our illustration is a $30.00 loan which would make the
interest charge approximately $1.50 a week or $3.00 for
the two weeks.
It can be readily seen from this example that
the Massachusetts borrower is completely out of debt at
the end of twenty-two weeks. The Kansas borrower has
paid out $32.53, and he still owes $30.47.
Thus this comparison of a state without a law
with a state having adequate legislation and supervision
becomes ridiculous. The two states ate really not comparable.
In Massachusetts the personal finance business is a legal
business, licensed and supervised by the state. Its intimate
transactions are known; its costs and profits are made
public. The legal rate which can be charged for loans of
$300 or less permits only a fair return to the lender, but
one sufficient to maintain a legitimate business. The borrower
«.
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COMPARISON CP IINTEREST CHARGES
(loan §30)
KANSAS MASSACHUSETTS#
Payment s by Sorrower Payments by borrower
Princi pal Intere st Principal Intere
0 $3.00 1st 2 weeks $2.58 $ .42
0 $3.00 2nd fl VI 2.62 .38
0 3.00 3rd II H 2.66 .34
0 3.00 4 th If If 2.69 .31
0 3.00 5 th 11 if 2.73 .27
0 3.00 6 th If »< 2.77 .23
0 3.00 7 th If n 2.80 .20
0 3.00 8th If VI 2.84 .16
0 3.00 9th VI II 2.89 .11
0 3.00 10th VI VI 2.92 .08
0 2.53 11th II If 2.50 .03
0 $32.53 $30.00 $2.53
RESULT
Has paid Total of $32.53 Has paid Total of $32.53
Has paid for Int. 32.53 Has paid for interest 2.53
Ov.es on a/c Interst .47 Owes on a/c Interest
<J>
Owes on a/c Princi- Owes on a/c Principal 0
pal .30.00
Total Debt $30.47
Average interest per
each two weeks is
$3.00
Total Debt nothing
Average interest for
each two weeks is $.23
#Taylor, Herbert n.
,
Where Loan Sharks Thrive, 1932. Page 17
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knows -where he stands. If he is abused, he can go to the
Supervisor of Loan Agencies in the State nouse in .boston,
and he will not be ignored.
In Kansas the personal finance business is an
outlawed business. It is outlawed because the legal
interest which can be charged for a loan of $300 or less
is to low to permit a legitimate business. i‘he result is
chaotic. Very little accurate information is available
on the subject. Such lenders operate "in the dark."
They do not want their methods of doing business known.
However, from the facts that are known, it cannot be
denied that Kansas has numerous usurers handling small
loans at a terrific high rate of interest with methods
which do not stand the light of publicity.
Gan there be any doubt that Massachusetts
has the better solution to this far-reaching social
and economic problem?
.
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PART V
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In the light of this analysis there can be
no doubt that the business of personal finance fulfills
a justifiable need. It performs a service which is
essential to the proper functioning of our modern
civilized life. To argue the problem does not
exist because it is distasteful to us is foolish.
Why it does exist is beyond the scope of this study,
if, indeed, it is not beyond the scope of any study.
It is a problem growing out of human relations and the
business of living. The fact to be emphasized is a
small loan problem does exist in every state, without
exception, in the United States of America.
Having accepted this truth my study was then
directed toward an examination of the small loan business
itself as conducted within the forty-eight states to
determine the best way to solve the problem. To be
specific two sample states were chosen whose methods
of treating the subject were directly opposite, namely,
Massachusetts and Kansas. The evidence accumulated in
this investigation has led me to the following conclusions
1. The great majority of the people, and they
are the small loan borrowers, are without security

-Un-
acceptable to banks, and so they are denied a bank loan.
3ut the very fact that they are reduced to borrowing a
snail surn indicates tneir dire need for tne money.
They are people whose lives nay be altered or shattered
by tragedies which snail financial assistance could
avoid. Sc, naturally, they are willing to pay practically
any interest to get tne loan.
£. i'he money lender, on the other hand, having
acquired his wealth, guards it jealously, xie will not
lend his money unless he can be reasonably sure of
increasing it. Also it was found tnat the prefered
or
position of the lender over him who had little/nothing
resulted in many abuses. Exorbitant and disgraceful
rates have been charged by them. Let it be said in
fairness that this is not peculiar to money lenders.
It is simply one of tne deficiencies of mankind.
3. It becomes evident because of tne above
two conditions, that the weakness of tne oppressed and
unfortunate must be protected from the vices of human
f railtie s.
4. Thus the remedy for the situation is purely
a social measure, or a paternal attitude toward such
borrowers by the state. In a word their protection
lies within a "law."
5. The evidence indicates that the old Usury
Laws or Constitutional provisions permitting interest
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charges of not higher than 1070 a year are inadequate.
It was seen that the high cost of conducting a small
loan business would not yield, at this rate, a profit
high enough to attract legitimate capital.
6. "JThat, then shall be the law? It was found
that the personal finance business was most successful,
both to the borrower and to the lender, in those states
which had enacted a Uniform Small Loan Law or one
1
similar to it in chief respects. The facts show
further that the interest rate provided for in this
law is the essential part of it. To lower the interest
rate below a flat 27° a month has resulted in defeating
its purpose. Such was the result in Tennessee and
Georgia. On the other hand, a flat rate of over 3 gy&
a month became burdensome to the borrower. Thus the
range of the interest charge is very limited.
7. The law, then, is the basis or the foundation
upon which to build a good personal finance business.
That, however, is not sufficient. The next step to
achieve this social goal, and one of equal importance,
is the supervision and administration of the law. 1
know of no better illustration in this case than the
state of Massachusetts. Massachusetts has an excellent
law, yes, but it also has effective supervision. Therein
lies its success as a leader in the regulation of the
personal finance business.
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In a few sentences my thesis is simply
this. The personal finance business fulfills a
social and econ mic need, and its service is
essential to the proper functioning of our modern
civilized life. 3ut, to exist to the benefit of
the masses, it nust be conducted under the protec-
tion of an adequate law and with the assistance of
intelligent supervision.
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Appendix A.
SIXTH DRAFT
GENERAL FORM OF UNIFORM SMALL LOAN LAW
(AS REVISED JANUARY 1, 1935 )*
A Bill for an Act to define, license, and regulate
the business of making loans or advancements in the amount
or of the value of three hundred dollars ($300) or less,
secured or unsecured, at a greater rate of interest than
• . .
.
per centum (. • • • %) per annum (Note 1), pre-
scribing the rates of interest and charges therefor and
penalties for the violation thereof, regulating the assign-
ment of wages or salaries, earned or to be earned*, when given
as security for any such loan or as consideration for a
payment of three hundred dollars ($300) or less, providing
for the administration of this Act and for the issuance
of rules and regulations therefor, authorizing the making
of examinations and investigations and the publication
of reports thereof, providing for a review of decisions
and findings of the (Note 2) under this Act (Note 3) and
to repeal (Note 4) and to repeal all acts and parts of
acts whether general, special, cr local, which relate to
the same subject matter as this Act, so far as they are
inconsistent with the provisions of this Act (Note 5)*
Section 1. No person, co-partnership, association, or
corporation shall engage in the business of making loans of
money, credit, goods, or things in action in the amount or
of the value of three hundred dollars ($300) or less and charge
contract for, or receive on any such loan a greater rate
of interest, discount, or consideration therefor than •
. . • per centum (• • •%) per annum (Note 1) except as
authorized by this Act and without first obtaining a
license from the (Note 2) her inafter called the Com-
missioner (Note 6),
Section 2. Application for such license shall be in writ-
ing, under oath, and in the form prescribed by the
Commissioner, and shall contain the name and the address
(both of the residence and place of business) of the
applicant, and if the applicant is a co-partnership or
association, of every member thereof, and if a corporation,
of each officer and director thereof; also the county
and municipality with street and number, if any, where
the business is to be conducted and such further informa-
tion as the Commissioner may require. Such applicant
at the time of making such application shall pay to the
Commissioner the sum of fifty dollars ($50) as a fee
for investigating the application and the additional
sum of one hundred dollars ($100) as an annual license
fee (Note 7) for a period terminating on the last day
k- Russell Sage Foundation, Few ^ork, 1935
•
• • •
.
<
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.
.
-
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of the ciirrent calendar year; provided, that if the
application is filed after June thirtieth in any
year such additional sum shall be only fifty dollars
($50) (Note 7d), In addition to the said annual
license fee every licensee hereunder shall pay to the
Commissioner the actual costs of each examination
as provided for in Section 10 of this Act,
Every applicant shall also prove, in form satis-
factory to the Commissioner, that he or it has available
for the operation of such business at the location
specified in the application, liquid assets of at least
twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000),
Bond Section 3, The applicant shall also at the same time
file with the Commissioner a bond to be approved by him
in which the applicant shall be the obligor, in the sum
of one thousand dollars ($1,000) with one or more
sureties whose liability as such sureties need not
exceed the said sum in the aggregate. The said bond shall
run to the State for the use of the State and of any
person or persons who may have cause of action against
the obligor of said bond under the provisions of this
Act, Such bond shall be conditioned that said obligor
willfaithfully conform to and abide by the provisions
of this Act and of all rules and regulations lawfully
made by the Commissioner hereunder, and will pay to
the State and to any such person or persons any and
all moneys that may become due or owing to the State or
to such person or persons from said obligor under and by
virtue of the provisions of this Act,
Require-
ment s for
License
Section 4. Upon the filing of such application and the
payment of such fees and the approval of such bond, if
the Commissioner shall find upon investigation (a) that
the financial responsibility, experience, character, and
general fitness of the applicant, and of the members
thereof if the applicant be a co-partnership or associa-
tion, and of the off 5c ers and directors thereof if the
applicant be a corporation, are such as to command the
confidence of the community and to warrant belief that
the business will be operated honestly, fairly, and
efficiently withing the purposes of this Act, and (b)
that allowing such applicant to engage in business will
promote the convenience and advantage of the community
in which the business of the applicant is to be con-
ducted, and (c) that the applicant has available for the
operation of such business at the specified location
liquid assets of at least twenty-five thousand dollars
($25,000) (the foregoing facts being conditions pre-
cedent to the issuance of a license under this Act),
he shall thereupon issue and deliver a license to the
applicant to make loans in accordance with the provisions
.*
.
.
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Denial of
Application
and Right
of Review
Posting; of
License
Additional
Bond
Minimum
Assets
of this Act at the location specified in the
said application, which license shall remain in
full force and effect until it is surrendered
by the licensee or revoked or suspended as here-
inafter provided; if the Commissioner shall not
so find he shall not issue such license and he
shall notify the applicant of the denial and
return to the applicant the bond and the stun
paid by the applicant as a license fee, retain-
ing the fifty dollars (§50) investigation fee
to cover the costs of investigating the applica-
tion, The Commissioner shall approve ordeny
every application for license hereunder within
sixty (60) days from the filing thereof with
the said fees and the said approved bond.
If the application is denied, the Commiss-
ioner shall within twenty (2) days thereafter
file with the Department of (Note 8) a written
decision and findings with respect thereto con-
taining the evidence and the reasons supporting
the denial, and forthwith serve upon the appli-
cant a copy thereof, which decision and find-
ings may be reviewed by a writ of certiorari
or writ of mandamus within thirty (3) days after
the filing thereof (Note 9).
Section 5, Such license shall state the address
at which the business is to be conducted snd
shall state fully the name of the licensee, and
if the licensee is a co-partnership or associa-
tion, the names of the members thereof, and if
a corporation, the date and place of its incor-
poration, Such license shall be kept conspicu-
ously posted in the place of business of the licensee
and shall not be transferable or assignable.
Section 6, If the Commissioner shall find at
any time that the bond is insecure or exhausted
or otherwise doubtful, an additional bond to
be approved by him, with one or more sureties
and of the character specified in Section 3
of this Act, in the sum of not more than one
thousand dollars ($1,000), shall be filed by the
licensee within ten (10) days after written de-
mand upon the licensee by the Commissioner.
Every licensee shall maintain at all times
assets of at least twenty-five thousand dollars
($25,000) either in liquid form available for
the operation of or actually used in the conduct
of such business j^t the location specified in the
license.
*-
.
*
-
.
Place of
business
etc*
Removal
Payment of
License fee
Revocation
of License
Section 7. Not more than one place of business
shall be maintained under the same license, but
the Commissioner may issue more than one license
to the same licensee upon compliance with all
the provisions of this Act governing an original
issuance of a license, for each such new license*
Whenever a licensee shall change his place
of business to another location within the
same (Note 10), he shall at once give written
notice thereof to the Commissioner, who shall
attach to the license in writing his record
of the change and the date thereof, which shall
be authority for the operation of such business
under such license at such new location* No
change in the place of business of a licensee
to a location outside of the original (Note 10)
shall be permitted under the same license.
Section 8 . Every licensee shall, on or before
the imentieth day of each December, pay to the
Commissioner the sum of one hundred dollars ($5100)
as an annual license fee for the next succeeding
calendar year and shall at the same time file
with the Commissioner a bond in the same amount
and of the same character as required by Section
3 of this Act.
Section 9* The Commissioner shall, upon ten (10)
days’ notice to the licensee stating the contem-
plated action and in general the grounds therefor,
and upon reasonable opportunity to be heard,
revoke any license issued hereunder if he shall
find that:
(a) The licensee has failed to pay the annual
license fee or to maintain in effect the bond or
bonds required under the provisions of this Act
or to comply with any demand, ruling, or require-
ment of the Commissioner lawfully made pursuant
to and within the authority of this Act; or that
(b) The licensee has violated any provision
of this Act or any rule or regulation lawfully
made by the Commissioner under and within the
authority of this Act; or that
(c) Any fact or condition exists which, if
it had existed at the time of the original ap-
plication for such license, clearly would have
warranted the Commissioner in refusing originally
to issue such license.
.*
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Suspension
of
License
Surrender
of License
Reinstate-
tent of
License.
Filing Reasons
for Revoca-
tion, ~etc.
The Commissioner may, without notice or
hearing, suspend any license for a period not
exceeding thirty (30) days, pending investi-
gation.
The Commissioner may revoke or suspend only
the particular license with respect to which
grounds for revocation or suspension may occur
or exist, or, if he shall find that such grounds
for revocation or suspension are of general
application to all offices, or to more than one
office, operated by such licensee, he shall revoke
or suspend all of the licenses issued to said
licensee or such licenses as such grounds apply
to, as the case may be.
Any licensee may surrender any license
by delivering to the Commissioner written notice
that he thereby surrenders such license, but
such surrender shall not affect such licensee's
civil or criminal liability for acts committed
prior to such surrender.
No revocation or suspension or surrender
of any license shall impair or affect the ob-
ligation of any pre-existing lawful contract
between the licensee and any borrows r.
Every license issued hereunder shall remain
in force and affect until the same shall have
been surrendered, revoked, or suspended in
accordance with the provisions of this ^ct.,
but the Commissioner shall have authority on his
own initiative to reinstate suspended licenses
or to issue new licenses to a licensee whose
license or licenses shall have been revoked if
no fact or condition then exists which clearly
would have warranted the Commissioner in refus-
ing originally to issue such license under this
Act.
Whenever the Commissioner shall revoke or
suspend a license issued pursuant to this Act,
he shall forthwith file with the Department of
(Note 8) a written order to that effect and
findings with respect thereto containing the
evidence and the reasons supporting the revoca-
tion or suspension, and forthwith serve upon the
licensee a copy thereof, which order may be re-
viewed by a writ of certiorari or writ of mandamus
within thirty (30) days after the filing thereof
(Note 9).
*.
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£) Examinations
Annual
Examination
Books and
Records.
Annual
Reports
Section 10. For the purpose of discovering violations of
this Act or securing information lawfully required by him
hereunder, the Commissioner may a t any time, either per-
sonally or by a person or persons duly designated by him,
investigate the loans and business and examine the books,
accounts, records, and files used therein, of every lic-
ensee and of every person, co-partnership, association,
and corporation who or which shall be engaged in the
business described in Section 1 of this Act, whether
such person, co-partnership, association, or corpora-
tion shall act or claim to act as principal or agent,
or under or without the authority of this Act. For
that purpose the Commissioner and his duly designated
representatives shall have free access to the offices
and places of business, books, accounts, papers, records,
files, safes, and faults of all such persons, co-part-
nerships, associations, and corporations. The Commiss-
ioner and all persons duly designated by him shall
have authority to r equire the attendance of (Note 11)
and to examine under oath all persons whomsoever whose
testimony he may require relative to such loans of
such business.
The Commissioner shall make such an examination of
the affairs, business, office, and records of each licen-
see at least once each year (Note 7e). The actual cost
of every examination shall be paid to the Commissioner
by every licensee so examined, and the Commissioner by
every licensee so examined, and the Commissioner may
maintain an action for the recovery of such costs in any
court of competent jurisdiction.
Section 11. The licensee shall keep and use in his
business such books, accounts, and records as will
enable the Commissioner to determine whether such
licensee is complying with the provisions of this
Act and with the rules and regulations lawfully made
by the Commissioner hereunder. Every licensee shall
preserve such books, accounts, and records, including
cards used in the card system, if any, for at least
two (2) years after making the final entry on any loan
recorded therein.
Each licensee shall annually on or before the
fifteenth day of ^arch file a report with the Com-
missioner giving such relevant information as the
Commissioner reasonably may require concerning the
business and operations during the preceding calendar
year of each licensed place of business conducted by
such licensee within the State. Such report shall be
made under oath and shall be in the form prescribed by
the Commissioner, who shall make and publish annually
an analysis and recapitulation of such reports.
J J . .
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Advertising
Liens on
Real Estate
Other busi-
ness in same
office.
No confes-
sions of judg-
ment etc.
*
Section 12. No licensee or other person, co-part-
nership, association, or corpcr ation shall adver-
tise, print, display, publish, distribute, or
broadcast or cause or permit to be advertised,
printed, displayed, published, distributed, or
broadcast, in any manner whatsoever any statement
or representation with regard to the rates, terms,
or conditions for the lending of money, credit,
goods or things in action in the amount or of the
value of three hundred dollars ($300) or less,
which is false, misleading, or deceptive (Note 12)#
The Commissioner may order any licensee to desist
from any conduct which he shall find to be a viol-
ation of the foregoing provisions.
The Commissioner may require that rates of
charge, if stated by a licensee, be stated fully
and clearly in such manner as he may deem necess-
ary to prevent misunderstanding thereof by prospec-
tive borrowers.
No licensee shall take a lien upon real estate
as security for any loan made under this Act,
except such lien as is created bv law upon the
recording of a judgment (Note 13).
No licensee shall conduct the business of
making loans under this Ac t within any office,
room, or place of business in which any other
business is solicited or engaged in, or in assoc-
iation on conjunction therewith, except as may
be authorized in writing by the Commissioner upon
his finding that the character of such other business
is such that the granting of such authority would
not facilitate evasions of this Act or of the rules
and regulations lawfully made hereunder.
No licensee shall transact such business or
make any loan provided for by this Act under any
other name or at any other place of business that
that named in the license.
No licensee shall take any confession of
judgment or any power of attorney. No licensee
shall take any note, promise to pay, or security
that does not accurately disclose the actual amount
of the loan, the time for which it is made, and the
agreed rate of interest, nor any instrument in
which blanks are left to be filled in after ex-
ecution.
-.
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Maximum
rate of
charge.
Split loans
prohibited.
Method of
computing
charges.
No
Further
Charges
Require-
ments for
making &
payment of
loans.
Section 13. Every licensee hereunder may lend
any sum of money not to exceed three hundred dollars
(300) in amount and may charge, contract for, and
receive thereon interest at a rate not exceed-
ing three and one-half per centum (3i$) per month
on that part of the unpaid principal balance of
any loan not in excess of one hundred dollars ($100)
and two and one-half per centum (2-J$) per month
on any remainder of such unpaid principal balance
(Note 14). No licensee shall induce or permit any
borrower to split up or divide any loan. No licen-
see shall induce or permit any pe rson, nor any
husband and wife jointly or severally, to become
obligated, directly or contingently or both, under
more than one contract of loan at the same time,
for the purpose or with the result of obtaining
a higher rate of interest than would otherwise be
permitted by this section (Note 14a).
Interest shall not be paid, deducted, or
received in advance. Interest shall be computed
and paid only on unpaid principal balances and
shall not be compounded. The maximum interest
permitted on loans made under this Act shall be
computed on the basis of the number of days ac-
tually elapsed and for the purpose of such compu-
tations a month shall be any period of thirty (30)
consecutive days.
In addition to the interest herein provided
for no further or other charge or amount whatso-
ever for any examination, service, brokerage,
commission, expense, fee, or bonus or other thing
or otherwise shall be directly or indirectly
charged, contracted for, or received. If any
interest, consideration, or charges in excess of
those permitted by th'.s Ac t are charged, contrac-
ted for, or received, the contract of loan shall
be void and the licensee shall have no right to
collect or receive any principal, interest, or
charged whatsoever.
Section 14. Every licensee shall:
Deliver to the borrower at the time any loan is
made a statement (upon which there shall be prin-
ted a copy of Section 13 of this ActO in the Eng-
lish language showing in clear and distinct terms
the amount and date of the loan and of its maturity,
the nature of the security, if any, for the loan,
the name and address of the borrower and of the
licensee, and the agreed rate of charge;
*.
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Prohibition
Wage Assign-
ment s •
Give to the borrower a plain and complete
receipt for all payments made on account of any
such loan at the time such payments are made,
specifying the amount applied to interest and the
amount, if any, applied to principal, and stating
the unpaid principal balance, if any, of such loan;
Permit payment to be made in advance in
any amount on any contract of loan at any time,
but the licensee may apply such payment first to
all interest in full at the agreed rate up to the
date of such payment;
Upon repayment of the loan in full, mark
indelbly every obligation and security signed by
the borrower with the word w Paid” or "Cancelled,"
and release any mortgage, restore any pledge,
cancel and return any note, and cancel and return
any assignment given to the licensee by the borrower
;
Display prominently in each licensed place of
business a full and accurate schedule, to be ap-
proved by the Commissioner, of the charges to be
made and the method of computing the same.
Section 15. No licensee shall directly or in-
directly charge, contract for, or receive any
interest, discou t, or consideration greater than
.... per centum (...^) per annum (Note 1) upon the
loan, use or forbearance of money, goods, or things
inaction, or upon the loan, use, or sale of credit,
of the amount or value of more than three hundred
dollars ($300). The foregoing prohibition shall
also apply to any licensee who permits any person,
as borrower or as endorser, guarantor, or surety
for any borrower, or otherwise, to owe directly
or contingently or both to the licensee at any
time a sum of more than three hundred dollars
($300) for principal Note 14b).
Section 16. The payment of three hundred dollars
($300) or less in money, credit, goods, or things
in action, as consideration for any sale or assing-
ment of, or order for, the payment of wages, salary,
commissions, or other compensation for services,
whether earned or to be earned, shall for thepur-
poses of regulation under this Act be deemed a
loan secured by such assignment, and the amount by
which such assigned compensation exceeds the amount
of such consideration actually paid shall for the
purposes of regulation under this Act be deemed
interest or charges upon such loan from the date of
such payment to the date such compensation is pay-
able. Such transaction shall be governed by and
subject to the provisions of this Act.
'*
* • •
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Validity
and pay-
ment of
Assignments.
Amount col-
lectible under
assignment.
Prohibition
Section 17. No assignment of or order for
payment of any salary, wages, commissions, or other
compensation for services, earned or to be earned,
given to secure any loan made by any licensee under
this Act, shall be valid unless the amount of such
loan is paid to the borrower simultaneously with
its execution; nor shall any such assignment or
order, or any chattel mortgage or other lien on
household furniture then in the possession and use
of the borrower be valid unless it is in writing,
signed in person by the borrower, nor if the borrower
is married unless it is signed in person by both
husband and wife, provided that written assent of
a spouse shall not be required when husband and
wife have been living separate and apart for a
period of at leastfive months prior to the making
of such assignment, order, mortgage, or lien.
Under any such assignment or order for the
payment of future salary, wages, commissions, or
other compensation for services, given as security
for a loan made by any licensee under this Act, a
sum not to exceed ten per centum {10%) of the bor-
rower’s salary, wages, commissions, or other com-
pensation for services shall be collectible from
the employer of the borrower by the licensee at the
time of each payment to the borrower of such salary,
wages, commissions, or other compensation for ser-
vices, from the time that a copy of such assign-
ment, verified by the oath of the licensee or his
agent, together with a similarly verified statement
of the amount unpaid upon such loan, is served upon
the employer.
Section 18. No person, co-partnership, assoc-
iation, or corporation, except as authorized by this
Act, shall directly or indirectly charge, contract
for, or receive any interest, discount, or consid-
eration greater that •••• per centum {%»,,%) per
annum (Note 1) upon the loan, U3e, or forbearance
of money, goods, or things in action, or upon the
loan, use, or sale of credit of the amount or value
of three hundred dollars ($300) or less.
The foregoing prohibition shall apply to any
person, co-partnership, association, or corporation
who or which, by any device, subterfuge, or pretense
whatsoever shall charge, contract for, or receive
greater interest, consideration, or charges than is
authorized by this Act for any such loan, use, or
forbearance of money, goods, or things inaction or
for any such loan, use, or sale of credit.
V
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Penalties
Excepted
Lenders
Regulations
Pre-exinfcing
contracts.
No loan of the amount or value of three
hundred dollars ($300) or less for which a greater
rate of interest, consideration, or charges than
is permitted by this Act has been charged, contracted
for, or received, wherever made, shall be enforced
in this State and every person in anywise partici-
pating therein in this State shall be subject to
the provisions of this Act, provided that the fore-
going shall not apply to loans legally made in any
State which then has in effect a regulatory small
loan law similar in principle to this Act#
Section 19. Any person, co-partnership, assoc-
iation, or corporation and the several members,
officers, directors, agents, and employees thereof,
who shall violate or participate in the violation of
any of the provisions of Sections 1, 11, 13, 13,
14, or IS of this Act, shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor (Note 15).
Any contract of loan not invalid for any other
reason, in the making or collection of which any
act shall have been done which constitutes a mis-
demeanor under this Section, shall be void and the
lender shall have no right to collect or receive any
principal, interest, or charges whatsoever.
Section 20. This Act shall not apply to any
person, co-partnership, association, or corporation
doing business under and as permitted by any law
of this State of of the United States relating to
banks, savings banks, trust companies, building and
loan associations, credit unions, or licensed pawn-
brokers.
Section 21. XfNote 16) is hereby authorized
and empowered to make such general rules and reg-
ulations and such specific rulings, demands, and
findings as may be necessary for the prope r conduct
of such business and the enforcement of this Act,
in addition hereto and not inconsistent herewith.
Section 22. This act or any part thereof
may be modified, amended, or repealed so as to effect
a cancellation or alteration of any license or right
of a licensee hereunder, provided that such can-
cellation or alteration shall not impair or affect
the obligation of any pre-existing lav/ful contract
between any licensee and any borrower.
..
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Status of
pre-existing
licensees
Section 25* Any person, co-partnerhsip, assoc-
iation, or corporation having a license under (Note
17), in force when this Act becomes effective, shall
notwithstanding the repeal of the said (Note 17),
be deemed to have a license under this Act for a
period expiring six (6) months after the said ef-
fective date, if not sooner revoked, provided that
such person, co-partnership, association, or cor-
poration shall have paid or shall pay to the Com-
missioner as a license fee for such six (6) months
(
period the sum of fifty dollars (|50) (note 7b)
and shall keep on file with the Commissioner during
such six (6) months 1 period the bond required either
by this Act or by the said (Note 17), Any such license
so continued in effect under the provisions of this
Act shall be subject to revocation during such six
(6) months' period as provided in Section 9 of this
Act except that it myy not be revoked during such
(6) months' period either upon the ground that such
licensee has not the minimum amount of assets re-
quired in Section 6 of this Act or upon the ground
that the convenience and advantage of such community
will not be promoted by the operation therein of such
business.
Repeal
Status of
pre-existing
obligations
.
Section 24 • • • • • (Note 18)
Section 25 • • • • • (Note 4) • . • • and all *cts
and parts of Acts inconsistent with the provisions
of this A c t, are hereby repealed.
Nothing herein contained shall be so construed
as to impair or affect the obligation of any contract
of loan between any licensee under the said (Note 17)
and any borrower, which was lawfully entered into
prior to the effective date of this Act.
Decisions
affect adjudi-
cated sections
only.
Section 26. If any clause, sentence, section,
provision, or part of this act shall be adjudged to
be unconstitutional or invalid for any reason by any
court of competent jurisdiction, such judgment shall
not impair, affect or invalidate the remainder of this
Act, which shall remain in full force and effect
thereafter.
Section 27, This Act shall take effect
immediately (Note 19.)
I
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NOTES
Note 1. Here insert the maximum legal contract rate
if it is the only interest statute except those which apply
to the special institutions named in the exemption section
hereof (Sec. 20). If there is more than one interest maximum
fixed by a statute of general application, then the following
language may be here inserted:
"Than the lender would be permitted by law to charge if
he were not a licenseehereunder."
The same situation exists in Sections 1, 15, and 18.
Note 2. Here insert title of licensing official.
Note 3. If a separate department or supervising official
is created, there should be added to the title of the bill
descriptive language covering the creation of such department
or office, the duties thereof, the raising and disbursing
of revenues, and other special provisions incident to such
creation. It is recommended that a subdivision of the Banking
Department be created in charge of a special deputy to super-
vise the small loan business and administer this Act, such
subdivision to be designated as the bureau of Personal Finance.
See Note 16, Section 21.
Note 4. Here insert titles of Acts to be specifically
repealed in whole or in part.
Note 5. Here insert enacting clause.
Note 6. The title "Commissioner" is used throughout this
form of Act for convenience, but local usage should fix this
title and it should then be substituted for "Commissioner"
throughout the Act. "The licensing official" may be used in
lieu of a specific title.
Note 7. It is thought that $100 per year per office will
return enough revenue to cover the cost of necessary general
supervision including the preparation, analysis, and tabulation
of the annual report.
If the fiscal policy of the State or other considerations
make it advisable to collect the full costs of individual ex-
aminations from each office in a stated annual fee, $200 or
$250 should provide sufficient funds for this purpose. In
such an event
(a) the greater amount should be substituted in Section 2,
(b) one-half thereof should be inserted in Section 23,
(c) at (Note 7) should be inserted "and in full payment of
all expenses for examinations under and for administration
of this Act,"
(d) the sentence following (Note 7d) should be eliminated, and
(e) the sentence following (Note 7e) should be eliminated.
See also Note 16, Section 21, regarding disposition of
revenues under this Act.
''
'
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Note 8. Here insert the name of the department charged
with the duty of administering the Act. If a subdivision of
a larger department administers the Act, the principal depart-
ment should be named here.
Note 9. The provisions for judicial review of the deter-
minations, rulings, findings, and similar discretionary a cts
of the licensing official will necessarily vary widely with the
codes of judicial procedure of the several states and the
constitutional and statutory provisions relating thereto.
If satisfactory general provisions exist and apply to this
situation, the specific provisions her of may be eliminated.
In states which have a sufficiently flexible judicial code,
a direct action to review the Commissioner's acts is the best
procedure. See also similar material in Sections 9 and 24
and Note 18.
Note 10. Here insert a description of the municipality
according to the system of nomenclature employed within^the
State, for example, “municipality, “ or “city," or "village."
The political subdivisions used should be those which best
reflect an Integral urban unit or community.
Note 11. Special treatment will be required in order
effectually to authorize the Commissioner to require the at-
tendance of witnesses. In some states such power cannot be
so delegated. See (Note 15.
Note 12. The following words may be added at this point
if deemed desirable:
“or. In the case of a licensee, which r efers to the suprvision
of such business by the State of .... or any department or
official thereof."
Note 13. This paragraph is not intended to prevent
licensees from taking and recording valid judgments and must
be so drawn as to prevent such a result. The exception must
therefore be drafted in such language as the local law requires
in order to accomplish this result.
Note 14. The maximum interest rate of 3^ per cent a month
on that part of any loan balance not exceeding ^100 and 2q
per cent a month on that part exceeding $>100 is recommended as
an initial rate in all states. This combination of rates
permits a maximum charge ranging from 3% per cent a month on
outstanding balances of $100 or less to 2.83 per cent a month
on outstanding balances of $300. The rate is designed to attract
aggressive competition by licensed lenders following the enact-
ment of the law in order to drive unlicensed lenders out of
business. This rate should be reconsidered after a reasonable
period of experience with it.
/
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From the experience with various maximum rates in many
states, it is clear that it is no longer possible to make
generalizations with reference to an adequate maximum rate for
all states. The distribution of population, the character and
stability of the industries in urban areas, costs of lending
revealed by reports of licensees, local legislation and trad-
ition affecting the forms of security available to licensees,
the extent of unlicensed lending, the size of loans in which
it occurs, and many other factors should be considered in
revising the maximum rate in any state*
In some states, it would undoubtedly be possible to re-
duce the initial maximum rate recommedded here. In (fathers
a lower rate would probably be impracticable, and a careful
study of the question might produce evidence in favor of an
increase in the initial rate. The evidence available at
present leads us to believe that 2i per cent a month, ap-
plying to all contracts, is the lowest maximum rate which
would be effective under the most favorable conditions, and
that this rate is too low to be effective in most states.
A reduction of the maximum rate in New N-a^pshipe to 2
per cent a month led to the destruction of the licensed small
loan business in that State, and a similar reduction in West
Virginia tended to eliminate licensed lending on chattel
mortgages and wage assignments and encouraged a rapid rise
of illegal lending at exorbitant interest rates. In New
Jersey, where costs of lending appear to be as low as^ if
not lower than, those in any other state, a rate of 2-g- per
cent a month on all loans appears to be an adequate maximum.
But in Missouri a similar maximum is clearly inadequate and
unlicensed high-rate lending in sums of less that vlOO is
prevalent. It seems probable that reductions below the
initial maximum recommended here would be found to be gen-
erally possible in the northern industrial states, while
reductions below the initial rate would probably prove to be
generally undesirable in southern and western states where
urban areas are distant from each other and the existing
demand is for relatively small loans.
The relationship between the possibility of lower max-
imum interest rates and the vigilant and aggressive exercise
by the supervising officer of the descre tionary powers granted
by the -fifth and Sixth Drafts should be clearly recognized.
Without the discretionary powers granted by the Fifth and
Sixth Drafts of the Uniform Law and without forceful admin-
istration of the Act, it would probably be unwise to attempt
reduction below the 3 and Zrk per cent a month maximum rates
now in effect in most states.
The general recommendation of a graduated rate is a
departure from the previous policy of the Department of
Remedial Loans. Heretofore the Department has consistently
recommended a flat maximum rate applying to all contracts.
..
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Thls change has been adopted only after an examination of all
of the available expense data for the small loan business and
after an examination of the experience with graduated rates
in several states, The possibility of lower rates of charge
on larger loans has always been recognized, ^Hit the flat
rate was the most easily enforced by state supervising
officers, and most readily understood by the borrower. It
was anticipated that competition would reduce the going rate
for the most profitable loans and that this competition would
be most effective if the maximum charge were expressed as a
single rate.
The graduated rate has been recommended in spite of these
advantages of the flat rate rather than because they no longer
exist. Three circumstances have influenced the choice. First,
thegreater profitableness of larger loans has led to a vig-
orous competition for such loans to the neglect, although not
to the exclusion, of loans of small sums. Because of this
neglect of the smaller loans by licensed lenders, unlicensed
lenders have frequently been able to build up a business in
very small loans at exorbitant rates. We believe the graduated
rate will tend to encourage the making of smaller loans by
licensed lenders, and to prevent unlicensed lending in these
sums. Second, although competition has succeeded in reducing
rates of interest on larger loans in many communities, the
maximum rate has continued to prevail in others. There is a
tendency for excessive competition in increasecos ts of lend-
ing, and consequently to restrain competitive rate reductions.
Third, the interest burden in dollars upon borrowers of large
sums is high, while it is not considered socially desirable
that very small loans should bear their full share of operat-
ing costs, it has seemed proper to provide a less inequitable
distribution of these costs than was possible under a flat
maximum rate,
Note 14a. This paragraph is necessary only when a grad-
uated rate is used, and may require modification to meet local
conditions in some states.
Note 14b. This section should be modified for use in
certain states in which 13c ensees under the existing small
loan act are engaged in the business of financing the liquid-
ation of accounts receivable of retail merchants and profess-
ional men. In these Instances it is recommended that this practice
be permitted in the discretion and with the specific approval
of the supervising officer.
Note 15. Local considerations may require changes in or
elaboration of the nature of the crime and/or its penalties.
It may also be necessaryto add a paragraph attaching a
criminal penalty for failure of the licensee (or others) to
submit to subpoena, produce documents, make reports, etc.
See Note 11.
_-
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Note 16. Here insert full title of the licensing official.
In this section insert the appropriate paragraphs if it is
desired to create a new department or subdivision or official,
providing for revenues and disbursements, defining new duties,
etc. See :*ote 3. All general rules and regulations and all
denials, revocations, and suspensions of licensed should be re-
quired to have the written approval of the head of the principal
department if a subdepartment administers this Act.
In this section should also appear provisions for the
disposition of license fees, investigation fees, and any other
revenue, if the fiscal policy or statutory requirements of
the State make such special provisions necessary or desirable;
if so, the title of the act should contain the words ’’providing
for the disposition of revenues received hereunder." tt is
recommended that all revenues go direct to the supervising
department for the expenses of administering the Act, if such
is possible.
Note 17. Here cite any existing regulatory small loan
lav; similar in principle to this Act.
Note 18. This section should prescribe the procedure for
judicial review of all discretionary acts of the Commissioner
which might be open to the construction that they are exercises
of judicial powers, including all findings, decisions, and
determinations and the application of all rules and regula tions
by demands or requirements made upon licensees. In Sections 4
and 9 general provisions are made for the right of review in
the specific cases covered by such sections. In Section 24
corresponding provisions should be made to cover all other
cases. In addition, if required In any State, the specific
procedure for all cases should be provided for in appropriate
detail. The last paragraphs of Sections 4 and 9 may have to
be redrafted to bring them into accord with Section 24 as to
procedure. Where the judicial code does not specifically so
provide, provision should be made that review is by the State
court of general, original jurisdiction.
Note 19. If a greater number of affirmative votes is
required to pass an act effective immediately, this section
should be changer! or eliminated, depending on local require-
ment s •
RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION
New York
1935
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Appendix B.
THE COMONWEALTH OP MASSACHUSETTS
Bureau of Loan Agencies
Department of Banking and Insurance
THE LAV/ REGULATING TEE BUSINESS
OF MAKING SMALL LOANS
Chapter 140, General Laws, Sections 96-114, Inclusive.
Licenses for Business of Making Small Loans
For Penalty, see Sec. 103
SECTION 96. No person shall directly or indirectly
engage in the business of making loans of three hu dred dollars
or less, if the amount to be paid on any such loan for interest
and expenses exceeds in the aggregate an amount equivalent to
twelve per cent per annum upon the sum loaned, without first
obtaining from the commissioner of banks, in sections ninety-
six to one hundred and fourteen, inclusive, called the com-
missioner, a license to carry on the said business in the town
where the business is to be transacted. When an application
for a loan or for an endorsement or guarantee or for thepurcha.se
of a note is made by any person within this commonwealth, and
the money is advanced or the endorsement or guarantee is made
or furnished by any person without this commonwealth, the
transaction shall be deemed a loan made within this common-
wealth, and such a loan and the parties making it shall be sub-
ject to sections ninety-six to one hundred and thirteen,
inclusive. They buying or endorsing of notes or the furnish-
ing of guarantee or security for compensation shall be
considered to be engaging in the business of making small loans
within said sections. In prosecutions under said sections,
the amount to be paid upon any loan of three hundred dollars
or 1 ss for interest or expenses shall include all sums paid
or to be paid by or on behalf of the borrower for interest,
brokerage, recording fees, commissions, services extension of
loan, forbearance to enforce payment, and all other sums
charged against or paid or to be paid by the borrower for
making or securing directly or indirectly the loan, and shall
include all such sums when paid by or on behalf of or charged
against the borrower for or on accou t of making or securing the
loan, directly or indirectly, to or by any person, other than
the lender, if such payment or charge was known to the lender
at the time of making the loan, or might have been ascertained
by reasonable inquiry. Any person directly or indirectly
engaging in the business of negotiating, arranging, aiding or
assisting the borrower or lender in procuring or making loans
of three hundred dollars or less, for which the amount paid
or to be paid for interest and expenses, including all amounts
paid or to be paid to any other party therefor, exceeds in the
aggregate an amount equivalent to twelve per cent per annum,
whether such loans are actually made by such person or by
another party, shall be deemed to be engaged In the. business
of making small loans, and shall be subject to sections
..
.
.
.
.
.
,
.
.
,
;
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Fine ty- six to one hundred and twelve, inclusive.
If, after all deductions or payments, whether on
accou t of interest, expenses or principal made substantially
contemporaneously with the making of the loan, the amount
retained by the borrower be three hundred dollars or less,
the transaction shall be deemed to be a loan in the amount of
the sum so retained by the borrower after such deductions or
payments, notwithstanding that the loan be nominally for a
greater sum,
(NOTE: --The last paragraph of Section 96 was added by Acts
of 1934, chapter 179, section 2, effective July 30, 1934)
REGULATIONS . INVESTIGATIONS
,
For Penalty see x 103
SECTION 97, The commissioner shall from time to time
establish regulations respecting the granting of licenses and
the business carried on by the licensees, and by loan companies
and associations established by special charter. He shall
either personally or by such assistants as he may designate,
at least once a year and oftener if he deems it necessary,
investigate the affairs of such licensees, companies and
associations, and for that purpose shall have free access
to the vaults, books andpapers thereof, and shall ascertain
the condition of the business and whether it has been tran-
sacted in compliance with the law and the regulations made
hereunder, The commissioner may cause an examination of the
said books and business to be made by an accountant whom he
may select, and the cost of any such examina tion shall be paid
by the person whose books are so examined.
RETURNS TO SUPERVISOR
For penalty see s 103
SECTION 98. All persons required by sections ninety-six
to one hundred and fourteen, inclusive, to be under the super-
vision of the Commissioner shall annually on November first
make a return to him in the form of a trial balance of their
books at the close of business on September thirtieth preceding,
and shall specify the different kinds of liabilities and the
different kinds of assets, with such other information as may
be called for by the commissioner in accordance with a blank
form to be furnished by him. The commissioner shall make
an annual report and shall forward therewith a copy of such
returns or so much thereof as he may deem necessary.
EXAMINATION OF LICENSEES
Section 99, The commissioner may summon said licensees,
companies or associations, ©r any of their agents or employees,
and such other witnesses as he deems necessary, and examine
-
-
.
•
;
*
.
-
*
,
'
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them relative to their transactions and to the condition
of their business, and for that purpose may administer oaths.
Whoever without justifiable cause refuses to appear and testify
when so required, or obstructs the commissioner or his
representatives in the performance of their duties, shall be
punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars or
by imprisonment for not more than six months, or both.
RATE OF INTEREST
For Penalty, see s 103
SECTION 100, He sha.ll establish the rate of interest
to be collected, and in fixing said rate shall have due
regard to the amount of the loan, and the nature of the
security, and the time for which the loan is made; but the
total amount to be paid on any loan for interest and expenses
shall not in the aggregate exceed an amount equivalent to
three per cent a month on the amount actually received by
the borrower, computed on unpaid balances; and no licensee or
company or association to which sections ninety-six to one
hundred and twelve, inclusive, apply shall charge or receive
upon any loan a greater rate of interest than that fixed by the
Commissioner, No charge, bonus, fee, expense or demand of
any nature whatsoever, except as above procided, shall be made
upon loans to which said sections relate.
TERM OF LICENSES, ETC.
SECTION 101, Licenses granted by the commissioner shall
be for a period of one year from October first. Each license
shall plainly state the name of the licensee, and the city or
town, with the name of the street, and the number, if any,
of the place where the business is to be carried on, and shall
be posted in a conspicuous place in the office where the business
is transacted.
FEES
Section 102, The fee for all licenses granted under section
ninety-six shall be not less than one hundred dollars. If
the licensee desires to carry on business at more than one
place he shall procure a license for e ach place where the
business is to be conducted.
PENALTY FOR VIOLATION OF LAW BY LICENSEES.
Section 103, Any person violating any provision of
sections ninety-six to ninety-eigjit
,
inclusive, and one hundred
to one hu dred and nine, inclusive, or any rule or order made
_ _
.
.
-
,
.
,
.
.
.•
.
.
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J by the coranissioner, shall be subject to a fine of not more than
five hundred dollars, and the license may be susp ended or
revoked by the commissioner. Any loan upon which a greater
rate of interest or expense is charged or received than is
allayed by sections ninety-six to one hundred and eleven,
inclusive, and the regulations made thereunder^ may be
declared void by the supreme judicial or superior court
in equity upon petition by the person to whom the loan was
made*
CONDITIONS OF GRANTING LICENSE
For Penalty, see s 103
SECTION 104* A license under section ninety- six shall
not be granted until the applicant has filed with the
commissioner a statement on oath, which in the case of a
corporation or association may be made by the president or
agent thereof in charge of the business, stating the place in
the town where the business is to be carried on, the name
and the private and business address of the applicant,
and in the case of a corporation the state under the laws of
which it is organized, and the name and private address of the
clerk or secretary and of the agent or other officer having
charge of its proposed business, nor until the applicant,
unless excused by the commissioner, files with him a power
of attorney, appointing a person satisfactory to the commiss-
ioner to be his attorney, upon whom all lav/ful process may be
served in any action or proceeding arising under sections
ninety-six to one hundred and twelve inclusive with the
same effect as if served upon the licensee. If any change occurs
in the name or address of a licensee or of the clerk, sec-
retary or agent aforesaid of any Ic&ensed corporation, or in
the place where the licensed business is carried on, or in
the membership of any partnership licensed under said
sections, a true and full statement of such change, wworn
to in the manner required by this section in the case of the
original statement, shall forthwith be filed with the
commissioner, who may after a hearing revoke the license.
BOND
SECTION 105 No license shall be issued under section
ninety-six until the licensee gives to the state treasurer
a bond in the sumof five thousand dollars, executed by the
licensee and by a surety company approved by the commis-
sioner, conditioned upon the faithful performance by the
licensee of the duties and obligations pertaining to Ihe
business so licensed and the prompt payment of any judgment
recovered against him or fo^* which he may be liable under
section ninety-six to one hundred and eleven, inclusive, tut
,.
4
*
.
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no suit at law or in equity shall be begun against the
sureties on such a bond within thirty days after judg-
ment against the licensee. If in any case at law or in
equity against the licensee under sections ninety-3ix
to one hundred and eleven, inclusive, it aopears that
the plaintiff is entitled to judgment or decreee, except
for proceedings In bankruptcy or insolvency, or the
discharge therein of the licensee, the court may at
any time, on motion, enter a special judgment or decree
for the plaintiff for the amount of his debt, damages
and costs, or for such other relief as he may be entitled
to; and the said bond shall be conditioned upon thepay-
ment of any such special judgment and upon compliance
with any such decree. Whoever is aggrieved by a breach
of the condition of such a bond may sue thereon at his
own expense and in h s own behalf, but in the name of
the obligee; and if judgment shall be entered for the
defendant for costs, execution therefor shall issue
against the person for whose benefit the suit is brought,
as if he were the plaintiff of record, but not against
the obligee, In such a suit like proceedings shall be
had as in a suit by a creditor on an administration
bond. The commissioner may at any time require the licensee
to file an additional bond of like nature and with like
effect, and to give full information as to all judgments
recovered or suits pending on his bond. Upon failure to
file any bond so required the license shall be revoked.
RECOVERY OF ILLEGAL INTEREST
SECTION 106. If a greater rate of interest or amount
for expenses than is allowed under sections ninety-3ix
to one hundred and eleven, inclusive, has been paid on
any loan to which said sections apply, the person who
paid it may file a complaint with the commissioner, who
may, after a hearing, order such excess amounts refunded,
or may make such other order as he may deem necessary.
The filing of the complaint and the decision of the com-
missioner shall not affect the right of the complainant
under section one hundred and three, who may, in an action
of contract or suit in equity, recover back the amount
of the unlawful interest or expenses, with twice the
legal costs, if such action or suit is brought within
two years after the time of payment.
MORTGAGE, ETC., AS SECURITY DISCHARGED ON
PAYMENT OF LOAN
For Penalty, see s 103
SECTION 107. If a loan to which sections ninety-
six to one hundred and elaven, inclusive, apply is secured
by a mortgage or pledge of personal property or by an
, f
.
.
.
.
*
.
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assignrnent of wages, the mortgage shall be discharged,
the pledge restored or the assignment released upon pay-
ment or tender of the amount legally due under said
sections; and such payment or tender may be made by the
debtor, by any person duly authorized by him, or by any
person having an interest in the property mortgaged or
pledged or in the wages assigned, ’whoever refuses or
neglects, upon request, to discharge a mortgage, release
an assignment or restore a pledge to the party entitled
to receive the same, after payment of the debt secured
thereby or the tender of the amount due thereon as afore
said, shall be liable in tort to the borrower for all
damages thereby sustained by him.
VALIDITY OF MORTGAGE, ETC.
For Penalty, see s 103
SECTION 108. A mortgage or pledge of personal
property, or an assignment of or order for wages or
salary to which sections ninety-3ix to one hundred and
eleven, inclusive, apply, shall not be valid unless it
states with substantial accuracy the actual amount of the
loan, the time for which the loan is made, the rate of
interest to be paid, and the expense of making and sec-
uring the loan, if any; nor unless it contains a provision
that the debtor shall be notified, in the manner provided
in sect5-on five of chapter two hundred and fifty-five,
of the time and place of any sale to be made in foreclosure
proceedings at least seven days before such sale. A
notice of intention to foreclose under the provisions of
section five or section eight of chapter two hundred and
fifty-five shall not be valid in such a case unless it
expressly states v/here such notice is to be recorded,
and that the right of redemption willbe foreclosed sixty
days after 3uch recording. At any time after twenty
days from the date of any such mortgage, if the same has
not been recorded the holder thereof shall forthwith, on
demand and payment or tender of one dollar, give to the
mortgagor or any person interested in the mortgaged
property a copy of the mortgage and of the note or other
obligation secured thereby, which such holder shall certify
to be a true copy thereof.
RECEIPT FOR PART PAYMENT
For oenaltv, see s 103
SECTION 109. If a payment is made on account of
a loan to which sections ninety-3ix to one hundred and
eleven, inclusive, apply, the person who receives the
payment, or his principal, shall, when the payment is
taken, give to the person paying a receipt setting forth
the amount then paid and the amount previously paid,
and identifying the loan, note, mortgage or assignment
to which it is to be applied.
(v
.
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PENALTY FOR ACTING WITHOUT A LICENSE
Section 110. Whoever, not being duly licensed as
provided in section ninety-six, on his own account or on
accou t of any other person not so licensed, engaged in
or carries on, directly or indirectly, either separately
or in connection with or as a part of any other business,
the business of making loans or buying notes or furnish-
ing endorsements or guarantees, to which sections ninety-
six to one hundred and eleven, inclusive, apply, shall be
punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars
or by imprisonment for not more than two months, or
both. Any loan made or note purchased or endorsement or
guarantee furnished by an unlicensed person in violation
of said sections shall be void. In prosecutions under
said sections the fact that the defendant has made or
assisted in the making of two or more loans of three
hundred dollars or less, upon which there has directly
or indirectly been paid or charged, for interest, broker-
age, recording fees, commissions, services, extension of
loan, forbearnace to enforce payment or other expenses,
a sum which e xceeds in the aggregate an amount equivalent
to twelve per cent per annum upon the amount actually
received by the borrower, whether such sum has been paid
to or charged by the defendant or paid to or charged by
any other person, shall be prima facie evidence that the
defendant has engaged in and carried on the business of
making loans to which sections ninety-six to one hundred
and twelve, inclusive, apply.
LAW AS TO RATE OF INTEREST IN ABSENCE OF AGREEMENT
NOT AFFECTED.
Section 111. Sections ninety-six to one hundred and
eleven, inclusive, shall not affect so much of section
three of chapter one hu dred and seven as provides that,
if there is no agreement for a different rate, the interest
on money shall be at the rate of six dollars upon each
one hundred dollars for a year.
)
DUTIES OF STATE POLICE, ETC.
Section 112. The state police and the police of the
cities or towns shall cgrry out the directions of the
commissioner in enforcing sections ninety- six to one
hundred and thirteen, inclusive, and any regulations
made by him.
OLD RETURNS MAY BE DESTROYED.
Section 113. Returns made to the commissioner
under section ninety-eight may be destroyed or disposed
of by his order after the lapse of three years from the
date of their receipt, and any proceeds received in the
course of their disposal shall be paid to the commonwealth.
(.
-
*
.
*
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CERTAIN ASSOCIATIONS NEED NOT PROCURE LICENSES
SECTION 114* Loan companies and loan associations
established by special charter, and fraternal mutual bene-
fit societies the membership of which is limited to the
employees of any one • person and which make loans to
its members only, shall be subject to the supervision
of the commissioner, but need not procure a license*
.
1 M-7- 37. No. 1229
fEf)t Commontoealtf) of itlas&aclwsettg
ANNUAL REPORT TO SUPERVISOR OF LOAN AGENCIES
FOR THE LICENSE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMDER 30, 1»__.
(General Laws Chapter 140, Section 98)
To be filed not later than the first day of November.
READ THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE MAKING UP THIS REPORT
Answer every question or write in “none"
SCHEDULE A
General
1. Name of Licensee
2. License Number
3. Place of Business
4. Date Licensee began Business
5. State whether Corporation, Partnership, Association, or Individual
6. Interest, or Discount, Rate
7. Is any other Business Conducted in same Office?
8. If so, State full Nature of such Business or Businesses
9. Are Books kept on Cash or Accrual Basis?
10. Names of Principal Officers at the close of the year covered by this report
(a) President (c) Treasurer
(b) Secretary (d) Owner or Manager
Q
SCHEDULE B
Balance Sheets—As Per Books
As at September 30, 193
,
and September 30, 193
ASSETS
Column 1
End of Present Year
Column 2
End of Previous Year
$. _ $.
14. Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment (Less Reserve for Depreciation)
—
18. Total Assets $ — - $
LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
19. Accounts and Notes Payable:
$ .... $
—
—
(b) Reserves for Purchased Accounts (Face Value Less Purchase Price) —
28. Total Liabilities and Capital ? — $ - — - - —
Appendix
SCHEDULE C
Statement of Income and Expense
For Period from October 1, 193 to September 30, 193..
Gross Income Derived from Small Loan Business
29. Interest (or Discount) on Loans of $300 or less
30.. Fees on Loans of $300 or less (When authorized)
31. Interest on Bank Balances
32. Collections on Accounts previously charged off
33. Other Income Derived from Small Loan Business (Itemize)
34. Total Gross Income Derived from Small Loan Business (Items 29 to 33)
Expenses of Conducting Small Loan Business
35. Advertising
Auditing
Bad Debts, or Addition to Reserve for Bad Debts
Depreciation of Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment
Expense, Sundry
Insurance and Fidelity Bonds
Legal Fees and Disbursements
Postage and Express
Printing, Stationery and Supplies
Rent
Salaries (excluding Officers’ Salaries)
Salaries of Officers
Supervision and Administration
Taxes:
(a) Licenses and License Taxes
(b) State and Local Taxes
(c) Federal Taxes
Telephone and Telegraph
Travel
Other Expenses of Conducting Small Loan Business (Itemize)
(a) Recording and Acknowledging Fees (When Paid by Licensee)
xxxxxxxx XX
52. Total Expenses of Conducting Small Loan Business (Not including interest on borrowed funds)
(Items 35 to 51)
53. Total Net Earnings Derived from Small Loan Business for the Period (Before deducting interest
on borrowed funds) (Item 34 minus Item 52)
$
SCHEDULE D
Reconciliation of Surplus or Net Earnings
For Period from October 1, 193 to September 30, 193..
54.
Surplus Balance at September 30, As per Books (Item 27, Column 2)
Additions
55. Total Net Earnings Derived from Small Loan Business for the Period
(Item 53)
56. Total Net Income Outside Small Loan Business for the Period (Attach
Schedule)
57. Other Credits to Surplus for the Period (Itemize)
58.
Total Additions for the Period (Items 55 to 57)
Deductions:
59. Interest Paid
60. Dividends Paid During the Period
61. Other Charges to Surplus for the Period (Itemize)
(a) Transfer of earnings to Net Worth or Home Office Control
62.
63.
64 .
:
—
—
$
$
$ -Total Deductions for the Period (Items 59 to 61)
Net Additions to previous year’s Surplus Balanoe (Item 58 minus Item 62) or in the event of Net
Deductions (Red) (Item 62 minus Item 58)
Surplus Balance at September 30, As Per Books (Item 54 plus Item 63). This amount
should be the same as Item 27—Column 1
SCHEDULE E
The purpose of this schedule is to permit the reporting of assets used and useful in the small loan business which may or
may not appear on the books of the office. It is recognized that all assets used and useful may not appear on the books, either
because such items have previously been written off or because such items are carried on the books of the home office or
parent company. If another business be carried on in the same office with the small loan business and certain assets are used
in both businesses, an equitable distribution should be made in arriving at the assets shown in the schedule as applicable to,
and used in, the small loan business. The bases for determining those items included in this schedule and not on the books
must be supported by a supplementary schedule.
SCHEDULE F
Item 74 : Enter under this item the total interest earned from the operation of the small loan business during the
year covered by this report, whether or not such interest has been collected. Interest which has not been collected should be
included in this item.
Item 78: This average should be computed by adding together the outstanding loan balances as at September 30th
of the preceding year and October 31st, November 30th, December 31st, January 31st, February 28th, March 31st, April
30th, May 31st, June 30th, July 31st, and August 31st of the current year and dividing the total by twelve.
Item 79: The actual monthly rate collected can be determined by dividing Item 75 by twelve and then dividing by
Item 78.
SCHEDULE G
Item 87 : In many cases loans may be based on more than one type of security. For example, a loan may be made on
a chattel mortgage on household furniture with a wage assignment taken in addition. In such case, if the primary reliance
be on the chattel mortgage, the loan should be classified under (a). The same principle applies in all cases—classify accord-
ing to the primary security.
SCHEDULE H
A delinquent account is one on which no payment of principal or interest has been collected in the month or months
preceding the end of the period covered by this report. Items 88-a, 88-b, and 88-c should be mutually exclusive—for instance,
88-a should exclude accounts which are included under 88-b, or 88-c. The number and amount of unpaid balances of prin-
cipal on such accounts, respectively, are to be entered in Items 88-a, to 88-c, and the total in Item 88-d.
SCHEDULE I
This schedule is designed to show cases in which legal remedies are used for collections in connection with the small
loan business of the licensee.
SCHEDULE J
The items in this schedule are self-explanatory, the purpose of the schedule being to show the monthly expense for
each account.
SCHEDULE H
Non-Paying Delinquent Accounts
as of September 30, 193
oo* . Number of Amount of Unpaid88, Accounts with no payment either of Principal or of Interest for : Accounts Principal Balance
(a) One Month s
(b) Two Months S
(c) Three Months or More
_
«
(<!) Total j
89. Installments of Principal behind Contract, where a Payment of Principal or Interest
has been made within the last month of this period
Number of
Accounts
Amount of Installments
Behind Contract
$
SCHEDULE I
Suits, Possession and Sale of Chattels
Note: A borrower's accounl may appear under any one or all four of ihe classifications below.
90. Suits for Recovery
: Accounts Amount Due
(a) Suits for recovery pending at close of previous year $
(b) Suits instituted during year $
(c) Suits on which judgment was secured during year $
(cl) Suits settled before judgment during year $
(e) Suits pending at close of current year $
91. Wage Assignments Filed During Year $
92. Possession of Chattels Obtained by Licensee:
(A) Household Goods
By Legal Process or Contract Right
(1) When in use
(2) When not in use
By Voluntary Surrender
(1) When in use
(2) When not in use
(B) Automobiles
By Legal Process or Contract Right
(1) When in use
(2) When not in use
By Voluntary Surrender
(1) When in use
(2) When not in use
(C) Other Chattels and Property
By Legal Process or Contract Right
(1) When in use
(2) When not in use
By Voluntary Surrender
(1) When in use
(2) When not in use
$
$.
93.
Sale of Chattels by Licensee
:
(A) With Borrower’s consent
(1) When in use
(2) When not in use
(B) Without Borrower’s consent
(1) When in use
(2) When not in use
Number of Amount
Accounts Amount Due Collected
$ $
$ $
?.
$.
$
$
SCHEDULE J
Analysis of Expense per Account
Loans of $300 or Less
94. Total Expenses of Conducting Small Loan Business (Item 52, Schedule C) ' $
95. Average Number of Open Accounts (One-Half of the Sum of Item 80 plus Item 86) —
96. Annual Expense per Account (Item 94 divided by Item 95) $
97. Monthly Expense per Account (One-twelfth of Item 96) $
(READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING)
I, the undersigned, being the of the
,
licensee, hereby state under the penalties of perjury, that the statements
contained in this report, including the accompanying schedules and statements (if any) are true and complete in accordance
with the law.
Signed this day of 19
Signature
(First Name) (Middle Initial) (Last Name)
Under Chapter 187 of the Acts of 1926 the OATH BEFORE A MAGISTRATE IS NOT REQUIRED
INSTRUCTIONS
For Preparation of Annual Report
(The schedule letters and item numbers in the following instructions correspond with those shown in the report.)
The purpose of the report is to provide annually a summary of information regarding the business of making loans of
$300 or less.
Affidavit
The affidavit must be executed, if a corporation, by a duly authorized officer of such corporation, or by a partner, if a
partnership, or by the owner, if an individual. In the case of illness or inability of such person to sign the affidavit, it may
be executed in such case by a legal representative or agent.
SCHEDULE A
Enter as Item 1 the name of the company which files the report.
Item 3 : Give the place of business, including street address, at the close of the year covered by this report.
Item 6: If all loans do not carry the same rate, annex a schedule listing the rates charged on various classes of loans.
Item 7 : This question should be answered, “Yes” if the books of the licensee cover transactions which are not directly
associated with the business of lending sums of $300 or less, or if some other business is carried on in the same office, whether
such other business is engaged in by the licensee or by some other person or corporation.
SCHEDULE B
The purpose of this schedule is to furnish a balance sheet, as at the beginning and end of the period covered by this
report, which conforms with the actual books of the licensee. No items should be included in Schedule B which do not appear
on the books of the licensee. Asset items which are used and useful in the small loan business but which do not appear on
the books of the licensee should be reported in Schedule E.
Item 16: Explain basis of valuation of organization or development expense and cost of financing, if any.
Item 22 : Report under this item all unappropriated or expense reserves (i.e., reserves established out of income by
a charge to expense). Capital or appropriated reserves should be reported under Item 26.
Item 22b: This item should represent the difference between the face value of accounts purchased and the amount
paid for such accounts if the face value is greater than the purchase price. If the purchase price exceeds the face value of
accounts purchased, report this excess under other assets as premium paid for purchased accounts.
Item 23 : If the licensee is a branch of a chain company, enter under this item the capital advanced by the home office
to the branch for use in the small loan business.
Item 24: If the licensee is an individual or partnership, enter under this item the net worth of the licensee.
Item 25-27 : These items are for the use of corporate licensees only.
SCHEDULE C
The purpose of this schedule is to show all income derived or produced directly by the use of any asset used or useful
in the small loan business and to enumerate all expenses properly chargeable against earnings in conducting the small loan
business of the licensee. Any income not derived from the small loan business or any expense not directly chargeable to the
conduct of such business should be excluded from this schedule and should be shown in Schedule D under Item 56.
Item 37 : Report only the actual amount of loans charged off as uncollectible or the actual amount charged to expense
and credited to the reserve for bad debts. Insurance against losses from bad loans must not be included as an expense, but
may appear in Schedule D. Losses applying to the business of the reporting licensee which are sustained by the insuror may
be listed under Item 37, provided that amounts collected by the insuror on losses previously reported under this item are also
shown in Item 32.
Item 48c: The amount of Federal Taxes applicable to the period covered by this report should be given, if possible.
Item 52 : Total expenses shown in this item should not include amortization of organization expense, dividends paid,
or interest paid on borrowed funds, amortization of bond discount and expense, or any other expenses associated with
securing funds for the business of the licensee. Such items should appear in Schedule D.
SCHEDULE D
The purpose of this schedule is to reconcile changes in surplus where the licensee is a corporation.
If the licensee is an individual, partnership, or branch office and no surplus account is carried on the books of the office,
a reconciliation of net worth, or capital, as of the beginning and end of the license year, should be given in lieu thereof.
SCHEDULE E
The purpose of this schedule is to permit the reporting of assets used and useful in the small loan business which may or
may not appear on the books of the office. It is recognized that all assets used and useful may not appear on the books, either
because such items have previously been written off or because such items are carried on the books of the home office or
parent company. If another business be carried on in the same office with the small loan business and certain assets are used
in both businesses, an equitable distribution should be made in arriving at the assets shown in the schedule as applicable to,
and used in, the small loan business. The bases for determining those items included in this schedule and not on the books
must be supported by a supplementary schedule.
SCHEDULE F
Item 74: Enter under this item the total interest earned from the operation of the small loan business during the
year covered by this report, whether or not such interest has been collected. Interest which has not been collected should be
included in this item.
Item 78: This average should be computed by adding together the outstanding loan balances as at September 30th
of the preceding year and October 31st, November 30th, December 31st, January 31st, February 28th, March 31st, April
30th, May 31st, June 30th, July 31st, and August 31st of the current year and dividing the total by twelve.
Item 79: The actual monthly rate collected can be determined by dividing Item 75 by twelve and then dividing by
Item 78.
SCHEDULE G
Item 87 : In many cases loans may be based on more than one type of security. For example, a loan may be made on
a chattel mortgage on household furniture with a wage assignment taken in addition. In such case, if the primary reliance
be on the chattel mortgage, the loan should be classified under (a). The same principle applies in all cases—classify accord-
ing to the primary security.
SCHEDULE H
A delinquent account is one on which no payment of principal or interest has been collected in the month or months
preceding the end of the period covered by this report. Items 88-a, 88-b, and 88-c should be mutually exclusive—for instance,
88-a should exclude accounts which are included under 88-b, or 88-c. The number and amount of unpaid balances of prin-
cipal on such accounts, respectively, are to be entered in Items 88-a, to 88-c, and the total in Item 88-d.
SCHEDULE I
This schedule is designed to show cases in which legal remedies are used for collections in connection with the small
loan business of the licensee.
SCHEDULE J
The items in this schedule are self-explanatory, the purpose of the schedule being to show the monthly expense for
each account.
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Office No.
details of loans discharged
U Loan
[Made
Date Loan
Discharged
Loan No. Name
Money Paid to
and Retained by
Borrower
Total Received
in Settlement by
Lender
Interest
Percentage
Collection
Expense Paid
if any
Date Loan
Made
Date Loan
Discharged Loan No. Name
Money Paid to
and Retained by
Borrower
Total Received
in Settlement by Interest
Percentage
Collection
Expense Paid,
if nnv
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Appendix E
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REPORT TO THE SUPERVISOR OF LOAN AGENCIES
FOR THE MONTH ENDED 19
Name of Lender License No.
Schedule A
Analysis of Loans Receivable of $300 or Less
Debits
This Month
Number Amount
License Year
to Date
Number Amount
1. Loans Outstanding at Beginning of Month . . $ —_—-
— $
2. Loans Made During Month
3. Total Debits (Items 1 and 2) _— .
Credits
4. Repayments During Month xxxxx x x x x x x
5. Loans Discharged During Month x x x x x x —— x xxxxx
6. Loans Charged off During Month .... .
7. Total Credits (Items 4 and 6)
Balance
8. Loans Outstanding at Close of Business Last
Day of Month
Note: Item 8, Total Loans Outstanding at Close of Business on the Last Day of Month, must agree with
ledger account, "Loans Receivable of $300 or Less”, at the close of business on the last day of the month.
SEE OVER
Schedule B
Expenses for the Month of 19
of Conducting the Business of Making Loans of $300 or Less
This Month
9.
Rent $
10. Salaries:
(a) Officers
(b) Others
11. Printing
12. Stationery and Supplies
13. Postage
1 4. Expressage
15. Recording Fees
16. Membership Fees or Dues
17. Telephone
18. Telegraph
19. Travel
20. Advertising
21. Insurance
22. Fidelity Bonds
23. Legal Fees and Disbursements
24. Auditing
25. License
26. Taxes:
(a) Local
(b) State
(c) Federal
27. Bad Debts and/or Reserve for Uncollectible Loans
28. Depreciation of Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment
29. Supervision and Administration
30. Interest on Borrowed Money
31. Expense, Sundry
Total Expenses
Schedule C
This Month
Interest (or Discount) on Loans of $300 or Less $
Fees on Loans of $300 or Less (When Authorized) —-
—
——-
—
Fines
Collections on Accounts Previously Charged Off
Rebates
Interest on Bank Balances
License Year
to Date
License Year
to Date
C
7-'36. No. 8107
5m—9 ’35. No. 5515.
Appendix F
No. of this report Date License No. ...
SUPERVISOR OF LOAN AGENCIES
COLLECTION BY PROCESS REPORT
NOTE:—This sheet is to be sent when Process is commenced.
To Supervisor op Loan Agencies:
Office No. has placed for collection by process the following
:
Date when loan was made No. of Loan ...
Amount of money given to borrower Face of note
Name of borrower ...
Address of borrower
Nature of security, description of property
Dates of all payments and amounts
Amount remaining unpaid Date
Date of notice to borrower to foreclose or collect
Date when foreclosure or collection by process was commenced
Name of constable and other agents of the lender through whom any process is made or to whom
any account is given for collection
Egg” A duplicate of this sheet is to be sent when the process ceases or is closed. Repeat the
information, or such reference to it as will identify it in the office of the Supervisor.
Amount received through collection process (itemize, dates and amounts)
Total amount received in payment of loan
Information to be given if actual foreclosure has taken place.
Date of foreclosure and sale Auctioneer
Amount realized on sale Place of sale
Purchaser
Whoever acts for the lender in a collection process must be regarded as the lender’s agent in so far that
he must furnish the lender with an itemized account of the nature of the service rendered and the charge for the
same, and the lender is to give these items to this office:
•NAME. ADDKESS. NATURE of SERVICE
Date Service
Tee Paid
.
Prices
Charged.
•If there is more than one person through whom any expense was incurred, give the name of each one and his expenses as above called for.

Appendix G
WEEKLY REPORT TO SUPERVISOR OF LOAN AGENCIES —
<
DETAILS OF LOANS MADE OFFICE NO.
)ato Loan No. Name
Address
If Payable in Instalments, Give the Amounts
and Times when Payable
No. of Months
for which Loan
is made
Amount of RATEOF INTEREST
Secured Unsecured
|
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